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Abstract

Speech rhythm can be described as the temporal patterning by which speech events,

such as vocalic onsets, occur. Despite efforts to quantify and model speech rhythm

across languages, it remains a scientifically enigmatic aspect of prosody. For instance,

one challenge lies in determining how to best quantify and analyse speech rhythm.

Techniques range from manual phonetic annotation to the automatic extraction of

acoustic features. It is currently unclear how closely these differing approaches

correspond to one another. Moreover, the primary means of speech rhythm research

has been the analysis of the acoustic signal only. Investigations of speech rhythm

may instead benefit from a range of complementary measures, including physio-

logical recordings, such as of respiratory effort. This thesis therefore combines

acoustic recording with inductive plethysmography (breath belts) to capture temporal

characteristics of speech and speech breathing rhythms. The first part examines the

performance of existing phonetic and algorithmic techniques for acoustic prosodic

analysis in a new corpus of rhythmically diverse English and Mandarin speech.

The second part addresses the need for an automatic speech breathing annotation

technique by developing a novel function that is robust to the noisy plethysmography

typical of spontaneous, naturalistic speech production. These methods are then ap-

plied in the following section to the analysis of English speech and speech breathing

in a second, larger corpus. Finally, behavioural experiments were conducted to

investigate listeners’ perception of speech breathing using a novel gap detection

task. The thesis establishes the feasibility, as well as limits, of automatic methods in

comparison to manual annotation. In the speech breathing corpus analysis, they help

show that speakers maintain a normative, yet contextually adaptive breathing style
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during speech. The perception experiments in turn demonstrate that listeners are

sensitive to the violation of these speech breathing norms, even if unconsciously so.

The thesis concludes by underscoring breathing as a necessary, yet often overlooked,

component in speech rhythm planning and production.



Impact Statement

For many in the West, the concept of ”rhythm” may bring to mind the arts, or recre-

ational activities like dance or sport: all areas of life that are sometimes seen as less

important in industrialised society. But rhythm, or the manner in which events unfold

in time, is integral to many human faculties, including speech. There is increasing

evidence that a disordered sense of rhythm may be at play in certain disabilities,

such as dyslexia and developmental language disorder. Conversely, a strong sense

of rhythm may be of benefit to healthy adults, such as in foreign language learning.

Despite these links between rhythm and daily function, researchers have a limited

toolkit when it comes to understanding how best to characterise and compare across

the various forms of rhythm we encounter in everyday life. This thesis contributes to

our understanding of speech rhythm in several ways. Firstly, it compares different

quantitative approaches to speech rhythm analysis, and by synthesising complemen-

tary data from the behavioural and neuroimaging literature, provides evidence other

researchers can use when selecting an appropriate methodology. The thesis then

turns to speech breathing, which is a crucial aspect of speech production, the analysis

of which in the past has been limited to manual annotation. Previous efforts to

automatically extract the breathing time series focused on metabolic (resting) breath-

ing, which produces a simple, sine wave-like signal when measured using inductive

plethysmography (breath belts). In comparison, speech breathing plethysmography

is noisy and prone to idiosyncrasies across speakers. A novel function was therefore

developed to provide the onsets and offsets of speech-related inhalations at a level

comparable to manual annotation, even for uncontrolled, spontaneous speech. The

later chapters of the thesis apply the techniques described previously, first in a corpus
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analysis of English speech and speech breathing; and finally, by probing listeners’

expectations of speech and speech breathing rhythms in a series of behavioural per-

ceptual experiments. Whereas the former work characterises the prosody of speech

breathing at a level of precision not previously reported, the latter presents a novel

paradigm that demonstrates high human perceptual sensitivity to breathing, a core

component of vocalisation that is often excluded from speech research entirely.

Scripts used in the development of this thesis are made available at:

https://github.com/alexisdmacintyre/

https://github.com/alexisdmacintyre/
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Epigraph

Speech production is achieved through the co-ordination of muscular,

respiratory and neural activities on the one hand, and of cultural, in-

tellectual and emotional forces on the other. While verbal concepts

represent the tendency towards rationalizing and objectifying the world

of experience, they carry with them meaning derived from a variety of

sources, unconscious, developmental, historico-cultural. [. . . ] Utterance

is not only an end product of the speech process but also a determinant

in the construction of meaning and thinking itself [. . . ] We must in

fact conceive of the central and autonomic, voluntary and automatic

processes as continuously interacting and alternating as soon as speech

is uttered. (Goldman-Eisler, 1958, p. 60)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Derived from an ancient Greek word meaning ’to flow’, rhythm can be literally

defined as the ’manner of flowing’ (Benveniste, 1971), but rhythm also means

different things to different people. Among speech scientists, for example, there are

probably as many definitions for rhythm as there are research groups. This presents a

nontrivial challenge to interdisciplinary dialogue, in part because differing definitions

will naturally lead to differing methodologies. For instance, whereas the concept of

rhythm may extend to any identifiable temporal pattern, other interpretations specify

isochronous—meaning strictly regularly timed—time series only. Within linguistics,

this latter definition was associated with the controversial idea that all languages can

be grouped according to an isochronous or near-isochronous organising rhythmic

unit, such as the syllable, known as the rhythm class hypothesis (Abercrombie, 1964).

This theory received little support from empirical studies and is extensively critiqued

for its poor predictive power (Arvaniti, 2009, 2012; Nolan and Jeon, 2014), yet

alternative metrics based on other linguistic constructs, such as ratios of voiced to

unvoiced segments in speech (e.g. Ramus et al., 1999; Grabe and Low, 2008), also

perform inconsistently in experimental work (Arvaniti, 2012; Wiget et al., 2010).

Meanwhile, in behavioural psychology, studying speech rhythm has been informed

by subjective reports, for example, by implicitly or explicitly asking experimental

participants where they ”feel” the beat or pulse of a syllable or word to be. The

resulting time points are known as perceptual centres or p-centres (Morton et al.,

1976; Marcus, 1981): discrete, phenomenologically defined events that do not have
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an established phonetic correlate, although the vowel onset has been proposed

as roughly the closest acoustic landmark (Villing, 2010; Šturm and Volı́n, 2016;

Scott, 1998). Finally, a third technique increasingly favoured in neuroscience is to

automatically extract acoustic features, usually some form of the speech envelope,

from the speech wave form for the purposes of correlation with signals recorded

from a listener’s brain. Although this field may see rhythm more as a means to

speech perception than an end worth studying in itself, prominent theories of cortical

speech tracking propose an oscillatory mechanism, meaning that some stimulus

component needs to recur periodically in order for neural dynamics to track, align

with, and even anticipate the speech time series (Peelle and Davis, 2012; Ghitza,

2011; Giraud and Poeppel, 2012). This recurring component is often assumed to be

the syllable, bringing us back to the rhythm class hypothesis and its implications

concerning isochrony, the idea that speech is formed from regularly timed units

(Cummins, 2012b).

Thus far, these attempts to characterise speech rhythm have focused almost

exclusively on the acoustic speech signal. But vocal production can also be thought of

as a motor sequencing act that involves many different effectors, from the intercostal

muscles to the gesturing hand and expressive brow, and therefore emerges from

the precise coordination of a speaker’s whole motor system. In addition to sound,

these distributed actions can be recorded as a variety of traces, such as respiratory

plethysmography, which is the recording of breathing movements using inductive

devices (e.g., a wearable belt). Indeed, the development of the intercostal muscular

control required to sustain vocal air pressure was likely a turning point in the human

evolution of speech (MacLarnon and Hewitt, 1999), and David Abercrombie, an

early proponent of the aforementioned rhythm class hypothesis, considered breathing

as its basis, stating that speech rhythm is “essentially a muscular rhythm, and the

muscles concerned are the breathing muscles” (Abercrombie, 1967). Put simply,

as the energetic driver of the vocal airstream, breathing provides both flow and

form to speech. Despite this vital contribution of breathing to vocalisation, its

role in determining the temporal-dynamic structure of speech remains scientifically
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enigmatic, in part because the neither the act nor percept of breathing are widely

explored experimentally (Włodarczak et al., 2015; Wlodarczak and Heldner, 2020;

Fuchs and Rochet-Capellan, 2021). Even recent critiques concerning ecological

validity within the speech sciences community neglect to mention, let alone engage

with, breathing as a necessary and ubiquitous, yet overlooked component to speech

production and perception in the wild (Hamilton and Huth, 2020; Alexandrou et al.,

2020; Hitczenko et al., 2020).

Despite this low profile, we can intuit that speech breathing requires skill and

practice. We may not remember how or when we learned to effortlessly manage our

metabolic needs whilst fully engaged in conversation, but as anyone acquainted with

excited toddlers will know, humans are not born with the ability to fluently integrate

breathing into speech, and with age and practice comes sophistication in determining

when and how to take in air without disrupting the flow of conversation (Parham

et al., 2011; Hoit et al., 1990; Boliek et al., 1997; Godde et al., 2021). Previous

work examining speech and breathing indicates that, in healthy adults, inhalations

tend to occur at normative positions, such as syntactic boundaries (Henderson et al.,

1965; Grosjean and Collins, 1979; Winkworth et al., 1995; Bailly and Gouvernayre,

2012), and the volume and duration of breathing is also partially shaped by cog-

nitive, in addition to physiological and linguistic, demands (Mitchell et al., 1996).

Speech breathing not only requires a high level of coordination within an individual

speaker’s motor system, but furthermore necessitates cooperation between inter-

locutors: interpersonal respiratory patterns emerge during dyadic interaction, with

turn-taking and floor-holding behaviour further modulating each speaker’s breathing

cycle (Rochet-Capellan and Fuchs, 2014; Fuchs and Rochet-Capellan, 2021; Torreira

et al., 2015; Hammarsten et al., 2015; Włodarczak et al., 2015). In general, there are

complex bidirectional influences between what we think of as speech breathing and

the “speech itself”. Hence, whereas drawing speech breathing into the analysis of

speech rhythm may threaten to complicate an already convoluted topic, this expan-

sion may instead clarify or contextualise our existing understanding of how verbal

speech is timed, fragmented as that understanding may be. It is yet unclear whether
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speech breathing is better conceived of as a form of multi-tasking, or as planned

simultaneously, and within the same system, as vocal speech production as a whole.

But in either case, our ability to perform this integration is in itself a remarkable feat

of motor sequencing that warrants closer analysis. At present, however, there are

very limited means with which to characterise the speech breathing time series, both

in terms of methods of measurement, and then in how we quantify and characterise

any emergent temporal pattern.

In sum, both speech and speech breathing can be characterised as complex,

rhythmically structured behaviours that are supported by precise, yet adaptable

temporal motor planning. And whilst researchers’ choices of tools and analytical

approaches may differ, distinct scholarly communities have a shared interest in under-

standing the speech rhythm time series, which can also be considered to encompass

the respiratory effort underlying vocal production. This thesis is therefore motivated

to synthesise aspects of speech rhythm research from an interdisciplinary perspec-

tive; to extend existing techniques and develop new ones with which to quantify

the timing of speech breathing; and finally, to apply these methods and theoretical

groundings in speech production and perception behavioural experiments. The rest

of the Introduction chapter will begin with an overview of the concept of rhythm

and how it has been studied in different areas of human behaviour. Next, speech

rhythm and the means by which it is studied are described in further detail, leading

into speech breathing and what we can learn from the small, but fascinating body

literature it has inspired. Finally, the chapter closes by laying out the groundwork

for the methodological and experimental sections of the thesis, having broadly stated

the objectives of the current work.

1.1 Rhythm

Rhythm can be described as patterning in time, or the manner in which events

unfold in time. Typically, when we talk about rhythm, we refer to some kind of

temporal structure, as opposed to an arbitrary or random time series. Many human

activities, from the very simple, to the extremely complex, can be described as
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rhythmic. Of these, most either bear some explicitly social element (e.g., speech,

music, and dance), or readily lend themselves to cooperation between two or more

people (e.g., walking or working repetitive tasks). In many societies, rhythm is

strongly associated with action: Plato describes rhythm as the “order in movement”

(Plato, 2015), and in West Africa, as musicologist Kofi Agawu puts it, “no one

hears a topos [a familiar rhythmic pattern] without also hearing—in actuality or

imaginatively—the movement of feet” (Agawu, 2014). To learn the five-beat pattern

of the Korean song form sijo, a disciple paces his or her musical timing with a

slowly released breath, rather than by counting (Lee, 1980). People across the world

have therefore long anecdotally and culturally understood that rhythm is intrinsically

connected with movement. More recently, neuroscientists interested in the biological

architecture and functional networks underlying rhythm have also converged upon

the motor system as the probable neural basis for rhythmic timing. For example,

even the outwardly passive perception of rhythmic stimuli reveals activations that

overlap with areas associated with rhythmic motor production (Grahn and Brett,

2007). These networks are theorized to consist of fronto-subcortical (and potentially

also parietal) pathways (Konoike et al., 2015), with the basal ganglia playing a

particularly important role in beat perception (Grahn and Brett, 2007; Kung et al.,

2013; Grahn and McAuley, 2009). In accordance with these neural correlates, beat

perception is found to be degraded in patients with Parkinson’s disease, whereas

other forms of temporal sensing, such as duration judgement, are preserved by

comparison (Grahn and Brett, 2009).

Because of the motor system’s putative role in the perception of rhythm, our

ability to detect, track, and anticipate rhythm has been described as a form of ‘active

sensing’ (Morillon et al., 2015). The proposition that temporal structure affects our

prediction of, and reception to, the environment is supported by a growing literature

suggesting that attention is modulated dynamically in time, such that events occurring

at rhythmically salient moments may be preferentially processed (Nobre and Van Ede,

2018; Kotz et al., 2018; Jones, 2018). Indeed, experimental tasks show that we are

able to anticipate, parse, and act on rhythmic stimuli with greater speed (Stefanics
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et al., 2010; Bolger et al., 2013), accuracy (Large and Jones, 1999; Large and Palmer,

2002; McAuley and Jones, 2003), and sensitivity (Henry and Obleser, 2012; Tillmann

and Lebrun-Guillaud, 2006) in comparison to arbitrary time series. Conversely,

events that occur out of sync from a distractor rhythm are misapprehended or less

likely to be registered (Cravo et al., 2013), resulting in a temporal blind spot exploited

both by magicians (Barnhart et al., 2018) and in the martial arts (McGuire, 2019).

These behavioural data are corroborated by electroencephalography (EEG) and

magnetoencephalography (MEG) work demonstrating neural markers that indicate

the temporal-dynamic modulation of attention (see Calderone et al. (2014) for

review). Taken together, the relevance of rhythm to daily life is made clear when

we consider that attention is unlikely to be uniformly distributed on a continuous

basis, but can instead be characterised as a dynamic process that directs resources

towards predicted, behaviourally-relevant moments in time. The manner in which

attention, actions, and other behaviours couple to an external time series is referred

to as entrainment, and a prominent cognitive model of entrainment is dynamic

attending theory (Jones, 1976; Jones and Boltz, 1989). Jones (1976) hypothesised

that our internal sense of time is emergent and arises from endogenous rhythms,

which provide a responsive and flexible scaffolding upon which external rhythms

can be mapped. Importantly, this theoretical framework allows that rhythms in

our environment are often constituted by multiple levels that interact in nested

hierarchies; for example, speech can be described on the scale of phonemes, stress,

phrasing, and longer timescales.

The attentional tuning to rhythmic stimuli seems to be important throughout

the lifespan, such that babies preferentially attend to temporally predictable stimuli

(Echols et al., 1997; Trehub and Hannon, 2006), children follow rhythmic cues

when learning to segment words (Kuhl, 2004), and a good sense of rhythm in adults

correlates with the ability to learn foreign languages (above and beyond other auditory

processing skills, e.g., melodic discrimination Bhatara et al., 2015). Conversely,

having an impaired sense of rhythm is increasingly associated with learning and

developmental disorders, including stammering (Wieland et al., 2015; Falk et al.,
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2015), specific language impairment (Corriveau and Goswami, 2009; Cumming et al.,

2015) and dyslexia (Flaugnacco et al., 2014; Huss et al., 2011). Beyond perceptual

processing, rhythm is also of interest to researchers of of motor control: the cyclical

nature of rhythmic actions renders them neurally, physiologically, and kinematically

distinguishable from other types of movement (Schaal et al., 2004; Ikegami et al.,

2010; Howard et al., 2011; Zhang and Sternad, 2019). They are more computationally

efficient (Wu et al., 2008, 2015), robust to insult and injury (Leconte et al., 2016), and

show less preparatory variability in electromyography in comparison to non-rhythmic

actions (Yoles-Frenkel et al., 2016). What the behavioural, physiological, and neural

data tell us about rhythm, very generally, is that our ability to parse and predict events

in time may help us in dynamic environments wherein we must observe, anticipate

the actions of, and interact with others. Paradoxically, for a behaviour so central to

daily life, how we plan the timing of our own speech, and are able to follow, even

predict, the speech rhythm of others in real time, remains a mysterious and at times

very contentious area of research. The discussion therefore narrows here to focus on

speech rhythm, and how this domain has been quantitatively assessed thus far.

1.2 The analysis of speech rhythm

In music and movement sciences, research into rhythm has centred around the

structure of regularly timed recurring intervals, such as the beat by which dancers

pace their steps. Although these behaviours can also encompass more subtle and

complex forms of timing, a temporally regular structure underlies many musical and

kinematic rhythms. For example, musical melodies tend to unfold against a referent

musical pulse (i.e., the beat), and the temporal relationship between respiratory

and gait cycles can often be expressed as a simple ratio, e.g., 2:1 Bramble and

Carrier (1983). In the case of speech, however, such regularities can be harder to

find; for example, there is no clear evidence for equally timed intervals between

stressed syllables (Arvaniti, 2009, 2012; Cummins et al., 2009). Isochrony refers

to temporally regular spacing; for example, a simple tone repeating at 1 Hz can be

described as isochronous. Electronic dance music typically features an isochronous
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beat, and a healthy walking gait is close to isochronous. Whether or not speech

is isochronous depends on the context in which the speech takes place. Chanting

a mantra, repeating a telephone number, reciting the days of the week, or reading

aloud a nursery rhyme are all examples of speech with a relative degree of isochrony;

however, speech scientists are normally interested in adult prosaic speech, which is

constrained by communicative goals, rather than by aesthetic or ritualised forms.

Indeed, the considerable variability present in proposed rhythmic units has

prompted the ”iconoclastic view” that speech itself may be ”inherently antirhythmic”

(Nolan and Jeon, 2014). Nonetheless, listeners report an intuitive sense of a pulse in

speech, even propositional, conversational speaking (Lidji et al., 2011). Perceptual

experiments confirm a high inter-rater reliability for speech-tapping data (Lidji et al.,

2011), a finding that extends to signed, as well as spoken languages (Allen et al.,

1991). Moreover, speech does not appear to unfold in a temporally arbitrary manner:

we notice disruption in speech rhythm due to disease or lesion, as in Broca’s aphasia

(Stahl et al., 2011), adult second language learners struggle with temporal aspects

of prosody (Trofimovich and Baker, 2006), and multiple speakers are able to align

their voices in time together to a high degree of precision with no advance planning

and very little effort (Cummins, 2019, 2014). Together, these observations do not

support an ”antirhythmic” account of speech timing. But if speech timing cannot be

described using basic rhythmic units such as the syllable, what else is there?

To answer this question, alternative linguistic methods for capturing rhythmic

variation between different languages have been proposed, such as contrasting the

durations of voiced versus unvoiced segments (Wiget et al., 2010). One commonly

accepted method is the normalised pairwise variability index (nPVI; Grabe and

Low (2002)), which is calculated by measuring the difference between successive

pairs of vowel durations, divided by the mean of those two durations. Like simple

interval-based speech rhythm metrics, the nPVI demonstrates weak predictive power

for classification (Nolan and Asu, 2009; Arvaniti, 2012). Moreover, this measure

conveys information about durational timing, which may be neurally (Teki et al.,

2011, 2012; Breska and Ivry, 2016) and behaviourally (Tierney and Kraus, 2015;
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Pope and Studenka, 2019) distinct from the form of timing more typically associated

with rhythm, which is event timing (Leow and Grahn, 2014). An intuitive example

of the difference between durational and event timing can be borrowed from tennis,

where you would use durational timing to measure the length of time required

to perform a serve, and event timing to describe the pattern of recurring shots

between two players engaged in a rally. The latter form is anticipatory, meaning

that the timing of previous events is informative of how future events will be timed.

Durational timing and event timing may be supported by distinct neural architectures

(Teki et al., 2011, 2012), and behavioural experiments have found that skills and

aptitudes associated with each form of timing are to some extent dissociable (Tierney

and Kraus, 2015). What this means for speech rhythm research is that durational

measures like the nPVI may tell us less about ecologically relevant aspects of the

acoustic speech signal. That is, an alternative approach may ask not for how long

speech events last, but rather, when the speech events occur, and how they occur in

relation to one another.

In the context of speech rhythm, event timing has been explored via perceptual

centres, known as p-centres. P-centres are defined as the precise moment at which an

event is perceived to have occurred, such that serially presented events that are evenly

spaced by p-centre, rather than absolute onset, are reported to feel more temporally

regular (Lehiste, 1977; Morton et al., 1976). Although the basic concept of p-centres

is agnostic to domain or modality, p-centres in speech have received the most scrutiny.

The location of p-centres can be inferred experimentally by, for instance, asking

participants to align two repeating syllable stimuli so that they seem to be regularly

spaced in time (e.g., Scott (1998)), or to synchronise their own finger tapping to

a single syllable stimulus that repeats on loop (e.g., Vos et al. (1995)). Evidence

from these studies suggests that the syllabic p-centre lies somewhere near the vowel

onset, or within the transition between a syllable-initial consonant and the vowel

(Hoequist Jr, 1983; Scott, 1998; Patel et al., 1999; Šturm and Volı́n, 2016; Rathcke

et al., 2021), although Cantonese speakers notably appear to place the p-centre at

the syllable, rather than vowel, onset (Chow et al., 2015). The acoustic correlates of
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p-centres are yet to be fully modelled (Villing, 2010), especially in the context of

natural connected speech; however, they have been demonstrated in the laboratory

for languages as diverse as Czech (Šturm and Volı́n, 2016), Bantu (Franich, 2018),

Brasilian Portuguese (Barbosa et al., 2005), and Japanese (Hoequist Jr, 1983).

Thus far, linguistic-phonetic (e.g., interval-timing; the nPVI) and psychological-

behavioural (p-centres) approaches to understanding speech rhythm have been in-

troduced. Despite doubts concerning the existence of a basic rhythm unit in speech,

some researchers in the cognitive neuroscience community have embraced period-

icity, specifically that of the inter-syllabic time series, as a candidate mechanism

underlying speech perception (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Gross et al., 2013; Peelle

and Davis, 2012; Ding and Simon, 2014). Broadly speaking, it is hypothesised that

populations of neurons synchronise their firing rate at the level, or some harmonic,

of the so-called “speech rate”. Known as oscillatory neural entrainment, this theory

proposes that the synchrony between a listener’s brain and slow components (∼ 2-8

Hz) of an incoming speech signal facilitate the anticipation, tracking, chunking, and

decoding of speech in real time (Ding et al., 2016; Gross et al., 2013; Meyer et al.,

2017; Meyer and Gumbert, 2018; Molinaro and Lizarazu, 2018). Although neural

oscillations as a mechanism underlying speech perception was predicted as early

as the 1970s (Jones, 1976), there are some issues in practice (Cummins, 2012a,b).

Importantly, the speech stimuli used in many perception experiments have employed

synthetic syllables whose durational variabilities and timing do not reflect natural

speech, and so the durational variability present in every-day speech challenges os-

cillatory theories of speech perception to account for the flexibility of any inter-unit,

but especially inter-syllable, intervals (Ghitza, 2013).

The majority of experiments investigating speech-driven neural oscillations

make use of some form of the speech envelope (also referred to as the temporal

envelope or intensity contour), a smoothed signal conveying the slow amplitude

modulations within the speech wave form. In the literature, this term has become

a catch-all for an assortment of similar acoustic features extracted from speech

recordings or used to synthesize stimuli, which can then be tested for correspondences
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to electrophysiological signals originating in the brain which are usually measured

by EEG or MEG. The resultant correlation coefficients at a given lag, phase-locking

values, and/or peaks in the frequency-domain that are common to both the stimuli

and brain response may be interpreted as evidence for neural entrainment. These

measures are not necessarily informative of how entrainment is hypothetically being

driven; that is, it is unknown whether listeners are sensitive to dynamic stimuli

uniformly throughout time, or if instead specific events within the speech signal are

more rhythmically salient than others, such as ”vowels, corresponding to [...] peaks

in the speech envelope” (emphasis added Ding and Simon, 2014).

Given the behavioural evidence covered previously, it would seem that p-centres

present as an ideal candidate acoustic landmark by which the brain response can be-

come paired with, or entrained to, the speech signal. In this respect, p-centres remain

largely unexplored, but recent work with electrocorticography (ECoG) demonstrates

that activity within a defined region of the superior temporal gyrus (STG) may corre-

spond to p-centre timing (Oganian and Chang, 2019). Specifically, the STG encodes

the timing and magnitude of the speech amplitude envelope rate of change, such that

steeper slopes (i.e., the most change in the least amount of time) elicit greater cortical

responses (Yi et al., 2019; Oganian and Chang, 2019). Notably, this result held across

English, Spanish, and Mandarin stimuli, and the neural activity between English and

Spanish monolingual participants to the same stimuli did not differ (Oganian and

Chang, 2019). Following the phonetic analysis of their stimuli corpus, the authors

found that local maxima in the speech envelope rate of change closely correspond to

vowel onsets, particularly stressed vowel onsets in the case of English speech. In a

subsequent study using naturalistic stimuli at slowed and normal speeds, the authors

observed that this same marker of acoustic edges explained neural phase alignment

to the speech signal (Kojima et al., 2020). Taken together with the aforementioned

behavioural accounts, these data potentially constitute convergent neural evidence

for the relevance of p-centres to the analysis of speech rhythm.

To summarise, speech rhythm is a topic of interest within linguistics, be-

havioural psychology, and speech neuroscience, yet there is room for stronger
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dialogues and more cooperation between these research areas. Whereas little ev-

idence has been found for any strictly isochronous organisation of speech timing,

alternative metrics that focus on segmental durations may not be helpful when con-

sidering humans are more sensitive to event than durational timing within rhythmic

contexts. The concept of p-centres arose in experimental psychology and psy-

chophysics, simply by asking human listeners where they perceive the ’beat’ of a

word or syllable to be. Yet, recent neuroimaging work suggests that there may in

fact be a neural correlate supporting this phenomenon, namely, defined subregions

of the STG that preferentially respond to acoustic edges (Oganian and Chang, 2019).

Finally, the field of cognitive neuroscience has seen increasing interest in correlating

temporal features in the acoustic speech signal with recordings of neural activity.

What remains unclear, is what specific aspects of the speech time series drive the

cortical tracking of the speech signal, and whether aggregate measures such as the

syllable rate are sensible to use within an oscillatory framework, given the large

variability of inter-syllabic timing in naturalistic speech. We may now turn to speech

breathing, its analysis, and how it may interact with verbal speech rhythm.

1.3 Speech breathing and the analysis of its rhythm

That speech breathing has not received much scientific attention may be attributable

to its very banality: we tend not to consciously notice respiration—our own, or

another person’s—at all, unless some irregularity or breakdown has occurred. It

could also be due to historically negative or dismissive attitudes towards embodied

traces, including breathing sounds, in Western thought and aesthetics (Weinstein,

2016). Studying speech breathing also comes with logistical challenges: manual

respiratory annotations demand considerable labour to produce, and the registration

of breathing sounds is highly variable in acoustic recordings. Notwithstanding these

obstacles, there is much to gain from deepening our understanding of speech breath-

ing planning and production. For instance, the addition of breathing sounds (but not

acoustically similar, non-breathing sounds) to synthesized speech, improves listeners’

recall (Whalen et al., 1995; Elmers et al., 2021), and a speaking virtual character
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is perceived as more human and trustworthy when it audibly breathes (Bernardet

et al., 2019). Multi-sentence synthesized speech (e.g., audiobook narration) with

breathing sounds modelled on human respiratory patterns is strongly preferred for

naturalism over the equivalent with silent pauses (Braunschweiler and Chen, 2013).

There is also a strong social-pragmatic function for speech breathing, with dyadic

and group experimental data revealing systematic relationships between respiratory

and turn-taking behaviours in conversation (Aare et al., 2020; Rochet-Capellan and

Fuchs, 2014; Włodarczak and Heldner, 2016a,b; Torreira et al., 2015). In short,

although we may not explicitly realise it, evidence suggests that we are sensitive

to each other’s respiratory patterns, and that this sensitivity may have functional

consequences in every-day life.

Despite its inconspicuousness, speech breathing is a feat of fine motor skills:

speaking requires the fast, intricate, flexible, and integrated control of the intercostal

muscles, which maintain constant sub-glottal pressure at the larynx (Huber and

Stathopoulos, 2015). The innervation required for this level of precision was not

available to early hominids (e.g., early Homo erectus, 1.6 million years ago), but

had appeared both in Neanderthals and early modern humans by at least 100,000

years ago, with the expansion of the thoracic vertebral canal (MacLarnon and Hewitt,

1999, 2004). The factors driving how and when we breathe during speech are not

well understood. It is reported that breaths are predominantly taken at syntactic

boundaries (Henderson et al., 1965; Grosjean and Collins, 1979; Winkworth et al.,

1994; Fuchs et al., 2013), and that longer phrases are usually preceded by longer

or larger inhalations (Winkworth et al., 1994; Whalen and Kinsella-Shaw, 1997;

Rochet-Capellan and Fuchs, 2013b), but both of these assertions may be somewhat

of an oversimplification. For example, when analysing breath-taking and its rela-

tionship with syntax, Winkworth et al. (1995) found a high degree of variability

across six speakers, whose individual average percent breaths taken at structural

boundaries ranged from 47 — 85%. These differences were consistent within speak-

ers and did not vary across different points in the recording session (Winkworth

et al., 1995). As Hird and Kirsner (2002) discuss, a closer look at previous studies
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reveals that supposed speech breathing norms (e.g., inhalations occur at grammatical

junctures) may instead apply to fluent stretches of read speech, rather than the halting

bursts of speech typical during spontaneous production. Indeed, reading aloud is

not interchangeable with spontaneous speech: the domains diverge in content and

form (Ayers, 1994; Howell and Kadi-Hanifi, 1991; Nakamura et al., 2008), and

some spontaneously occurring prosodic features are missing entirely when the same

content is read aloud (De Ruiter, 2015). The association between breath duration

and planned utterance length is also contested. Namely, Kallay et al. suggest that

breath duration in fact reflects recovery from previous speech, not anticipation of

the utterance to come, but this correspondence may again be further modulated by

whether the speech is read or spontaneously generated (Hird and Kirsner, 2002).

All together, it is clear that speech breathing is shaped by complex, interacting

factors, and that our ability to control and adapt our breathing to meet each situation’s

demands is supported by a highly refined motor speech-respiratory system. Indeed,

the neural correlates thus far established for the voluntary control of breathing include

bilateral supplementary motor area, right pre-motor cortex, and other cortical and

subcortical regions associated with fine motor behaviour (Nota and Honda, 2004;

Colebatch et al., 1991; Mckay et al., 2003). The involvement of these brain regions

and what we have learned about speech breathing at slower time scales (i.e., of

phrasing and conversational turn-taking) suggest that inhalations are potentially

timed at the level of prosody, that is, at the sub-second level. But relatively few

studies have examined the integration of breathing into ongoing speech at this precise

temporal resolution (Trouvain, 2014). Recently, Trouvain et al. (2020) performed a

phonetic analysis of acoustic speech recordings from twenty speakers, and reported

weak correlation between breath noise duration and the duration of the entire pause,

with longer silent gaps occurring before the breath, in comparison to after the breath.

In a corpus of semi-spontaneous speech, however, the same group saw the opposite

pattern of results, with shorter boundaries preceding the breath (Werner et al., 2020).

From this corpus, they were able to establish that acoustic properties of breath sounds,

such as intensity, correlate with breathing speed, and that breaths at the beginning of
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utterances tend to be louder than those within-utterance (Werner et al., 2020). Finally,

in a recent review of the speech breathing literature, Fuchs and Rochet-Capellan

(2021) discuss other studies that have looked at the relationship between vocal

intensity or prominence and exhalatory movements of the chest muscles. But from

the perspective of speech rhythm, speech breathing remains scientifically enigmatic,

and has not been described in great detail beyond the aforementioned studies, and

other, more qualitative reports (e.g., Conrad and Schoenle, 1979).

1.4 The current thesis

Broadly speaking, the aim of the current thesis is to provide a preliminary method-

ological framework for the analysis of speech rhythm, including the rhythm of speech

breathing. Linguists, behavioural psychologists, and speech neuroscientists have

different research questions, and it is neither surprising nor inherently problematic

that their tools and pipelines also differ as a result. But disciplinary boundaries make

it difficult to gather insights widely, and it is possible that researchers working in one

area may find a common solution to converging challenges, such as the question of

rhythmic units or groupings underlying the timing of speech. If neuroscientists draw

on theory developed from manual phonetic annotation, such as the psycholinguistic

significance of vowels, but then use automatically extracted acoustic features to ap-

proximate the timing of vowels in their speech stimuli, it stands that the similarities

between these differing techniques should in fact be quantified (Strauß and Schwartz,

2017). If the correspondence is good, this means that many hours of tedious labour

can be spared, with the reasonable assurance that similar processes are captured

across manual and automatic approaches to vowel estimation. It is furthermore

possible that some algorithmic methods more closely resemble human annotators

than others, in which case, standardising across labs would be valuable for the sake

of reproducability. Similarly, the manual identification of inhalation events during

speech is as boring and time consuming as vowel annotation by hand. But at present,

no fully automated annotation methods exist to target physiological recordings of

speech breathing specifically.
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The thesis is therefore motivated by two main objectives: firstly, to formally

compare a selection of acoustic features drawn from the speech sciences literature in

their similarity to manual phonetic annotation. This should not only help ascertain

which methods are most suitable, should a speech neuroscientist wish to emulate

vowel-like events in their acoustic stimuli, but will also shed light on how similarly

different acoustic features behave to one another when applied to the same raw data.

The second objective is to develop an algorithmic approach to speech inhalation

estimation using linear data from respiratory plethysmography. Although there are

toolkits available for measuring breathing at rest (e.g., Noto et al., 2018), these simple

approaches are less effective for the speech breathing signal, which is frequently noisy

and follows an irregular profile. In particular, a speech breathing algorithm should

be corrected against, as well as optimised using, information from the corresponding

acoustic speech signal. Each of the two main objectives can then be followed up with

experimental investigations of the resulting techniques’ efficacy, and their usefulness

under real experimental settings demonstrated. Here below, the thesis structure is

described on a chapter by chapter basis.

Chapter 2 focuses on the quantification of speech timing by exploring acous-

tic landmarks, which are discrete events generated from diverse acoustic features,

including various forms of the speech envelope. To this end, a new corpus is in-

troduced that contains acoustic data from English and Mandarin speakers engaged

in a variety of speech tasks differing in rhythmic character. The corpus is partially

annotated by hand, resulting in ∼ 20,000 vowel onset annotations. The acoustic

landmarks extracted from this corpus are systematically compared to the manual

annotations in order to answer the question, how similar are automatically generated

acoustic landmarks to vowel onsets, and to each other? Moreover, is this similar-

ity consistent across speaking tasks, or does the vowel-estimating performance of

acoustic landmarks differ depending on linguistic context? A subset of acoustic

landmarks is chosen according to weighted scoring, and parameters calculated from

their distributions are applied in a machine learning speech classification task as a

proof of concept.
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Chapter 3 turns to speech breathing and the development of custom software

for the automatic annotation of inhalation events. Outside of speech, the respiratory

signal tends to follow a near-sinusoidal pattern. But when engaged in vocalisation,

the cyclical movements of the breathing muscles can be characterised as choppy,

asymmetrical, and prone to producing signal noise. Hence, algorithms that rely

on simple statistical measures, such as signal minima and maxima or the zero-

crossing, are likely to return erroneous time stamps when dealing with speech

breathing plethysmography. The breathTimes toolkit, written in the MATLAB

programming language (MathWorks, 2021), is designed to emulate human annotation

by performing a windowed slope analysis and eliminating spurious inhalation events

via false alarm logic. In light of the variability of spontaneous in comparison to

read speaking conditions, the toolkit is both developed and tested in spontaneously

produced speech.

Chapter 4 applies the methods selected or developed in Chapters 2 and 3 to

another new corpus, this one consisting of data from 35 English speakers who were

recorded acoustically whilst undergoing simultaneous respiratory plethysmography.

This chapter is in part a replication of an early study comparing respiratory effort

across read, spontaneous, and automatically generated speech (Conrad and Schoenle,

1979). Whereas the authors of that study attributed between-condition differences in

speech breathing to contrasting levels of cognitive effort, they did not account for

possible rhythmic variation between the speaking styles they studied. The current

corpus more explicitly parameterises speech rhythm to determine whether differing

forms of prosody can affect the way inhalations are timed relative to their verbal

context. Although Chapter 4 is primarily concentrated on the analysis of speech

breathing rhythm, the acoustic landmarks identified as most vowel-like in 2 are

applied here to contextualise respiratory activity, as well as control for differences

across speech conditions, such as the approximate speech rate.

Chapter 5 represents a departure from the preceding chapters, and consists of

a set of three behavioural perceptual experiments conducted in-person and online.

Although these experiments do not directly incorporate acoustic landmarks, nor
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automatic inhalation annotations, their design was informed by speech breathing

production data from Chapter 4. Specifically, the paradigm employed is a novel gap

detection task wherein the speech breathing time series is systematically perturbed.

Each trial is comprised of a common structure containing one utterance-initial breath

followed by speech, and then an utterance-interjected breath, which is also followed

by speech. A silent gap of varying, sub-second length may occur in relation to one of

the two breaths, and listeners are asked to report any violations of the speech-breath

boundaries. Participants are screened for their nonverbal rhythm discrimination

ability, as well as their awareness of breathing sounds. It is hypothesised that listeners

will be sensitive to even very short gaps (e.g., 200 ms) between speech and breath

sounds, due to prior expectations formed by speech breathing norms. Moreover, gaps

occurring near the utterance-interjected breath should be more successfully detected,

in comparison to the utterance-initial breath, due to speech rhythmic entrainment

benefits in temporal processing. Finally, it is predicted that individuals’ sensitivity to

gaps will correlate with nonverbal rhythm perception skills, over and beyond their

auditory sensitivity to breathing sounds more generally.

In the conclusion chapter, the results from the corpus analyses and experi-

mental chapter are cross-compared and reevaluated from the perspective of speech

sciences more broadly. Often, scientists analyse only the verbal components in

speech. If, as is advanced by sensorimotor theories of speech perception, some

common neural architecture supports both the production and perception of speech

(Flöel et al., 2003; Skipper et al., 2017), it is worth considering the motor aspects of

natural speech production that tend to be overlooked in the laboratory. The regulation

of breathing during speech is one such feature that is almost by definition excluded

from many speech perception experiments, as respiration directly corresponds to the

”silence” between utterances that is neither observed nor analysed in short sentence

and single word trials. Although verbal speech rhythm is, by comparison, much

more established in the speech sciences, methodological complications may also

hamper some groups from incorporating temporal aspects of speech into their own

experimental work. Hence, whereas the current thesis is partly intended to deepen
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our understanding of speech and speech breathing rhythms, it is ultimately concerned

with making both domains more accessible to the wider scientific community. Rather

than convert readers into speech breathing or rhythm researchers per se, it is hoped

that this thesis will illustrate how both rhythm and speech breathing could be rela-

tively easily incorporated into ongoing research agendas. Finally, the successes and

limitations of the thesis are appraised, some of the latter being owed to the largely

exploratory nature of the projects contained herein. Yet this exploratory aspect also

inspires a wider discussion of future directions and implications for topics ranging

beyond speech, such as bidirectional influences between the respiratory cycle and

nonverbal motor actions.



Chapter 2

A Comparison of Speech Envelope

Extraction and Automatic

Annotation of Acoustic Landmark

Techniques for Speech Rhythm

Analysis

Abstract The amplitude of the speech signal varies over time, and the speech envelope

is an attempt to characterise this variation in the form of an acoustic feature. Although

commonly used in the speech sciences, e.g., to estimate the syllable rate via inter-

peak intervals, the algorithms and parameters described for performing extraction

of the speech envelope vary in the literature. The current chapter evaluates several

speech envelope extraction techniques by comparing combinations of features and

signal events, or acoustic landmarks, with manually annotated vowel onsets in a

naturalistic dataset. Joint speech tasks are also used to determine which acoustic

landmarks are more closely coordinated than others when voices are aligned. Finally,

the acoustic landmarks are tested in a speech rhythm classification task with support-

vector machine learning. Results show that specific speech envelope extraction

techniques more accurately characterise aspects of speech rhythm, but the degree

of accuracy was affected by the form of speech under study, e.g., reading versus
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speaking spontaneously. Overall, the best performing landmark was peaks in the

first derivative of a human audition-informed envelope, consistent with converging

evidence from neural and behavioural data. These findings show that the choice of

speech envelope extraction technique can have implications for how sensitive this

method is at capturing characteristics of speech rhythm.

2.1 Introduction

Acoustic landmarks for speech rhythm analysis As discussed in the thesis Intro-

duction (1), speech rhythm lies at the intersection of multiple scholarly communities,

each of whom have approached it with different research tools and questions in mind.

Although these groups should generate fruitful discussion among one another, differ-

ences in approach have made it challenging to understand how cross-disciplinary

findings interrelate. To encourage further dialogue and debate, it would be helpful to

have a shared understanding of basic aspects of terminology, for example, what is

meant by the ”speech envelope”, a popular acoustic feature used in speech neuro-

science to approximate the temporal position of syllables. The current chapter seeks

to quantify how phonetic annotation compares to automatically extracted features

that are popular in speech neuroscience, in particular, the speech envelope. This term

is used interchangeably to refer to similar, but distinctly calculated features, but it is

possible that even small algorithmic differences could lead to substantially different

conclusions. Indeed, within the speech entrainment literature, there is currently little

standardisation or consensus as to how speech envelopes should be extracted. Bies-

mans et al. (2016) compared amongst envelope extraction techniques in the context

of auditory attention decoding, and found enhanced classification when listeners’

brain responses were compared to envelopes calculated with ”auditory-inspired

modifications”, such as gammatone filterbanks, in contrast to full-wave rectification

or the analytic signal achieved via Hilbert transform, two commonly used means

to derive the envelope. This suggests that, for the purposes of investigating the

cortical tracking of speech, engineered features aren’t all built alike. In order to

better generate and test predictions concerning how speech is processed in the brain
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and how we are able to coordinate our speech together in every-day conversation,

the linguistic, behavioural, and neuroscientific approaches to speech rhythm research

should be reconciled, but this will require some synthesis of disparate theories and

methods.

In a preliminary step towards this goal, the current chapter combines phonetic

speech rhythm transcription with different automatically extracted acoustic features

employed in the psychology and neuroscience literatures, using a purpose-bespoke

corpus of speech collected to emphasise different contexts of speech rhythm. We

ask what is commonly captured across these techniques, that is, how similar are time

series produced by human annotators to those extracted using algorithms? Moreover,

we also include co-operative speaking conditions wherein two speakers read aloud

in synchrony, allowing us to identify time points that are closely interpersonally

coordinated, but which may not have a direct analogue in traditional transcription

techniques. By quantifying the correspondences between automatic and phonetic

techniques, we can also begin to address the extent to which various envelope

extraction techniques actually correspond to each other. As behavioural and neural

evidence support a role for p-centres in speech rhythm perception (Scott, 1998;

Villing, 2010; Oganian and Chang, 2019), we use the closest phonetic approximation

to p-centers, vowel onsets, as an objective landmark. We therefore also test a variety

of feature parameters in order to determine the best fit when estimating vowel onsets

according to a ground truth provided by human annotators. Although many previous

studies have explored automated vowel onset annotation procedures (e.g., (Adi et al.,

2016; Kumar et al., 2017)), most work is derived from relatively homogeneous

corpuses consisting of read laboratory speech (e.g., TIMIT (Garofolo et al., 1993)) or

single words or phonemes with little temporal variation (Schuppler, 2017). Moreover,

even within read speech, the choice of text materials within languages has been shown

to influence measures of rhythm over and beyond supposed linguistic differences

(Wiget et al., 2010). Here, we employ a multi-speaker, multi-lingual data set featuring

three forms of naturalistic, connected speech that differ in rhythmic character.

In the spirit of p-centre research, and as previously mentioned, we additionally
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take an implicit approach to behavioural salience in speech rhythm by including

joint speech in our experimental corpus. Joint speech entails two or more speakers

joining their voices together at the same time in close synchrony (Cummins, 2014,

2019). Working under the assumption that more perceptually salient signal events

will be more closely coordinated than less perceptually salient signal events, we

follow the data to identify the acoustically-defined speech signal events associated

with the smallest asynchronies between speakers. After all, linguistic constructs

such as vowels may not represent a 1:1 correspondence to the acoustic features that

support entrainment from a neurobiological perspective Ghitza (2013); Cummins

(2012b), especially if we consider that humans begin life without knowledge of any

written language system, let alone what exactly constitutes a syllable. P-centres may

be the best acoustic landmark to investigate in the context of speech entrainment,

moreso than, for example, the envelope peaks that correspond to the vocalic nucleus.

As the function and placement of p-centres in naturalistic speech still remain unclear

(Villing, 2010), coordination joint speech could provide an indirect means of local-

isation, allowing us to explore the idea that p-centres roughly approximate to the

vowel onset in continuous speech.

In summary, we identify acoustic landmarks, generated by automatically extract-

ing signal events from engineered features, that best estimate manually annotated

vowel onsets; as well as landmarks on a corresponding time scale that are coordi-

nated most closely between speakers who are attempting to read aloud together in

synchrony. Our goal is to provide a quantitative comparison between the differ-

ent options in terms of engineered features, and to ultimately help bridge the gap

between the brain-based, behavioural, and linguistic approaches to understanding

speech rhythm. The chapter is structured as follows: we give an overview of tech-

niques for describing speech rhythm and its analysis across brain and behavioural

sciences, highlighting some methodological differences that impede comparisons

across disciplinary boundaries; we then lay out our experimental approach, define

the acoustic landmarks of interest, and state our procedure and analysis; we report

our interim results; we apply selected acoustic landmarks in a set of proof of concept
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speech classification tasks; and finally, we discuss our findings with particular em-

phasis towards its implications for studies in cortical speech tracking and rhythmic

entrainment to speech more generally.

2.2 The Current Study

2.2.1 Overview

Corpus The corpus used to extract and compare features is a balanced data set

consisting of English and Mandarin speech. Each language has seven speakers, who

were grouped into four dyad pairs per language for the purposes of joint speech

(with one speaker per language performing in multiple dyads). The speakers each

contributed matching solo and joint speech trials that included: popular science

articles adapted for length and ease of reading; formally structured poetry typical of

its linguistic-cultural context; and spontaneously produced speech that was seeded

by a semi-structured interview format. Although they differ on a number of continua,

these speaking conditions were primarily selected to evoke diverse forms of temporal

organisation. Part of the corpus (four of seven speakers per language) was manually

annotated by acoustic syllable onset, vowel onset, and stressed vowel onset, resulting

in >20,000 vowel/syllable and nearly 11,000 stressed vowel signal events recorded.

Because p-centres are roughly localised to the vowel onset Scott (1998); Villing

(2010), and the prosodic role of stress in Mandarin remains unestablished Duanmu

(2001); Lai et al. (2010), we analyse only vowel onsets in the current chapter.

The speakers whose data were partially annotated (n = 4 per language) formed

the development set, 80% of which was used to determine which acoustic landmarks

most closely emulated vowel onsets, with 20% held out to confirm the results. The

remaining speakers (n = 3 per language) were set aside as a test set to apply the

chosen acoustic landmarks in a proof-of-concept speech analysis using machine

learning classification. Our acoustic analysis can be summarised in three parts:

(1) initial acoustic landmark identification and selection for estimation of manual

vowel onset annotations; (2) selection of landmarks with smallest between-speaker

asynchronies in joint speech trials; and (3) application of all selected landmarks in a
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classification task.

Acoustic feature extraction and landmark identification After partitioning our

corpus into development and testing sets, we firstly extracted, from the raw acous-

tic development data, candidate features in which to search for signal events that

would be relevant to our research goals, namely, signal events that mimic humanly

produced annotations, and signal events that minimise the asynchronies between

speakers during joint speech. The candidate features consisted of four different

algorithms to calculate the speech amplitude envelope, plus a set of gammatone

cepstral coefficients (GTCC). Gammatone filters model the human auditory response,

specifically, the spectral analysis performed by the cochlea; GTCC can therefore be

considered a “biologically inspired” modification of feature extraction techniques

that decompose an input signal into the time-frequency domain (e.g., mel frequency

cepstral coefficients; MFCC), and which are highly popular in the audio processing

world for their representation of complex signals such as speech with substantially

alleviated computational costs Shao and Wang (2008); Valero and Alias (2012);

Zhao and Wang (2013). Cepstral coefficients remain widely unexplored in human

behavioural research, despite their ubiquitous application in modern life, for in-

stance, in voice recognition systems. Following feature extraction, we then used

different event-finding algorithms to determine peaks and other acoustic landmarks,

such as peaks in the first derivative, within those features. For each feature and

landmark combination, we explored a variety of algorithmic parameters (e.g., the

minimum temporal interval between peaks) that were narrowed down by an iterative,

data-driven approach.

Acoustic landmark selection and applications Based on how well the generated

landmarks approximated the manual vowel onset annotations, we chose a subset of

high-performing combinations of features and landmarks combinations (”acoustic

landmarks”) to carry forward. In a subset of joint speech trials only, we also extracted

asynchronies in Euclidean distance between acoustic landmarks of the speakers (for

manual vowel onset annotations as well as landmarks), using a mutual two-way

closest match pairing algorithm. This measure permits us to compare amongst
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different types of discrete events in the speech signals between two joint speakers,

and thereby ascertain whether some acoustic landmarks are more closely coordinated

than others. We again selected a subset of tightly synchronised acoustic landmarks

from this joint speech analysis to take forward. The results from both steps were

then confirmed in the 20% of development data that were held out.

After choosing acoustic landmarks based on approximation of manual vowel

onset annotations and coordination between speakers in joint speech, we calculated

various descriptive statistics, including, for instance, median and coefficient of

quartile variation, from windowed inter-event interval data in the hitherto unseen test

set speakers, and applied these as predictors in a support-vector machine classification

task to discriminate between different types of speech rhythm, for example, solo

versus joint reading. Following these three stages of analysis, the results are discussed

in the context of speech rhythm, neural entrainment, and advancing the dialogue

concerning phonetic and neurobiological theories of speech rhythm perception and

production.

2.2.2 Methods

Speech recording Participants were tested at the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience.

The acoustic speech signal was sampled at 44,100 Hz using SM58 cardioid dynamic

microphones (Shure Inc., Niles, IL), positioned via a mic stand in front of the

speaker’s mouth. In the case of joint speech, each participant was recorded using

either the left or right channel. The first session was always the ‘solo speech’

condition, and the second session was always the ‘joint speech’ condition. As joint

speech is likely to be more cognitively demanding than reading aloud alone, this

order of trials was chosen to improve performance in the dyadic condition via a

presumed practice effect. Stimuli texts consisted of: adaptations of popular science

articles matched for reading level, content, and tone; two poems characterised as

typical of metred poetry according to the linguistic context (each read twice to

match the duration of the articles); and a variety of prompts for spontaneous speech.

The articles were edited to avoid potentially unfamiliar or phonetically ambiguous

words or Chinese characters, and the order (articles; poems; spontaneous) was held
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constant. Text materials are available in Appendix A.4. Participants were verbally

prompted when to begin speaking, and read from large-type, printed texts displayed

on a stand at a comfortable reading distance, approximately 75 centimetres. Dyads

were positioned side by side, reading from the same stand, separated by a distance

of approximately 50 centimetres. The experimenter was present in the room, but

did not face the participants during recording. Extended instances of complete

discoordination (e.g., one speaker drops out for longer than 1 second) were removed

from the joint data set.

Preprocessing and annotations A portion of the acoustic recordings were exported

as *.wav files to be analysed in praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2020). The speech data

were annotated by authors ADM and CQC, with help from English- and Mandarin-

speaking undergraduate volunteers, all of whom met to review and agree upon the

final locations of vowel onsets. The segmentation of vowels was based on visual

analysis display of the spectrogram and oscillogram. Vowel onset criteria consisted of

the visibility of the primary vowel formants (F1 and F2) and the presence of periodic

energy. Following annotation in praat, the resulting manual vowel onset annotation

time series, as well as both annotated and unannotated trials, were imported to

MATLAB. Prior to feature extraction, silent periods (> 500 ms) were truncated, and

the acoustic data were windowed using a custom script that searched for natural

break-points in silent periods (> 100 ms), optimised for finding windows of 4 s in

length, but permissive within a range of 3−6 s. The mean duration was 4.01 s (SD

= 0.57). This duration was determined to roughly balance the count of observations

within windows with the overall sample size of windows. The data from four speakers

per language were used for the acoustic landmark selection process (development).

The development data was further partitioned with 20% held out to confirm the

results. The remaining data from the three speakers from each language were used

in evaluating the final choice of landmarks in the speech rhythm classification tasks

(testing).

Acoustic feature extraction The speech envelopes were calculated using four tech-

niques:
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1. By employing a low-pass filtered moving max algorithm proposed to avoid

both the attenuation and over-fitting that occur when the Hilbert technique is

applied to complex naturalistic sounds such as speech or music Jarne (2017);

Caetano and Rodet (2011).

2. By computing the magnitude of the Hilbert transform and low-pass filtering

this signal, which is used extensively across the speech entrainment literature

(e.g., Braiman et al. (2018); Assaneo et al. (2019); O’Sullivan et al. (2015)).

3. By adopting the method described by Oganian and Chang (2019), adapted

from Schotola (1984), which extracts the envelope from critical bands in

speech signal based on the Bark scale (Zwicker and Terhardt, 1980; Zwicker

et al., 1979) by rectifying the signal within each filter bank and then averaging

across all frequency bands. Like GTCC, this method attempts to emulate

human audition.

4. By first filtering the speech signal using a fourth-order bandpass Butterworth fil-

ter at [400,4000] Hz (the estimated locus of vocalic energy), and then lowpass

filtering the magnitude of the output with another fourth-order Butterworth

filter cut off at 10 Hz (Tilsen and Arvaniti, 2013).

GTCC were extracted using the MATLAB function gtcc(). We extracted thirteen

coefficients Revathi et al. (2018) and applied feature selection to reduce this number,

using principal component analysis to minimise computational costs and redundant

information in the signals Xie et al. (2016). We found that, on average, the first

three principal components explained 89.3% (SD 1.8%) of the total variance, and

that the first three GTCC features contributed the most to each of these components

respectively, so we retained GTCC 1− 3 for use in the joint speech analysis. In

the case of the manual vowel estimation analysis, we only used GTCC 1, as this

feature alone visually corresponded to the speech amplitude envelopes and therefore

landmarks related to the vowel onset specifically. All extracted features had a

sampling rate of about 660 Hz, and were detrended and re-scaled to [−1,1]. Noise

in the signal floor was smoothed to avoid spurious peak detection using a custom
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script with a moving minimum mechanism. The pipeline used to produce the

acoustic features is shown in Figure 2.1, Panel A. An example of the four acoustic

features used for vowel estimation (GTCC 1 and Envlopes 1−4) alongside manually

annotated vowel onsets is given in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.1: A. Block diagram of the process used to produce the acoustic features from the raw
speech wave form. B. Example placements of the signal events.

Signal event detection We identified five different candidate signal events in each

of the windowed features.

1. Lower Crossing. Treating the feature as a bi-level signal, the lower crossing

refers to the moment that a positive-going transition crosses the lower state

reference level, which we estimated using the istatelevels() function

in MATLAB. This boundary is subject to a tolerance threshold, which was

optimised on an iterative basis.

2. Mid-Crossing. The mid-reference level crossing is calculated similarly to (1),
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except that the half-way point between the lower and upper states, rather than

the crossing of the lower state, is calculated.

3. Peaks. To identify peaks in the feature, we used the islocalmax() function,

iterating over topographic prominences ranging between [0,1] in increments of

0.1, and minimum inter-peak intervals ranging from [0,100] ms in increments

of 20 ms.

4. Base of Peaks. The findchangepts() function, which locates abrupt changes

in a signal, was applied in conjunction with islocalmax() to approximate

the base of a positive-going slope leading to a peak.

5. Peaks in the first derivative (rate of change) of the signal. This landmark is

produced in the same way as (3), except the input vector is the first derivative

of the signal.

In total, we evaluated 5 features × 5 signal events, resulting in 25 different acoustic

landmarks for vowel onset estimation; and 7 features × 5 signal events, resulting in

35 different acoustic landmarks for joint speech. Figure 2.1, Panel B depicts example

placements of the five different signal events.

Figure 2.2: The four automatically extracted acoustic features employed in our vowel onset estima-
tion analysis, plotted against the raw speech wave form. The timing of manual vowel
onset annotations are represented by triangle markers.
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Vowel onset estimation To determine which parameters, for each acoustic land-

mark, best estimated manual vowel onset annotations, we first compared the count

of landmarks identified in each window with the ground truth, which was the cor-

responding count of manual vowel onset annotations. If the count of landmarks

fell within a threshold of ±10% of ground truth, we awarded that window a score

of 1 (otherwise 0). The score was pooled first within speaking condition (articles,

poems, or spontaneous speech) and then combined as a mean to produce a portion

of matching counts. For each acoustic landmark (i.e., each unique combination of

feature and signal event), we only took forward the highest scoring parameters (i.e.,

each unique combination of algorithmic parameters, such as inter-peak distance or

peak prominence).

Following this first step, we then calculated error as Euclidean distance be-

tween the retained landmarks and annotations, on a window by window basis via

an in-house, mutual two-way closest matching script. This process produced three

outcome variables: error values in milliseconds; the percentage of unpaired land-

marks per total landmarks per window (i.e., false positives); and the percentage of

unpaired annotations per total annotations per window (i.e., false negatives). Acous-

tic landmarks associated with mean unpaired percentages > 20% were excluded

outright.

We combined the outcome variables into a weighted score,

VowelEstimationScore = 0.3×(1−w1)+0.25×(1−w2)+0.45×(1−w3) (2.1)

Where w1 is the percentage of unpaired landmarks, w2 is the percentage of unpaired

annotations, and w3 is the mean median error value. Weighting was determined

with the aim to err on the side of fewer landmarks, as higher counts of landmarks

will likely produce smaller error values. The weighted score was calculated first

within speaking condition (articles; poems; spontaneous), before being aggregated

by acoustic landmark. Based on the mean weighted score, we identified 3 acoustic

landmarks, per language, to carry forward in our applied classification task.

As an estimate of similarity between the acoustic features, we obtained average
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Pearson’s r values by correlating each signal on a window by window basis, and then

taking the mean collapsed across windows. We also compared inter-event interval

statistical parameters between selected landmarks and vowel onset annotations. To

perform this latter step, we calculated inter-landmark intervals and inter-annotation

intervals (ms), producing vectors from which the following statistical parameters

were derived: Count; Mean; Mean Absolute Deviation; Coefficient of Variation;

Median; Median Absolute Deviation; and Coefficient of Quartile Variation. We

then calculated r values between parameters generated from landmark and annota-

tion windows, allowing us to assess how closely the distributions of inter-acoustic

landmarks follow those of annotations over time.

Joint speech Recording our speakers in pairings as they performed the reading tasks

synchronously allowed us to ask whether some acoustic speech landmarks were more

closely coordinated between participants (i.e., associated with smaller asynchronies

and fewer unpaired speech events) than others, constituting an implicit, behavioural

means of measuring the temporal salience of acoustic landmarks. To this end, we took

the same acoustic landmarks that formed the first selection in the previous section

(based on similar counts of landmarks versus corresponding manual annotations

in windowed speech segments), but this time calculated the Euclidean distance in

milliseconds between speakers (asynchrony), rather than between landmark and

manual vowel onset annotations (error). For reference, we also calculated between-

speaker asynchronies on the corresponding manual vowel onset annotation data.

We selected the 3 most closely coordinated acoustic landmarks in each language,

according to

JointSpeechScore = 0.6× (1−w1)+0.4× (1−w2) (2.2)

Where w1 is the mean unmatched landmark value across both speakers, and w2 is

the mean median asynchrony (ms) value between speakers.

In summary, a total of up to 12 unique acoustic landmarks (6 best vowel onset

estimation; 6 most closely coordinated between speakers), could be selected, based

on the Vowel Onset Estimation analysis and the Joint Speech analysis.
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Support-vector machine classification of speech rhythm For each qualifying

acoustic landmark from the selections performed in the previous section, inter-

landmark intervals (ms) were calculated on a window by window basis, producing a

vector from which the following statistical parameters were derived: Count; Mean;

Mean Absolute Deviation; Coefficient of Variation; Median; Median Absolute Devi-

ation; and Coefficient of Quartile Variation. These parameters comprised predictors

in the binary speech rhythm classification tasks, which include:

1. English versus Mandarin, using data from all speaking conditions, with article

/ poem and solo / joint as additional predictors.

2. Reading versus Spontaneous, using data from article reading and spontaneous

speech trials, with language as an additional predictor.

3. Solo versus Joint, using data from article and poem reading trials, with lan-

guage and article / poem as additional predictors.

4. Articles versus Poems, using data from article and poem reading trials, with

language and solo / joint as additional predictors.

For comparison, we also run these same tasks using inter-vowel onset intervals from

the manually annotated data.

The classifications were performed using a support-vector machine (SVM;

function fitcsvm() in MATLAB), which is a type of supervised machine learning

algorithm that determines the optimum placement of a decision boundary, such that

the margin or distance between observations belonging to each class is maximised

(Boser et al., 1992). Well-suited to multidimensional datasets like the current one,

SVM use a mapping function to transform data from input space into data in feature

space in search of between-class linear separability. Here, each of the 4 tasks was

performed 10 times, using five-fold cross-validation on 80% of the data, with 20%

held for testing predictions. Input features were standardised and SVM hyperparam-

eters were automatically optimised in an iterative process. We report average test

accuracies across the ten runs.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 Vowel onset estimation

Portion of Matching Windowed Counts Between Manual Annotations and

Acoustic Landmarks The first objective was to maximise the portion of windowed

data where counts of landmarks fell within±10% of corresponding counts of manual

vowel onset annotations, by iterating through different algorithmic parameters. This

was performed for each combination of feature and signal event. We retained the

optimised parameters for each acoustic landmark. The results of this step are plotted

in Figure 2.3. A table of abbreviated results, showing the highest-ranked signal event

Figure 2.3: Acoustic landmarks, optimised with the aim of windowed counts falling within±10% of
corresponding counts of manual vowel onset annotations. Unpaired acoustic landmarks,
on the Y axis, refers to the portion of acoustic landmarks for which there was no mutual
two-way closest match with manual vowel onset annotations. Unpaired vowel onset
annotations, on the X axis, refers to the portion of manual annotations for which there
was no mutual two-way closest match with acoustic landmarks. Each point represents
the mean values taken over the three speaking conditions. Marker shade indicates the
mean window median error (ms) between paired acoustic landmarks and vowel onset
annotations.

for each feature, is given in Appendix A.1, Table A.1. Portion of matching counts by
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window varied substantially across acoustic landmarks and by speaking context. The

lowest average rate for English was 0.21 (Envelope 4 / Lower Crossings) and 0.3

(Envelope 4 / Mid-Crossings) for Mandarin, and the highest average rates were tied

at 0.56 (Envelope 1 / Peaks; Envelope 3 / Peaks; Envelope 2 / Peaks) for English,

and 0.67 (Envelope 3 / Peaks) for Mandarin.

Vowel estimation score For each optimised acoustic landmark from the previous

step, we calculated a weighted score that aggregated the portions of unmatched

annotations and unmatched landmarks (i.e., false negatives and false positives,

respectively) with the median error (ms) between paired landmarks and annotations.

We calculated this vowel estimation score within speaking condition, and then

ranked the acoustic landmarks by their mean score across condition, within language,

choosing the best 3 for English and best 3 for Mandarin to take forward. These

results are shown in Appendix A.1, Table A.2, and their vowel estimation scores and

the algorithmic parameters used to find the signal events are shown in Appendix A.1,

Table A.3. All but one of the six selected acoustic landmarks was produced using

Envelope 3.

For both English and Mandarin, the overall highest ranked acoustic landmark,

according to the vowel estimation score, is Envelope 3 / Peaks in the First Derivative,

which is the same landmark described by Oganian and Chang (2019). Table 2.1

shows results, broken down into speaking condition, for this landmark separately

for the 80% of development data used to select the landmarks and the 20% of

development data that were held out to confirm the results. Examples of the overall

best performing landmark plotted against speech, are given for English and Mandarin

in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. Plots displaying the individual components of the vowel

estimation score for the top-ranked acoustic landmarks are shown in Figures 2.4 and

2.5. Irrespective of language, spontaneous speech is associated with larger median

errors (mean = 9.6 ms) in comparison to articles and poem reading (mean = 7.5 ms).

Spontaneous speech also generates a much higher rate of unpaired annotations (mean

= 14%) than articles and poem reading (mean = 6%). Given the marked differences

between read and spontaneous speech, this is not surprising, as spontaneous speech
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Figure 2.4: Box plots depicting the three highest-ranked acoustic landmarks in English based
on the vowel estimation score. Unpaired acoustic landmarks refers to the portion
of acoustic landmarks for which there was no mutual two-way closest match with
manual vowel onset annotations. Unpaired vowel onset annotations refers to the portion
of manual annotations for which there was no mutual two-way closest match with
acoustic landmarks. Median error (ms) is the euclidean distance between paired acoustic
landmarks and vowel onset annotations. Notches indicate 95% confidence intervals for
the median.
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Figure 2.5: Box plots depicting the three highest-ranked acoustic landmarks in Mandarin based
on the vowel estimation score. Unpaired acoustic landmarks refers to the portion
of acoustic landmarks for which there was no mutual two-way closest match with
manual vowel onset annotations. Unpaired vowel onset annotations refers to the portion
of manual annotations for which there was no mutual two-way closest match with
acoustic landmarks. Median error (ms) is the euclidean distance between paired acoustic
landmarks and vowel onset annotations. Notches indicate 95% confidence intervals for
the median.

can be characterised by the shortening or outright dropping of vowels prescribed

in the written form Howell and Kadi-Hanifi (1991). Taken together, it appears that

diverse linguistic contexts elicit differing results from automatically generated speech

features and/or events, even within the same speaker. As such, it may not be that

the ”temporal envelope of speech [...] corresponds to the syllabic rhythm of speech”

(Ding and Simon, 2014) consistently, at least not as far as syllables are defined by

phonetic theory (Cummins, 2012b).

Correlations between acoustic features, manual annotations, and acoustic land-

marks We used Pearson’s correlation to estimate similarity between the continuous

acoustic features. Across all windows, mean r values ranged from 0.45 (GTCC 1

and Envelope 4) to 0.95 (Envelope 1 and Envelope 2). A heat map depicting these

results is plotted in Figure 2.8. We also compared various inter-event interval statisti-
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Figure 2.6: The highest-ranked acoustic landmark in English based on the vowel estimation score,
plotted against the raw speech wave form.

cal parameters between the selected landmarks and vowel onset annotations, on a

window by window basis. Because one acoustic landmark was chosen in common

across both languages, this meant there were 5 unique landmarks from which to

calculate inter-event interval statistics and correlate with those of manual annotations,

with complete results shown in Appendix A.1, Table A.4. Mandarin is generally

associated with higher, as well as more consistent, mean r values than English. The

overall highest average correlation is between Mandarin annotations and Envelope 3

/ Peaks in the First Derivative (mean r = 0.59), which is also the acoustic landmark

with the highest vowel estimation score across both languages; however, this same

landmark is relatively poorly correlated with English annotations (mean r = 0.45), in

comparison to Envelope 3 / Peaks (mean r = 0.51).

Because nearly all of the landmarks selected by this stage were produced using

Envelope 3, we re-ran the Pearson’s correlations using the same signal event (Peaks

in the First Derivative), but with each of the different acoustic features (GTCC 1,
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Figure 2.7: The highest-ranked acoustic landmark in Mandarin based on the vowel estimation score,
plotted against the raw speech wave form.

Envelopes 1 − 4) employed in the vowel onset estimation analysis. This allowed

us to gain some sense of the consequences of choice of envelope, should all other

parameters be held constant. The results are shown in Figure 2.9 and in Appendix A.1,

Table A.5. It is clear that the different envelope techniques produce heterogeneous

distributions of inter-landmark intervals, with some r values below 0.1 for Envelope

1 with English annotations, and about 0.2 with Mandarin annotations. Notably, the

overall count of inter-peak intervals has relatively high correlations for each envelope

across both languages, despite clear disparities in other distributional measures.

2.3.2 The coordination of landmarks between speakers during

joint speech

A higher density of landmarks across time will inherently bias towards smaller

asynchronies on average between speakers. We therefore first selected for a vowel-

like timescale by using the same acoustic landmarks that best matched the count per
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Figure 2.8: Mean Pearson’s r correlation values between the acoustic features used for vowel onset
estimation, averaged across windows.

window of manual vowel onset annotations in the vowel onset estimation analysis, in

addition to all signal events combined with the GTCC 2-3 acoustic features. Results

from this step are shown in Figure 2.12. We searched for acoustic landmarks that

minimise both unpaired observations and asynchrony (i.e., Euclidean distance in ms)

between speakers. To this end, we again employed a weighted score, the joint speech

score, that accounted for mean median asynchronies and mean percent unpaired

landmarks averaged across both speakers.

Summary results for the highest ranking acoustic landmarks according to the

joint speech score are shown in Appendix A.2, Table A.6. In both languages, there

were landmarks tied by joint speech score, indicating a similar degree of coordination

between speakers for these acoustic landmarks. For the purposes of brevity, we

highlight the landmarks associated with the highest number of pairings and lowest

mean asynchronies (ms), which are GTCC 3 / Peaks for Mandarin, and Envelope 3 /

Peaks in the First Derivative for English. Examples of the highlighted landmarks

plotted against speech, are given for English and Mandarin in Figures 2.13 and

2.14. Plots displaying the individual components of the joint speech score for the

top-ranked acoustic landmarks are shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11.
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Figure 2.9: Pearson’s r correlation values between statistical parameters calculated from inter-
acoustic landmark intervals, and those calculated from corresponding manual vowel
onset annotations, in windowed speech. The same signal event, Peaks in the First
Derivative, is used in combination with each of the different acoustic features used
for manual vowel onset estimation. CQV is Coefficient of Quartile Variation; CV is
Coefficient of Variation.

A breakdown by speaking condition of the results associated with these two

landmarks is given in Table 2.2. Surprisingly, there did not appear to be differences

related to speaking condition, despite poems being ostensibly rhythmically con-

strained and in theory more predictable in comparison to articles. Mandarin was,

however, more closely coordinated than English, both in terms of asynchrony, as

well as the portion of landmarks that could not be paired between speakers. Based on

visual inspection of GTCC 3 / Peaks, and its location frequently antecedent to vowel

onsets, this landmark appears to correspond at or a little later than the syllabic onset.
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Figure 2.10: Box plots depicting the three highest-ranked acoustic landmarks in English based on
the joint speech score. Unpaired acoustic landmarks refers to the portion of acoustic
landmarks for which there was no mutual two-way closest match between speakers.
Mean median error (ms) is the euclidean distance between acoustic landmarks paired
across speakers. For reference, the corresponding values for manual vowel onset
annotations are also shown. Notches indicate 95% confidence intervals for the median.
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Figure 2.11: Box plots depicting the three highest-ranked acoustic landmarks in Mandarin based on
the joint speech score. Unpaired acoustic landmarks refers to the portion of acoustic
landmarks for which there was no mutual two-way closest match between speakers.
Mean median error (ms) is the euclidean distance between acoustic landmarks paired
across speakers. For reference, the corresponding values for manual vowel onset
annotations are also shown. Notches indicate 95% confidence intervals for the median.
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Figure 2.12: Acoustic landmarks, optimised with the aim of windowed counts falling within ±10%
of corresponding counts of manual vowel onset annotations. Unpaired acoustic
landmarks, on the Y axis, refers to the portion of acoustic landmarks for which
there was no mutual two-way closest match between speakers during joint speaking
tasks. The X axis indicates the mean window median asynchrony (ms) between
acoustic landmarks paired across speakers.

For reference, we also ran the same joint speech analysis using manual vowel

onset annotations, with results shown in Table 2.3. As with the acoustic landmark

results, there did not appear to be any substantial difference between speaking

conditions, but Mandarin vowel onsets were more closely coordinated than those in

English. The asynchrony values between manual annotations and acoustic landmarks

were very similar overall.

2.3.3 Application of acoustic landmarks in support-vector

machine classification of speech rhythm

In the previous two sections, we analysed acoustic landmarks firstly from the per-

spective of trying to find the best match for manual vowel onset annotations; and

secondly, in terms of determining whether some acoustic landmarks are more closely
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Table 2.3: The coordination of manual vowel onset annotations between speakers for English
and Mandarin. Mean median asynchrony refers to the Euclidean distance separating
annotations paired between speakers in milliseconds. Mean portion unpaired refers to
annotations for which there were no mutual two-way closest matches between speakers.

English

Asynchrony (ms) Portion Unpaired

Speaking Condition Counts Paired Median Inter-Quartile Range Mean Standard Deviation

Articles 626 32 44 0.05 0.03
Poems 643 32 41 0.03 0.03

Mandarin

Asynchrony (ms) Portion Unpaired

Speaking Condition Counts Paired Median Inter-Quartile Range Mean Standard Deviation

Articles 863 25 34 0.02 0.02
Poems 557 23 28.25 0.02 0.02

coordinated between speakers than others. From each of these two steps, we selected

3 acoustic landmarks per language to apply in a proof of concept series of classifica-

tion tasks using SVM. To this end, we calculated distributional parameters derived

from windowed inter-landmark intervals as predictors, including count, median, and

coefficient of variation, among others. This analysis was performed with the data

from speakers who were held out entirely up until this point (see Appendix A.3,

Table A.7 for a summary of observation counts by data set and task).

We report in Table 2.4 the results for the SVM speech rhythm classification

tasks by manual vowel onset annotation and selected acoustic landmarks. In general,

mean classification accuracy was well above chance in most of the tasks for all

selected acoustic landmarks, although inter-task performance could be quite variable.

As in the vowel onset estimation and joint speech analyses, Envelope 3 / Peaks (mean

accuracy = 66%) in the First Derivative and GTCC 3 / Peaks (mean accuracy = 65%)

dominated performance among the acoustic landmarks; however, neither did so well

as manual vowel onset annotations (mean accuracy = 71%). Nonetheless, these

classification rates, produced using uncurated and uncorrected automatic techniques,

demonstrate that variation in the speech timing series can be captured to an extent

comparable with phonetic annotation.
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Figure 2.13: The highest-ranked acoustic landmark in English based on the joint speech score,
plotted against the raw speech wave form. The upper and lower panels depict each
speaker’s individual time series during the joint speaking task.

2.4 Discussion

Speech researchers, particularly those working in psychology and neuroscience, use a

variety of approaches to extract relevant features from the raw acoustic speech signal

to estimate the speech envelope. These different signals can in turn be combined

with various discrete events identified within those features. Despite a variety of

available methods across the literature, we found that the choice of pipeline can

produce diverse acoustic landmarks that vary in their similarity to manual vowel

onset annotations, which are phonetically determined, require expert human labour

to produce, and yet have been found to display special behavioural relevance under

laboratory conditions within short words or phrases (i.e., as rough approximations of

p-centres).
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Figure 2.14: The highest-ranked acoustic landmark in Mandarin based on the joint speech score,
plotted against the raw speech wave form. The upper and lower panels depict each
speaker’s individual time series during the joint speaking task.

2.4.1 Vowel onset estimation

Our results show that any one algorithm can generate varying results, not only

with regards to the particular language under study, but within languages, as well.

For instance, vowel estimation was more successful in Mandarin than in English

overall, yet even the best overall acoustic landmark left up to mean 16% of manual

vowel annotations unpaired in Mandarin spontaneous speech. In contrast, this

same landmark produced just 4% unpaired annotations in Mandarin article reading.

Our finding here speaks to work by Schuppler (2017), who found that machine

phonemic classification is also hampered in spontaneous speech, due to larger

acoustic overlap between classes in comparison to carefully read speech. Empirical

examinations of content-matched read and improvised speech reveal that they can

also be differentiated by segmental durations, as well as pitch contour and spectral

features (Laan, 1997). Listening experiments suggest that the perceptual distinction
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between read and spontaneous speech is salient and robust, although individual

listeners may rely on different cues (Blaauw, 1994). Hence, instead of thinking

of spontaneous speech as the noisier version of read speech, Schuppler (2017)

argues that the unique properties of spontaneous speech be considered early in the

development of methodologies. Similarly, rather than ponder whether an alternative

algorithm might have done a better job, we propose that higher rates of ”missed” or

unpaired vowel onset annotations could indicate that the map of the written system

is a poor fit to the territory of spontaneous speech. In other words, phonetically

determined units such as syllables may be simply inappropriate for the analysis

of rhythm in spontaneous speech. That stated, we did not apply any corrective

procedure to the landmarks after generation. Should a researcher wish to emulate

vowel onsets specifically, it is possible that visually reviewing the landmarks for

spurious instances could be enough to bring results closer in line to those of manual

annotations.

Among the different engineered features we tested, the envelope-extracting

method described in Oganian and Chang (2019), Envelope 3, produced results most

similar to manual vowel onset annotations. This psychoacoustically-informed feature

was robust in approximating vowel onsets across two unrelated languages and diverse

speaking contexts. In comparison, Envelope 2, which uses the Hilbert transform

of the broadband speech signal, performed more poorly. This technique has drawn

criticism for producing distorted or inaccurate modulation frequencies (Schimmel

and Atlas, 2005). It could be that incorporating improvements proposed by Schimmel

and Atlas (2005) and others in the signal processing community would have produced

better results, but our intention here was to emulate practices typical of the speech

rhythm and neuroscience literatures. In terms of the five discrete events within the

signals we examined, peaks in the first derivative (or rate of change) of the signal

tended to best approximate the location of manual vowel onset annotations. This

signal event, when combined with Envelope 3, produces the same acoustic landmark

found by Oganian and Chang (2019) to be specifically encoded by a defined region

of the STG during speech perception. Taken together, these findings show that the
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choice of both feature and discrete event are non-arbitrary for approximating the

location vowel onsets within the signal, despite the variety of reported procedures.

2.4.2 Joint speech

In comparison to manual annotations, landmarks were associated with slightly higher

rates of unpaired events between speakers during joint speech, although median

asynchrony values were roughly on par. We found that the acoustic landmark that

performed best in vowel onset estimation, Envelope 3 / Peaks in the First Derivative,

was also tightly synchronised between speakers of both English and Mandarin.

GTCC 3 / Peaks, however, was roughly equally well coordinated in joint speech,

even a little better for Mandarin speakers, potentially building upon previous work

showing that p-centres in Cantonese occur earlier than the vowel onset (Chow et al.,

2015). But before concluding that p-centres are not more coordinated than other

events in joint speech, it should be noted that GTCC 3 / Peaks tend to occur very

shortly before Envelope 3 / Peaks in the First Derivative. It is therefore possible that

GTCC 3 / Peaks benefit from their anticipatory proximity to p-centres, given that

peaks in the envelopes, which follow, are not quite so closely synchronised. Future

work should examine these different acoustic landmarks in the context of in-depth

phonetic analysis and behavioural rhythm perception experiments.

2.4.3 Speech rhythm classification

Although the landmarks did not match the speech rhythm classification performance

of manual annotations (mean = 71%) , we were still able to achieve mean accuracies

as high as 66% in the held-out corpus with completely novel speakers. In light of

the time and resources required for manual annotations, our results demonstrate that

some—if not all—engineered features have the capability to produce meaningful

speech rhythm metrics, though not a perfect replication of phonetic analysis. With

regards to the individual classification tasks, we noticed that the acoustic landmark

closest to vowel onsets, Envelope 3 / Peaks in the First Derivative, was less able to

discriminate between English and Mandarin speech (accuracy = 61%) in comparison

to annotations (accuracy = 70%). We suspect this is related to vowel shortening and
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co-articulation effects in English, which are more easily identified in the manual

annotation rather than in acoustic landmark data.

This discrepancy could indicate the impracticality or trade-off in using auto-

matic extraction techniques. On the other hand, cross-linguistic similarity between

acoustic landmarks may tell us more about language-invariant aspects of speech

perception. For example, the variability of inter-vowel intervals in languages like

English is often contrasted with the simpler syllabic structures of Mandarin. But this

seeming dichotomy may be amplified by our knowledge of the written forms and

linguistic theory. Indeed, Oganian and Chang (2019) found similar neural responses

to English and Mandarin stimuli, despite the differing linguistic backgrounds of their

participants. Future work should confirm whether the acoustic landmarks examined

in the current study evoke comparable brain activity across speakers of different

languages.

2.4.4 Conclusion

The case for cortical speech entrainment rests on the quality and specificity of

experimental stimuli and the materials derived therefrom. It was recently found that

synthetic vowels evoke a stronger envelope-following cortical response than their

natural counterparts, potentially due to enhanced, stabler periodicity in the frequency

domain Van Canneyt et al. (2020). Similarly, in the speech rhythm domain, we should

also expect to see differences in neural responses between artificially periodic stimuli

and naturalistic speech, especially speech that is spontaneously or conversationally

produced. Selecting the appropriate acoustic landmark to capture characteristics

of speech rhythm across a variety of speaking contexts therefore constitutes an

important step towards the greater task of improving ecological validity across the

field at large (Alexandrou et al., 2020).

In light of the behavioural literature on p-centres and convergent data from

neuroimaging Oganian and Chang (2019); Kojima et al. (2020), we suggest that

researchers interested in speech rhythm select envelope extraction techniques that

best convey information about vowels, especially vowel onsets. Of the features we

examined in the current study, we found this to be Envelope 3. In the case that
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discrete events are of interest, rather than the continuous signal, we additionally

recommend identifying peaks in the first derivative of Envelope 3. Comparing the

discrete and continuous time series may help answer the question of whether specific

instances within the speech envelope, and not the speech envelope uniformly, drive

the processing of speech rhythm. If this were indeed the case, it is particularly

important for studies that investigate stimulus-brain correlation; for instance, a

continuous signal could, on the whole, appear to correspond well with neural activity,

when in fact crucial events within the signal are relatively poorly aligned with neural

markers of interest, or vice versa.

The current study additionally illustrates the need to use varied and naturalistic

stimuli, as our results here undermine the simple reading that the ”speech envelope”

= phonetically-defined syllables = the time series that probably drives neural entrain-

ment. At the least, it should not be assumed that different approaches to engineered

features are more or less equivalent to phonetic annotation—nor to each other, for

that matter, particularly across diverse speaking contexts. As a mechanism so central

to human communication and cognition more generally, rhythm has long deserved

its due, and cooperation across and within disciplinary boundaries is required for

progress to be made in elucidating its inner workings.



Chapter 3

The Automatic Annotation of

Inhalation Onsets and Offsets for

Speech Breathing Rhythm Analysis

Abstract A method is described for automatically detecting the onsets and offsets of

speech-associated inhalations within respiratory inductive plethysmography, a linear

signal produced by wearable ”breath belts” that stretch and contract with breathing

movements. The implementation consists of a script developed in the MATLAB

programming environment (MathWorks, 2021) that searches for the termini of

continuously positive-going slopes, the peaks of which are presumed to correspond

to the offset of inhalation. The bases of these slopes are taken as the inhalation onsets.

The resulting candidate inhalation events are then subjected to a cleaning process that

modifies or discards spurious time points according to criteria based on slope height,

duration, and grade, as well as contextual aspects such as the height or duration of

neighbouring inhalations. Finally, the respiratory time series is corroborated with

the acoustic speech envelope to remove any remaining false positive inhalations.

The script is validated on plethysmography recorded during spontaneous English

speech contributed by 25 individual speakers, including relatively noisy data. There

was a mean error rate of 7%, calculated based on the count of inhalation events

that required manual correction, including erroneous, omitted, and/or incorrectly

demarcated time points. Should the researcher elect to exclude particularly noisy
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recordings, an even higher accuracy rate is likely to be achieved. It is concluded that,

allowing sufficient care is taken during belt fitting and data collection, this automatic

method should enable robust, reliable, and fast annotation of the speech breathing

time series.

3.1 Introduction
For researchers interested in the various facets of speech breathing, from its devel-

opmental trajectory (Hoit et al., 1990), to disorder in disease such as Parkinson’s

(Solomon and Hixon, 1993), or its role as a driver of neural oscillatory activity (Boy-

adzhieva and Kayhan, 2021; Varga and Heck, 2017), a major issue arises in collecting

and processing the amount of data required to support well-powered studies with

diverse speakers of different languages. Towards a more complete picture of speech

breathing, a reliable, yet efficient alternative to annotation by hand is needed, one that

can both facilitate larger sample sizes, and stand up to uncontrolled speech recorded

under potentially sub-optimal conditions. To this end, we present a set of functions,

breathTimes, written in the MATLAB programming environment (MathWorks,

2021), that automatically identify the onsets and offsets of speech-related inhalation

events. A pictorial summary is presented in Figure 3.1. We validate this tool using

plethysmography and acoustic data recorded during spontaneous English speech

contributed by 25 individual speakers, whose speech was not used to develop the

algorithms. In addition to describing the content of the code in detail, we discuss best

practices for data collection and pre-processing to help ensure the highest quality

data.

3.2 Pneumography and the need for a

speech-specific algorithm
Since at least the introduction of the stethoscope in the early 1800s, scientists have

sought to characterise breathing within medical settings. Later, with the introduction

of devices such as the kymograph, which registered change in a spring-laden rubber

belt worn around the thorax, it became possible to graphically visualise breathing
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Figure 3.1: Graphical representation summarising the breathTimes toolbox.
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movements for experimental purposes, such as comparing respiration across different

activities and conditions (e.g., under increasing attentional loads, Gamble, 1905).

Options for recording breathing today range from belts not unlike those used at the

turn of the 20th Century, to mask-like spirometers, to air-tight chambers. Whereas

spirometers and nasal anemometers offer highly accurate measures of absolute air

flow, they have poor compatibility with speaking tasks (Fuchs and Rochet-Capellan,

2021). Modern transducer belts, such as those employed in the current work, produce

noisier data by comparison but are simple, inexpensive, and potentially still very

effective, provided that sufficient care is taken during data collection (example breath

belt data is depicted in Figure 3.2). It is of course possible to record breathing

sounds acoustically, but there can be high variability as to how well the inhalation

trace registers, even within individuals and recording sessions. Existing off-the-shelf

algorithms for acoustic breath detection are primarily intended to remove respiratory

sounds for aesthetic purposes, and so false negatives (i.e., where a true breath has
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occurred, but is partly occluded or invisible in the acoustic signal) are not an issue

(e.g., Ruinskiy and Lavner, 2007). Having collected the data, the next question is

Figure 3.2: Example linear respiratory data collected via breath belts from the same subject. Upper
panel: ”At rest”, refraining from speech and standing quietly. Lower panel: Speaking
spontaneously.

how to analyse it. There are multiple approaches in the literature, which we will

briefly cover here to show why a speech breathing-oriented algorithm is required.

Efforts to scientifically describe speech breathing date as early as the 1930s, with

Seth (1934), for example, visually comparing the respiratory patterns of an adult

male with a stammer to those of a neurotypical control. Until relatively recently, most

experimental investigations of speech breathing were limited to either qualitative

analysis or very rough numerical estimates. For instance, Conrad and Schoenle

(1979) summarise their ”Quantitative analysis of the respiratory movements” as

taking the ”mean duration of the inspiratory and expiratory phase”. These phase

measurements were made by hand using polygraph read-outs from an inductance

belt. The remainder of the study consists of more impressionistic descriptions, with
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the aim to characterise between-condition differences such as reading versus sponta-

neous speech. Although statistical approaches have since become more involved, the

methods used to estimate speech breathing are often still reliant on human judgement

and labour. Bailly and Gouvernayre (2012) reports ”[detecting] inspiratory loci based

on listening”, and the manual annotation of plethysmographic data also continues to

the present (e.g., Barbosa et al., 2020). There have also been attempts to automati-

cally identify the speech breathing time series. For detecting inhalation onsets and

offsets, one option is to take the zero-crossings of the acceleration of the respiratory

signal within an appropriate bandwidth (e.g., 0.05 Hz − 10 Hz, Bailly et al., 2013;

Rochet-Capellan and Fuchs, 2013a). Another way is to find the locations of values

equivalent to 10% of the value of the velocity peak before and after the peak (e.g.,

Rochet-Capellan and Fuchs, 2014). These methods can also be combined, where the

onset is determined as the ”initial time point at which volume starts to change rapidly”

and the offset is then the point of ”maximal volume” (Fuchs and Rochet-Capellan,

2021). Such procedures are appealingly simple, but the researcher is forced to either

proceed with the understanding that many observations are likely caused or modified

by artefacts; or, invest considerable time in manually inspecting and adjusting the

breathing time series where needed. Włodarczak and Heldner (2018), for example,

detected breathing as local minima and maxima in the z-scored respiratory signal,

but report observing ”that about 100 [exhalations] have positive slopes [...] most

likely caused by an error in the automatic segmentation of respiratory cycles which

skipped over an inhalation”.

A more practical route may be to employ a more sophisticated algorithm with

built-in quality controls like, for instance, imposing a minimum distance threshold

between inhalation events. Noto et al. (2018) provide one such utility, the user-

friendly BreathMetrics toolbox written in MATLAB that provides inhalation

onsets and offsets in addition to other metrics, such as pauses in the breathing cycle

and the overall respiratory rate. To identify inhalation offsets, the authors developed a

moving peak-finding window that prioritises peaks with prominence across adjacent

windows, thereby capturing localised peaks, whilst excluding spurious maxima
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Figure 3.3: Examples of different speakers’ respiratory patterns plotted against the speech envelope
signal that demonstrate the advantage of a speech-specific algorithm. X markers depict
the inhalation onsets and offsets, as determined from viewing the acoustic speech
spectrogram. 1. An ingressive ’click’ sound is not classified as speech, and so a co-
occurring inhalation event is permitted. 2. A large chest movement associated with
speech production is rejected as an inhalation event. 3. The local absolute maxima of
the respiratory signal consistently occur after speech onset. 4. Inhalation onsets are
determined as the base of continuous, positive-going slopes, and not as local absolute
minima.

1. 2.

3. 4.
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that are in fact noise. Presumed inhalation offsets are selected based on a cross-

window prominence threshold that must be re-calibrated for each data set. To

locate the corresponding inhalation onsets, the valleys of preceding exhalations

are taken. The authors built and validated BreathMetrics using nasal breathing

data, measured with a pneumotachometer attached to a mask worn by participants,

although the toolbox could in theory be used to analyse any linear signal and the

authors demonstrate its secondary function for breath belts. A key drawback for

researchers interested in speech breathing, however, is that the BreathMetrics

toolbox is optimised for metabolic breathing, which resembles an approximately

sinusoidal profile; by contrast, speech breathing can be characterised as irregular

and asymmetrical in form (Figure 3.2). An alternative toolbox, RespInPeace, was

specifically developed in the python language for use with speech breathing data

data collected across multiple speakers during spontaneous interaction (Wlodarczak,

2019). In this case, the authors chose an open source, off-the-shelf peak-finding

algorithm to identify inhalation onsets and offsets, which are defined as local peaks

and troughs separated by some a priori minimum distance. Given movement artefacts

and other noise, they report 12.6% of breath events (of a corpus of 9 x 20-minute,

three-party conversations) requiring manual adjustment.

These results are promising, especially considering they were achieved with a

relatively simple algorithm and no additional controls or corrective procedures to

deal with the variability of the speech breathing signal. Error rates in excess of 10%,

however, may be unacceptable in the case of a very large data set. Moreover, it is

unclear how precisely the simple troughs and peaks in the breath belt signal align

to true inhalation onsets and offsets, given the likelihood of movement artefacts,

especially during spontaneous speech. RespInPeace has been used to analyse con-

versational dynamics on the time scale of breath cycles over seconds and minutes

(e.g., Aare et al., 2019; Heldner et al., 2019). Should a speech researcher be inter-

ested in the sub-second timing of breaths, however, such as breathing in the context

of speech prosody, a more temporally precise level of measurement is required (see

discussion in Whalen and Kinsella-Shaw, 1997). To save time and labour expended
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in manual corrections, a new speech breathing-specific toolbox, breathTimes, was

therefore developed in MATLAB. The algorithmic choices contained within are

informed by visual inspection and corroboration with the acoustic speech spectro-

gram, which should confer researchers with greater confidence that the estimated

time series reflect true respiratory activity, and not movement or other artefacts. The

goal is produce automatic annotations with sufficient temporal precision (i.e., exact

inhalation onsets and offsets) for respiratory analysis on the level of prosody and

speech rhythm timing. Both the main breathTimes script and a secondary, acoustic

signal-corroborating script are included in full in Appendix .

3.3 Data collection and pre-processing

Before describing the main script, there are a few matters of data collection and

pre-processing to discuss. Firstly, the major drawback to using breath belts is their

vulnerability to a wide variety of artefacts. This is not only limited to movement-

related noise from gestures, but can start with the fitting of the belt or belts. For

example, participants should wear tight-fitting clothing of ideally one layer, as loose

jumpers or jackets compromise signal integrity. Another obstacle to avoid is the case

of jewellery, buttons, zippers, or wired underwear interfering with the piezoelectric

sensor. Moreover, although breath belts may be considered less invasive compared

to other forms of pneumography, we have found that signal quality is improved the

snugger the fit. Verbal feedback from participants indicates that, if present, the sense

of unnaturalness or distraction caused by the snug belts dissipates once the speaking

task begins. Finally, in our experience, instructing participants to try to stand still is

both uncomfortable and ineffective, especially during spontaneous speech, where

gesture is integral to the overall speech motor plan (Emmorey and Ozyurek, 2014).

We instead give participants a large strip of foam (or other light object) to hold

in their hands, which frees them from having to remember the instructions, and

improves naturalism by evoking real-life experiences (e.g., holding bags of groceries

while catching up with a friend at the shop).

Assuming the data collected are reasonably free of artefacts, the next step
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is data pre-processing. At this point, it is important to visually inspect a sample

of each individual speaker’s breath belt signals (assuming two have been fitted)

alongside their acoustic speech signal. Participants who are trained in singing or

wind instrument playing, yoga, meditation, and other breathing-focused practices

will often provide a good signal from both the upper chest belt and lower abdomen

belt; otherwise, there is typically nontrivial variability in individual breathing patterns

and one of the two belts may provide more noise than signal, and should therefore

be discarded. In the case that both belts are adequate, their mean signal can be

taken. This can also help when agreement between the signals is a better indicator

of inhalation than a single belt, as can be seen in Figure 3.4. We have found that a

simple, moving mean with a window of 20 milliseconds produces satisfactory results

in terms of smoothing and removing high frequency noise from the signal. Other

research groups report band-pass or low-pass filtering the signal (Rochet-Capellan

and Fuchs, 2014; Wlodarczak, 2019), which we have also explored; however, when

inspecting the filtered signal, we found that these more transformative methods had

the unintended consequence of distorting the signal and amplifying noisy ”bumps”

during vocal exhalation (Figure 3.5). The authors of the BreathMetrics toolbox

appear to concur, arguing that filtering may introduce ”an artificial time shift” and/or

introduce ”distortions of signal waveforms across an unlimited range of respiratory

wavelengths” (Noto et al., 2018). Unlike BreathMetrics and RespInPeace, there

is no baseline drift subtraction in our pre-processing pipeline, as we did not find this

to be overly problematic in our data, and wished to avoid any further distortion of

the respiratory signal.

3.4 The breathTimes Script

We summarise the script before embarking on individual steps in more detail. Essen-

tially, the primary mechanism of breathTimes and what differs from the previously

described toolboxes is its focus on slope analysis. Global, or even localised, ap-

proaches that search for minima, maxima, and/or signal-crossing events rely on

levels of simplicity and stability typically missing from speech breathing data. The
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Figure 3.4: Example of a participant whose upper breath belt (middle) reflects respiratory-like
movements absent in the lower breath belt signal (bottom). Supposed inhalation onsets
are marked by solid vertical lines. Side-by-side comparison with the acoustic speech
spectrogram (top) reveals the earliest peak in the upper belt signal is in fact due to
exhalation movements, and is absent in the lower belt signal as indicated by the arrow.

script therefore begins by capturing all instances of continuous, or near-continuous,

slopes within the breath belt signal vector. Many positive sloping sections will be in

fact due to noise or vocal exhalation; hence, the script iterates over each candidate

inhalation and modifies its edges according to factors such as the grade of the slope,

its context in relation to surrounding inhalations, and the possibility that multiple,

adjacent slopes may actually form part of a single inhalation event. As certain criteria

may interact with one another (e.g., appending two slopes together will change the

windowed cumulative percentage of the total slope height), the script continuously

updates these measures with each iteration. Finally, the resultant candidate inhala-

tions are filtered according to minimum height, duration, and slope grade thresholds,
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which, in addition to other parameters, can be adjusted by the user.

1. Smooth the respiratory signal using a moving mean with default window size

of 20 milliseconds (ms) and re-scale to [0,1].

2. Determine all instances of continuous, positive-going slopes. This is performed

by taking the windowed average of the first derivative of the signal, with non-

overlapping windows of default size 33 ms. The algorithm counts successive

positively sloping windows, and so to maximise the opportunity to detect

slopes at this early stage, the cut-off for individual windows to be considered

”positive” is >−0.25, rather than > 0.

3. Singleton negative sloping windows that are surrounded by positive sloping

windows are absorbed into the surrounding positive slope. This is to avoid true

positive slopes being discarded at a later point because they failed to meet the

minimum slope duration or height thresholds, having been briefly interrupted

by noise.

4. Isolated, short chains of positive sloping windows are removed if they fail to

meet a minimum duration threshold, which by default is 100 ms.

Figure 3.5: Exhalation during speech production can produce localised positive slopes in the breath
belt signal, which an algorithmic approach to breath detection may mistakenly identify
as inhalation events. Shown here is a linear breath belt signal imposed upon the speech
envelope.
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5. If two slopes are found to be separated by the minimum duration threshold

or less, and the earlier slope has a greater height (i.e., travels farther vertical

distance) than the later one, discard the later slope, which is probably produced

by vocal exhalation.

6. Identify preliminary peaks (i.e., inhalation offsets) as the maximum value

within each instance of the remaining positive slopes.

7. Identify preliminary valleys (i.e., inhalation onsets) as the minimum value

between two successive peaks.

8. Iterate over each candidate pairing of preliminary valleys and peaks.

(a) If the pairing meets the minimum duration threshold, re-calculate the

connecting slope with higher temporal resolution by using a shorter

window (50% of the initial window length).

(b) Trim segments that possibly precede the true onset, or come after the

true offset. There are multiple ways in which these segments to trim

are identified, all of which are informed from having corroborated the

plethysmography signal with the acoustic speech signal. Note that the

following steps are performed on a continuously updating slope (i.e., if a

segment is discarded in an earlier step, it won’t be included in the slope

of a subsequent step).

i. Exclude positive sloping sections that occur near the extremities

of a longer continuous slope, but are separated from the rest of

the slope by short downward dips in the signal. We have found

these abrupt, notch-like shapes in the signal tend to correspond to

breathing boundaries, e.g., the cessation of inhalation despite the

chest walls continuing to expand.

ii. Identify segments with a grade of less than default 1 arbitrary units

(AU). If the current window’s slope falls below this threshold within

the first 20% or final 10% of the total slope, that section (from the
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current window to the existing edge) is trimmed.

iii. Finally, review the cumulative percentage of total height attained in

the slope, wherein the onset = 0% and the offset = 100%.

A. If the current window has a cumulative percent of less than 6%,

the onset should be moved up to the end of the current window.

B. If the current window has a cumulative grade of more than 95%,

but is not the final window, the offset should be moved down to

the beginning of the current window.

After trimming the candidate inhalation slope, the precise onset is chosen as the

final value ≤ the 2.5th percentile, which we found to outperform the absolute

minimum. The precise offset is chosen as the absolute maximum. This is

because the inhalation slope’s peak is usually much simpler to determine than

its beginning.

9. After iterating over the candidate inhalations individually, additional cleaning

steps are undertaken. Firstly, if two separate peaks fall within a minimum

distance threshold (default 300 ms), discard the later peak, unless the earlier

peak is < 50% of the later peak’s height. If the earlier peak is < 50% of the

later peak’s height, discard the earlier peak instead. This step is based on our

finding from cross-referencing the acoustic signal that the later of two closely

adjacent peaks, even if slightly higher, tend to be produced by vocal exhalation

and not inhalation.

10. A final search for potentially split inhalations is performed. If the distance

separating two successive slopes (i.e., from the first slope’s offset to the

following slope’s onset) is < 15% of the duration of the total earlier slope,

both slopes will be joined. Occasionally, such interruptions can occur multiple

times during a particularly large inhalation, and so the script updates the

current onset and continues to append segments where necessary.

11. Inhalations that fail to meet the height threshold (default 0.075 AU) are re-

moved.
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12. Inhalations with slopes graded < 1 interquartile range below the 25th percentile

grade are removed.

13. Optionally, the resulting inhalation onsets and offsets are automatically plotted

alongside the full breath belt signal.

3.5 Using the speech envelope to improve automatic

respiratory annotation
The performance of breathTimes will only be as good as the data going in, but even

in the absence of noise or faulty or ill-fitting equipment, we have seen that some

speakers’ plethysmographic signals do not conform to typical breathing patterns.

One instance is with speakers whose apparent inhalation offsets (i.e., signal peaks)

seem to occur after speech has started (Figure 3.6; see more extensive discussion in

Whalen and Kinsella-Shaw (1997)). Another issue arises with speakers whose chest

movements during speech occasionally resemble those associated with inhalation.

Careful corroboration with the acoustic spectrogram indicates these inconsistencies

are not due to poor registration or asynchrony between the recording sources. It is

possible, however, to cross-reference between the presumptive breathing time series

and the speech envelope. This should be achieved such that pops, clicks, or other

ingressive sounds are permitted to co-occur with inhalation, without allowing any

actual speech to overlap. We describe here our programmatic approach to correcting

the automatic respiratory annotations using the speech envelope.

1. Substitute values exceeding the upper and lower 10% of the acoustic speech

signal. This tempers the likelihood that outlying values will skew subsequent

re-scaling.

2. Bandpass filter (thirteenth-order Chebyshev Type II) between 2 and 1000 Hz

to remove signal drift and reduce the presence of breathing, a broadband noise.

3. Extract the speech envelope. Here, we use code contributed by Oganian and

Chang (2019), which is based on the Bark scale (Zwicker et al., 1979) and
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Figure 3.6: Example of data where the participant’s chest continues to expand following the cessa-
tion of air-intake, represented as the respiratory signal imposed on the speech envelope.
X markers depict the inhalation onsets and offsets. Corroborating with the acoustic
speech signal in the form of the speech envelope can help to correct spurious automatic
annotations where the true offset is not apparent in the respiratory signal alone.

was originally developed by Schotola (1984). This particular procedure is

described in more detail in Chapter 2.

4. The envelope is smoothed using a moving mean (10 ms window). Values

that exceed the 97.5th percentile are substituted and the envelope is re-scaled

between [0,1].

5. Calculate the soft and hard thresholds for speech sound detection. Via piloting,

we have found that dividing the envelope values into 50 quantiles and setting

the former to the 24th quantile for identifying ingressive or ambient noise,

and the latter to the 27th quantile for speech sounds, is is appropriate for the

current purpose.

6. Use the soft and hard thresholds to further simplify the envelope vector via

binning:

(a) Values that fall below the soft threshold are replaced with 0.
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(b) Values that fall between the soft and hard thresholds are replaced with

the soft threshold.

(c) Values that fall above the hard threshold are replaced with the hard

threshold.

7. Iterate over each presumed inhalation, extracting breath data and simplified

speech envelope between each given inhalation onset and offset.

(a) Check noise content of the envelope. If > 50% of values meet the hard

threshold, and if the bulk of change in the respiratory signal overlaps

with the location of these super-threshold values, flag the breath to be

discarded. The latter condition is to avoid flagging breaths where the

onset or offset may require adjusting, but the nucleus of the inhalation is

itself uninterrupted by speech sounds.

(b) Otherwise, determine the precise locations of speech and non-speech seg-

ments algorithmically, thereby producing a speech/non-speech boolean

vector. The following decision strategy is intended to allow sub-hard

threshold noise through, but only when it is not directly related to noise

that does surpass the hard threshold.

i. Continuous soft threshold values that originate and terminate at 0

values are replaced with 0.

ii. Continuous soft threshold values that originate or terminate at a hard

threshold value are replaced with 1.

iii. Hard threshold values are replaced with 1.

(c) To accommodate pops or clicks from breathing noise, replace short

segments of 1s with 0s. The default permissible threshold is < 45 ms.

(d) For shorter vectors (< 180 ms, by default), check the noise content of

the envelope again. If < 85% has been classified as 0 (non-speech), flag

the breath to be discarded.

(e) Find the largest continuous non-speech segment, which will serve as the

new vector in which inhalation may occur.
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(f) If > 75% of the original total height of the inhalation slope has been

trimmed in the new vector, flag the breath to be discarded.

(g) If > 66% of the original total duration of the inhalation has been trimmed

in the new vector, flag the breath to be discarded.

(h) Otherwise, the onsets and offsets of individual inhalation events are

finally adjusted if necessary.

i. If the vector begins later than the original inhalation onset, the new

onset will be moved up to the new local min.

ii. If the vector ends sooner than the current inhalation offset, the new

offset will be moved down to the new local max.

3.6 Performance
To validate the breathTimes functions described above, results were compared to

a ground truth provided by manual annotation wherein the respiratory signal was

visually inspected side by side with the acoustic speech spectrogram.

3.6.1 Data set

The validation data set consisted of 25 individual speakers’ data, each of whom

contributed 5 minutes of spontaneous English speech, and whose data were not

analysed during algorithm development. 16 speakers spoke a variety of sociolects of

British English, with the remainder being speakers of North American, Jamaican,

and Nigerian English. 13 Speakers were between the ages of 18-25, 7 speakers

between the ages of 25-35, and 5 speakers between the ages of 35-50. 16 Speakers

were female. These data are part of a larger study which is discussed in the following

chapter.

The speakers stood, holding a prop loosely in front of their hips to keep their

arms still, and were asked to try to minimise body movement. Each speaker was

fitted with two piezoelectric respiratory belts (MLT1132, ADInstruments, Castle

Hill, Australia) with one positioned in the upper-middle abdomen, and the other

positioned approximately 4 centimetres below the collarbone. The breath belt signal
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was sampled at 1 kHz and the acoustic speech signal was sampled at 44,100 Hz

using dynamic cardioid SM58 vocal microphones (Shure Inc., Niles, IL), positioned

via a mic stand in front of the speaker’s mouth. All signals were digitized using a

ADInstruments PowerLab 16/35 with LabChart v7.3.5 (ADInstruments) recording

software.

Each speaker was given text prompts to help steer their monologue, which were

questions intended to evoke typical small talk topics, such as their favourite park or

restaurant. The experimenter kept track of time and was seated nearby, but did not

face or otherwise interact with the speaker.

3.6.2 Evaluation

The breathTimes output was compared with manual annotations on a trial-by-

trial basis. Four types of observation were made: a) False positives, i.e., returned

inhalations that were absent in ground truth; b) False negatives, i.e., inhalations

present in ground truth that were not returned; c) Inhalation onsets that could be

corrected; and d) Inhalation offsets that could be corrected.

From these measures, we calculate precision (i.e., the percentage of returned

inhalations that are also present in ground truth), recall (i.e., the percentage of ground

truth inhalations that are also returned), and F1 (the score that combines precision and

recall and is calculated by taking their harmonic mean). We also find the adjustment

rates, per returned true inhalations, of inhalation onsets and offsets. All metrics are

estimated first on the level of individual speaker, and reported as aggregated group

level statistics.

3.6.3 Results

Examples of different speakers’ results are depicted in Figure 3.3. There was a mean

of 73 inhalations per trial (SD = 19) according to ground truth. The mean precision

was 97% (SD = 2%)), indicating that 3% of returned inhalations were in fact spurious

according to ground truth. The mean recall was 99% (SD = 1%), and so just 1% of

inhalations observable in ground truth were missing from the breathTimes output.

Together, these scores combine to form an F1 of 98%. The mean rate of returned
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inhalation onsets requiring some level of manual adjustment was 2% (SD = 2%),

for an average count of 1.1 (SD = 1.2) per speaker. The corresponding adjustment

rate for inhalation offsets was 1% (SD = 2%), with an average count of 1.1 (SD =

1.6) per speaker. If we combine counts of false positives, false negatives, adjusted

onsets, and adjust offsets, and divide by the count of ground truth inhalations, we

can estimate a general error rate. The mean error rate was 7% (SD = 5%), with a

minimum of 0% and a maximum of 16%; however, the distribution was not normal

and there were modal peaks at 2-3% and 6-8% (each count = 4) when individual

speakers’ error rates were divided into 10 histogram bins.

The closest tool to which we can compare performance of the current toolbox

is RespInPeace, which was also developed with speech breathing in mind (Wlo-

darczak, 2019); however, the authors only report an overall manual adjustment rate

of 12.6%, without providing separate precision or recall metrics. It is furthermore

unclear to what standard the boundaries of inhalation events were determined to

align to ground truth based on the acoustic signal, e.g., such as the recurring pattern

wherein true inhalation offsets in fact precede absolute peaks in the respiratory

signal. We can therefore conservatively conclude that breathTimes introduces an

improvement of 5.6% in overall error rate, with further validation by independent

research groups on new data needed.

Figure 3.7: Example of automatic annotations output plotted against the respiratory signal and
speech envelope. X markers depict the inhalation onsets and offsets.
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3.7 Discussion

We have described a script written in MATLAB that automatically detects inhalation

onsets and offsets during speech production. The primary breath-detecting script

accepts a linear respiratory signal and can be used alone to automatically estimate

the speech breathing time series; however, this method may vary in accuracy, as

speakers exhibit high inter-individual variability in their respiratory patterns. When

implemented in conjunction with the secondary, acoustic signal-corroborating script,

good correspondence can be achieved between ground truth manual annotation and

automatic extraction. We deliberately included noisier speakers in our validation

data set to reflect the difficulty of working with inductance plethysmography in

breathing research. Breath belts are prone to noise and vulnerable to artefacts, and

even when they work exactly as intended, it can be challenging for expert humans

to ascertain a speaker’s air flow from their external bodily movement alone. On the

other hand, it may be possible to achieve even lower rates than the overall 7% we

estimate here using automatic methods, should an experimenter choose to exclude

participants whose data fail to meet some predetermined threshold of quality. In

any case, both functions contain numerous inputs that we have tested using default

values, but which are easy to change depending on the user’s needs, should they wish

to err on the side of fewer false positives or vice versa.

One factor to take into consideration when considering error rates is our use

of spontaneous speech, rather than more tightly controlled read stimuli. Linguistic

and acoustic contrasts between read and spontaneous speech are well documented

within the phonetics and speech processing communities (Schuppler, 2017; Howell

and Kadi-Hanifi, 1991; Nakamura et al., 2008), and reports from previous speech

breathing research have also established inter-domain differences (Winkworth et al.,

1995; Rochet-Capellan and Fuchs, 2013b; Wang et al., 2010; Henderson et al., 1965).

Whereas these respiration-oriented studies focus towards high level features, such

as the syntactical integration or pragmatics of spontaneous speech breathing, we

have also anecdotally noticed that read speech breathing is associated with relatively

tidy, streamlined patterns in the respiratory signal, with similar qualitative findings
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reported in Conrad and Schoenle (1979). Fukuda et al. (2018) moreover report a

weaker acoustic demarcation between speech and breathing in spontaneous compared

with read Japanese speech. It may therefore be the case that experiments employing

read speech will produce more reliable automatic extractions than those returned here,

although we stress that spontaneous speech should not be considered as the noisy

version of read speech, but rather a unique process shaped by specific cognitive and

motor constraints. Nonetheless, this challenge of noise also feeds into the uncertainty

of determining precise inhalation onsets. We have opted for a more conservative

approach and breathTimes will therefore potentially mark onsets slightly later than

a human annotator would. Our decision acknowledges baseline noise levels in the

breath belt signal, which can manifest as multiple possible false starts preceding the

true onset. Yet, in some cases, we find speakers whose breath belt signal initiates

a continuous, inhalation-type slope before they have finished vocalising. To some

extent, perfect certainty about inhalation onsets may therefore remain unachievable

with breath belts, at least not on the millisecond level.

Finally, although we made extra efforts to recruit a diverse sample of speakers,

our toolbox is currently generalisable to English speech only. breathTimes should

therefore be validated on other languages; however, we have found from piloting

with Mandarin and Spanish speech that automatic breath detection may be more

successful than in English. Namely, the respiratory patterns of these languages

are more regularly timed and generally less variable than in English speech, even

under uncontrolled, spontaneous speaking conditions. Although preliminary, this

observation is intriguing in its consistency with controversial theories concerning

cross-linguistic differences in speech rhythm (e.g., Arvaniti, 2012, 2009; Grabe

and Low, 2008; Fuchs, 2016, but see also Chapter 2 for discussion). The current

toolbox will hopefully enable hypothesis-based, cross-linguistic comparisons with

larger sample sizes in the future.

Beyond basic research purposes, there could also be clinical applications for tem-

porally precise, automatic respiratory annotations. For example, although disordered

speech is considered an early symptom of Parkinson’s disease (PD), patients report
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difficulty with specifying the exact point at which their verbal impediment began

(Pawlukowska et al., 2018). Moreover, at the initial time point in a small longitudinal

study, Huber et al. (2012) found no significant differences between patients and

controls in terms of the grammatical placement of breaths. Yet respiratory-specific

difficulties in later stages of Parkinsonian speech are known to include irregular

movements of the breathing muscles (Solomon and Hixon, 1993; Murdoch et al.,

1989) and problems with utterance planning (Huber and Darling, 2011; Solomon and

Hixon, 1993; Huber et al., 2012). It is therefore possible that imperceptible changes

in speech breathing may anticipate the presentation of clinically significant symp-

toms (e.g., pausing to inhale at syntactically inappropriate junctures, Huber et al.,

2012), and that these subtle shifts may be detectable at the level of speech timing.

Due to their laborious and subjective nature, manual annotations on the timescale of

prosody are not viable in clinical settings. A fast, reliable measure could therefore

help to identify early changes in respiratory control during speech. Additionally, as

speech breathing is also a target for therapy in PD (Darling-White and Huber, 2020),

an objective characterisation of fine-grain respiratory timing may assist clinicians in

tracking progress of the disease, or devising patient-specific strategies for improving

function.

3.7.1 Limitations

The algorithms contained within the breathTimes toolbox could likely be improved

and may need updating as they are deployed across independent data sets, ideally

recorded under novel conditions using distinct equipment and set-ups. In the current

data set, false negatives were often attributable to irregularly intense breathing sounds

in the acoustic signal, leading to the inhalation being erroneously flagged for removal

(Figure 3.8). To limit the effects of loud breathing sounds from contaminating the

speech envelope, we band pass filtered the raw acoustic data with an upper limit of 1

kHz, as the broadband of inhalation noise extends upwards to approximately 4 kHz.

We found, however, that peaks in the spectral density of breathing co-occurred within

the range of voiced speech, e.g., at about 500 Hz. A less simplistic approach, such

as cepstral coefficient analysis (e.g., Abushakra and Faezipour, 2013) or machine
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Figure 3.8: The respiratory signal is plotted against the speech envelope. An example of a false
positive is indicated by the far left circular marker, wherein a speech-associated ”bump”
in the signal is incorrectly marked as a breath. In this instance, the minimum duration
threshold was met, and the would-be breath happened to correspond to a short, quiet
section of acoustic data and so failed to be excluded. The middle and far right circular
markers show missing inhalation onset and offsets, resulting in a false negative. As
can be seen in the speech envelope, the ingressive sound surpassed intensity thresholds,
allowing that segment to be incorrectly labelled as speech, leading to a spurious rejection
of the inhalation.

learning (e.g., Ruinskiy and Lavner, 2007; MacIntyre et al., 2020), may yield

enhanced results. Future versions of the toolbox could also return a list of excluded

observations that fell within a defined threshold of the decision boundary, which the

researcher could then manually review.

Two major limitations of the current study are the lack of a) an additional,

independent annotator; and b) a ground truth comparison procedure for automatic

annotations returned by alternative methods. This latter step was bypassed in part

because the simpler techniques described in the literature (e.g., band-limited zero-

crossings) will almost inherently lead to less accurate results, but future work should

include such benchmarks for completeness. One aspect of speech breathing not

included in breathTimes, but that BreathMetrics and RespInPeace do address,

is breath holds or pauses (Aare et al., 2019, 2020). Breath holds occur when an

individual ceases speech but does not inhale, resulting in plateaus in the respiratory
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signal. We do not deal with breath holds for the primary reason that, whereas speech

inhalations tend towards smooth, mostly uninterrupted slopes across individuals,

exhalations are associated with highly irregular and idiosyncratic patterns. In the

aforementioned alternative toolboxes, breath holds are detected via a binning pro-

cess that searches for modal peaks at a particular value, suggesting the signal has

plateaued. Given our data, we did not feel sufficiently confident to estimate breath

holds using this technique, but it is easily implementable.

For similar reasons, we also avoided extrapolations concerning lung volume or

spatial aspects of speech breathing movements. Researchers interested in respiratory

capacity may wish to calibrate the breath belt signal with equipment such as a mask-

type spirometer (McKenna and Huber, 2019). Finally, on the topic of contrasts with

other approaches, we also stopped short of providing descriptive statistics or other

metrics to the end-user, although one can plot the breath signal alongside automatic

annotations as an optional argument out. In addition to returning such secondary

measures, like the mean inter-inhalation onset period, a graphical user interface that

includes the capability for manual adjustment would also improve usability and

efficiency for future releases.

3.7.2 Conclusion

We present a fast, effective, and easy to use package of scripts that enable researchers

to sift through far greater amounts of speech breathing data than previously possible.

According to our preliminary analysis of diverse, spontaneous, and sometimes noisy

plethysmographic and acoustic data, the F1 score of 98% and combined mean

error rate of 7% indicate that breathTimes contributes highly reliable annotations.

This performance could be further improved with careful data collection and post-

processing steps (e.g., the removal of obvious outlying data points). Future revisions

to these scripts should include additional tools like the provision of descriptive

statistics and a graphical user interface, and potentially extended function, such

as the detection of breath holds. Moreover, breathTimes should be validated by

independent researchers using data collected under a variety of laboratory conditions

and from different languages. With the development of this utility, we hope to
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contribute to raising the profile of speech breathing, and to embolden new researchers

to consider respiration as an experimentally accessible, richly informative aspect of

vocal speech production.



Chapter 4

Corpus Analysis of Speech and

Speech Breathing Rhythm in Read,

Automatic, and Spontaneous English

Speech

Abstract An early study of speech breathing (Conrad and Schoenle, 1979) explored

differences between spontaneous, read, and automatic speech, the last of which con-

sisted of counting. The authors compared periods within the respiratory cycle, as well

as aspects of breathing kinematics, across speaking conditions and concluded that

the contrasts observed could possibly be attributed to cognitive-linguistic differences

underlying these contrasting speech breathing styles; however, it is also possible that

speech prosody and, more specifically, rhythmic or timing constraints has some role

in how speech breathing changes from one speech context to another. The current

analysis therefore builds upon this earlier work by comparing four different speaking

styles chosen to evoke rhythmic contrast, which include spontaneous speech, read

prose, read poetry, and automatic speech. In addition to counting, we also expand

the automatic speech category to include other forms of repetitive, stylised speech,

such as reciting the days of the week. The respiratory and acoustic speech data,

contributed by 35 speakers of English from diverse accent backgrounds, are auto-

matically annotated using the techniques described in Chapters 2 and 3. Taking the
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resultant time series, we model between-speaking condition differences for measures

such as breath duration, and time from breath offset to speech onset. We interpret

our findings in relation to the original study by Conrad and Schoenle (1979), as well

as within the context of speech rhythm more broadly.

4.1 Introduction

In conversation, in competition, and in concert, we time our breathing carefully. For

some—take, for example, professional string quartet musicians—respiratory social

cues are subject to intense planning and rehearsal; but for most of us, we probably

hardly notice our own breathing, or the breathing of those around us. Yet, despite

how little time we may spend considering how and when to breathe when speaking,

this complex feat is usually achieved without conscious effort. It is perhaps for this

reason that relatively little is understood concerning the precise timing of speech

breathing, although a growing body of literature indicates its special relevance to

every day life, such as facilitating turn-taking during conversation (see Włodarczak

et al., 2015; Wlodarczak and Heldner, 2020; Fuchs and Rochet-Capellan, 2021, for

recent review). There is also evidence to suggest that speech breathing is flexible,

in that it varies across speaking contexts (Conrad and Schoenle, 1979; Winkworth

et al., 1995; Bailly and Gouvernayre, 2012; Barbosa and Madureira, 2018), but the

few studies specifically investigating the prosody of speech breathing have been

limited by small sample sizes, a relatively narrow selection of speech materials,

and subjective or inconsistent methodologies. The current work is motivated to

address these challenges by contributing a relatively larger data set (n speakers =

35) recruited from diverse English-accented participants, who produce a variety of

read and spontaneously generated speech, the time series of which is automatically

annotated using custom software (Chapter 3). The focus of our analysis is to

broadly characterise how the speech-speech breathing time series varies across

speaking styles; however, with regards to inter-individual variability, we also describe

respiratory patterns on the within-speaker level. We conclude by interpreting the

corpus within the wider speech breathing literature and discuss its implications for
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distinct timing systems in speech motor planning and execution.

4.1.1 Background

Writing at the height of cognitivism, Frieda Goldman-Eisler (1958) observed bidirec-

tional influences between the respiratory system and faculties of language, describing

that ”speakers adapt [their breathing] to the requirements of situation, topic and

interlocutor”. This flexibility was demonstrated when she and colleagues found

differences in speech breathing between read and spontaneous speech, namely the

grammatical locations within the speech stream at which people pause to take a breath

(Henderson et al., 1965). A later study to explicitly compare speech breathing across

different speaking styles was by Conrad and Schoenle. In ”Speech and Respiration”

(1979), the authors set forth a number of research topics, which ranged from how

silent mental arithmetic could affect breathing, to the respiratory patterns of mouthed,

but unvoiced utterances. Their questions most relevant to the current chapter are ”Do

such modes of speech as spontaneous speech, automatic speech and reading aloud

result in distinct respiratory patterns”, and ”Which factors influence the initiation of

a new breathing cycle during speech” (Conrad and Schoenle, 1979). To address the

former point, the authors recorded speech-associated respiratory movements with

inductance plethysmography (breath belts) in 15 younger men recruited from their

department. The materials used to produce speech included ”automatic sequences”,

which was counting; reading a ”standard text of about 100 words three times”; and

”spontaneously produced biographical material”. Based on manual annotation and

qualitative, visual inspection of the plethysmograph, the authors report differences in

breath duration, the post-inspiration to speech onset period, and the inter-inhalation

period. Specifically, spontaneous speech breathing is described as more variable

in comparison to reading, both in terms of how often and for how long speakers

breathe. Moreover, the authors observed differences in the within-breath kinematic

profile, such that the slopes of spontaneous speech breaths showed a ”deceleration

in the final stage of the inspiratory phase” and a tendency to delay before initiating

speech. In contrast, there was a ”quick transition from inspiration to expiration” in

both reading and in automatic speech. Finally, they suggest that breathing when
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counting aloud is, in comparison to the other two conditions, primarily a matter

of gas exchange, resulting in much longer and less frequently interrupted speech

exhalation periods.

Returning to the second question concerning the the timing of speech initiation

following inhalation, Conrad and Schoenle were also interested in the underlying

cognitive mechanisms that would lead to these observed changes across speaking

conditions. The authors speculate that the continuum wherein ”reading aloud lies

between the sequence and spontaneous speech tasks” is a ”difference in difficulty”;

that is, ”expiration time is modified according to the difficulty of the task”. In

support of this argument, the authors point to the highly stable breathing patterns

found in automatic speech, which requires little in the way of utterance planning.

For spontaneous speech, however, ”the verbal material is not pre-given”, and as

such, the ”delay in this process underlies the delay in the transition from inspiration

to expiration”. Reading, according to this framework, occupies a middle-ground

wherein the speech content is immediately available, but the speaker is obliged to

observe syntactical norms when pausing to take air, and therefore can be characterised

by shorter and more variable exhalation periods (like spontaneous speech) but little

to no slowing or delay between inhalation and speech onset (like automatic speech).

Schönle and Conrad (1990) later refined this conclusion by showing in 11 new young

male participants that inhalation peak velocities are overall larger and less variable

in automatic speech than in spontaneous speech.

In the decades since these original publications, there have been surprisingly

few investigations into speech breathing with respect to differences across speaking

styles, let alone on the timescale of prosody. To summarise the literature, most

work has focused on analysis of the breath group, a unit that refers to the length of

utterance or count of syllables within a single exhalation period. For example, Hoit

and Hixon (1987) found across three age cohorts of men that spontaneous speech is

associated with fewer syllables per breath compared to reading, and that older men

produced significantly fewer syllables per breath than do their younger counterparts

in spontaneous speech. They did not, however, find an effect of age on breath group
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during reading (Hoit and Hixon, 1987). In a follow-up with female participants,

however, it was determined that older and younger women do not differ in either

read or spontaneous speech (Hoit et al., 1989). Longer utterances within breath

groups for reading than in spontaneous speech have also been found in subsequent

studies (Hodge and Rochet, 1989; Winkworth et al., 1994, 1995), but more recently,

Wang et al. (2010) recorded the opposite pattern of results. The authors propose

that this discrepancy is likely due to differences in how spontaneous speech was

elicited across experiments, as their absolute measures for breath group length during

reading tasks were concordant with previous work (Wang et al., 2010). There are

also cultural and linguistic limitations to the generalisability of these findings, which

were derived from English and German speech. A study of 48 Korean speakers, for

example, found that breath groups were relatively longer in spontaneous speech, but

this may again be attributable to the prompts or reading materials employed (Yoo

and Shin, 2020).

Another measure of interest is breath duration, which Conrad and Schoenle

(1979) found to be more variable in spontaneous speech and interpreted as evidence

for the ”difference in difficulty” associated with generating, rather than reading,

an utterance. A recent multi-corpus analysis confirmed longer duration values for

breath noises in spontaneous speech, although the authors also found that professional

speakers produced shorter breaths than amateur speakers (Trouvain et al., 2020).

This may indicate experience and/or training as factors contributing to inhalation

time. Indeed, the nature of the correspondence between air intake and utterance

planning is a matter of debate: whereas some researchers report a statistical link

between breath duration and the length of ensuing speech (Whalen and Kinsella-

Shaw, 1997; Fuchs et al., 2013; Winkworth et al., 1994, 1995; Huber, 2008), others

have recently questioned whether breath duration instead reflects recovery from a

prior utterance (Kallay et al., 2019), although both explanations appear to be plausible

and are likely subject to interaction. Strikingly, when controlling for sentence length

and approximate initial lung volume in read speech, Whalen and Kinsella-Shaw

(1997) determined that inhalation time accounted for just 8− 28% of variance in
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the following utterance length, with individual speakers’ r values ranging from

0.29−0.65. In other words, whether the length of speech inhalation is influenced by

past or future ventilation needs (or both), it appears that basic physiological function

is not the primary driver of speech breathing timing.

Yet, few works have delved deeply into prosodic aspects of speech breathing.

Bailly and Gouvernayre (2012), for instance, analysed the period between the end

of phonation before a new breath begins in audiobook recordings, and suggest that

speakers may delay inhaling to enforce a sense of thematic continuity. In an analysis

of 2 read and 2 spontaneous speech corpuses, Trouvain et al. (2020) found that, in

one of the spontaneous corpuses and both of the read corpuses, the pre-breath period

tends to last longer than the corresponding silence after inhalation, before subsequent

speech onset. In revisiting quasi-spontaneous data from (Rochet-Capellan and Fuchs,

2013a), however, Werner et al. (2020) report the opposite direction of results. It

is therefore possible that these breath-adjacent temporal markers may also vary

across speaking condition, as alluded to in the observation by Conrad and Schoenle

(1979) that automatic speech has a relatively short post-inspiration period before

speech onset. Similarly, for the purposes of a machine learning application in breath

detection, Fukuda et al. (2018) noted that the silent edges separating breaths from

speech are nearly missing in spontaneous acoustic speech data, in comparison to

read speech.

Although the work covered here establishes highly flexible timing components

in speech breathing, the underlying mechanisms remain unknown. For example, why

should it be that the link between breath duration and utterance length is tenuous

and prone to inter-individual difference? In view of between-speaking condition

differences, Conrad and Schoenle (1979) set out a working theory that cognitive load

associated with speech generation may explain why read and especially automatic

speech breathing styles are stabler than spontaneous speech. Mitchell et al. (1996)

explored this idea by comparing performance across two speaking tasks, which

consisted of first speaking spontaneously on a surprise topic (e.g., a matter of public

policy) for three minutes, and secondly speaking again on the same topic, but this
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time in a quasi-scripted manner, having been given time to prepare talking points. The

authors report that the number of syllables produced per breath group was smaller,

the average speaking rate was slower, and there were also more pauses without

breaths in the ”higher cognitive-linguistic demand” (unscripted) task, suggesting a

less efficient speech breathing strategy.

It seems intuitively sensible that dysfluencies and hesitations correlate with

a speaker’s uncertainty about what to say, but automatic, read, and spontaneous

speech can also be parameterised on dimensions other than cognitive load. That is,

these speech forms also vary in how they function within a cultural context, how

they are formally or aesthetically organised, and how speakers engage with them

inter-personally. Speakers of a marginalised dialect, for instance, may read aloud

in a received pronunciation, and counting is typically learned by children chanting

together in groups—the qualities that differentiate these and other spoken forms are

not purely down to mental effort. Another possibility for operationalising speaking

styles is by the degree to which they are temporally ordered. Within the category

of read speech, we may differentiate between a tightly structured form, such as

traditional rhyming poetry, and a form characterised by a more temporally permissive

recitation style, such as magazine articles. In contrast, automatic speech not only

retains the steady pulse of poetry, but is syntactically simplified and therefore tends

to be highly regular, placing it closer to the rhythmic extreme end of the continuum

(Scott et al., 2006). On the opposite end, spontaneous speech should in theory be

less rhythmically stereotyped than even prosaic reading, which, as any audiobook

listener will know, has its own quality of timing. In sum, it is possible that some of

the between-condition differences observed by Conrad and Schoenle (1979) could

be partly explained by rhythmic properties inherent to speaking style, as opposed to

varying degrees of cognitive effort only.

4.1.2 The current study

With the goal to characterise how speech breathing changes across rhythmically

dissimilar speaking conditions, we collected a new corpus of diverse English speech,

including read prose, read poems, automatic speech, and spontaneous speech. The
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data set consists of acoustic and inductive plethysmographic recordings provided

by 35 adults from a range of age, accent, and socioeconomic backgrounds, which

we automatically annotate using specially produced software. The annotated time

series is then used to calculate various dependent variables with which we model

between-speaking condition differences. As the literature on the prosody of speech

breathing is relatively limited, the current study is exploratory in nature, but we

can guide our main research questions by confirming the findings of Conrad and

Schoenle (1979), namely:

1. breath durations are longer and more variable, with shallower slopes, in spon-

taneous than read and automatic speech.

2. The post-inspiration to speech onset period is longer and more variable in

spontaneous than read and automatic speech.

3. The inter-inhalation period is shorter and more variable in spontaneous speech

than in read speech, but longest and most stable in automatic speech.

We can also at least contribute to ongoing discussions concerning the relationship

between breath duration and utterance length, although the uncontrolled nature of

our speech materials precludes definitive findings in this regard.

In addition to extending earlier work in a larger and more diverse data set, we

also introduce a rhythmic parameterisation of speaking style, ranging from unstruc-

tured spontaneous monologue to various forms of temporally regular, automatic

speech. Importantly, we break down the category of read speech into prose and

poems, the read materials, which are approximately matched in tone and difficulty

level, but intended to differ in cadence and rhythmic structure. We do not have

the tools to directly test assumptions concerning whether delay in speech onset,

or difficulty with planning breathing, is solely related to the challenge of speech

content generation. We can, however, propose an alternative mechanism driving the

steeper inhalation slopes and shorter intermediary periods between breath and vocal

onset in automatic speech: kinematic measurements made across many every-day

human behaviours show smoother, more efficient velocity and acceleration profiles
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in rhythmic, rather than discrete movements (Thaut et al., 1999; Hogan and Ster-

nad, 2007). It is therefore possible that, with increasing verbal rhythmicity, speech

breathing is more readily integrated into the overall speech motor plan. Hence, in

terms of our predictions concerning the more and less rhythmic sub-categories of

read speech, we expect that the poem post-inspiration to speech onset period will

most closely resemble that of automatic speech, as both speaking conditions can

be characterised as conforming to a rhythmic pulse. Poem breath durations will

also be more like automatic speech, and therefore shorter than Prose, with a steeper

kinematic profile, as measured by breath slope grade (i.e., height divided by duration)

and the location of inhalation peak velocity. We do not, however, expect that the

poem inter-inhalation cycle will be as long as in automatic speech, although we do

expect it to be highly stable, given the tight phrasal structure of traditional English

poetry.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Participants

Fifty participants were recruited from the local research community and wider public

via the UCL participant pool. All subjects gave their informed consent before

participating and reported being native English speakers with normal hearing and

speech. The participants were unaware of the specific aims of the study. External

participants were paid £5 for taking part in the experiment, which was approved

by the local ethics committee and conducted in accordance with the Declaration

of Helsinki. Data from 2 participants were lost due to technical problems, and the

plethysmography data for 13 speakers were found to be unreliable due to excessive

movement and/or sub-optimal equipment fit, resulting in a usable n of 35. These

speakers’ demographic information is given in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 Procedure and apparatus

Recording was done in a quiet office room. Participants were asked to remove

extra outer layers of clothing and were fitted with two piezoelectric respiratory

belts (MLT1132, ADInstruments, Castle Hill, Australia) with one positioned in the
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upper-middle abdomen, and the other positioned approximately 4 centimetres below

the collarbone. A dynamic cardioid SM58 vocal microphones (Shure Inc., Niles,

IL) was positioned via a mic stand in front of the speaker’s mouth. The breath

belt signal was sampled at 1 kHz and the acoustic speech signal was sampled at

44,100 Hz. All signals were digitized using a ADInstruments PowerLab 16/35 with

LabChart v7.3.5 (ADInstruments) recording software. Standing with relaxed posture,

participants were given a wide piece of foam to hold in their hands while keeping

their arms loosely at their sides. This prop was designed to unobtrusively restrain

participants from performing large gestures, which contribute movement artefacts to

the respiratory signal. Reading materials and prompts were displayed as large type

print-outs on a music stand placed at a comfortable reading distance. Recording was

self-paced by participants, except for the initial quiet breathing condition (1 minute)

and the final spontaneous speech condition (5 minutes), which were timed by the

experimenter. The order of reading and prompting materials was held constant across

participants: after quiet breathing, the speaker first read from the prose excerpts; then

read the poem excerpts; then produced the automatic speech; and finally finished

with spontaneous speech. This excerpt order was determined firstly, to avoid the

overtly rhythmic character of the poems and automatic speech from potentially

influencing performance of the Prose, and secondly, to allow participants to get used

to the equipment and experimental setting before being asked to speak on the spot.

Participants were given a timer to watch during the spontaneous speech recording.

Table 4.1: Demographic counts for the speaker participants in this study. The Great Britain
category in Accent includes a range of sociolects and regional accents.

Groups (Counts)

Accent Age Group Biological Sex

North American (10) 18 - 25 (16) Female (20)
Great Britain (21) 25 - 35 (11) Male (15)
Irish (3) 35 - 50 (7)
Nigerian (1) 50 - 60 (1)

Total = 35
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According to informal verbal debrief, participants did not feel overly aware of their

breathing due to the breath belts, as the reading and speaking tasks were sufficiently

demanding of their attention. Most sessions lasted fewer than 40 minutes in duration.

4.3 Materials

4.3.1 Reading

The read materials mostly consist of selections from a larger collection, with match-

ing cross-linguistic excerpts in Mandarin, which was produced in-house (see Chapter

2 and Appendix A). The exception is the North Wind and the Sun from Aesop’s

Fables, which was included for potential future comparison with other corpuses.

The other prose excerpts were loosely based on magazine articles originally written

to target a popular audience, which were edited to remove potentially difficult or

unfamiliar terms, and re-structured where necessary to promote ease of reading

aloud. Poem materials were available in the public domain and can be considered

part of the popular canon. Two works were chosen for their stable rhythmic character,

straight-forward stanza structure, and accessible content. The poems, being relatively

short, were each read twice through.

4.3.2 Prompts

Automatic speech was prompted with the following instructions:

1. Count from one to forty.

2. Say the ten times table from one to one-hundred in the following format: “One

times ten is ten. Two times ten is twenty. Three times ten is thirty . . . Ten

times ten is one hundred.”

3. Recite the days of the week (starting with Monday) three times.

4. Recite the months of the year (starting with January) two times.

Spontaneous speech prompts were chosen to resemble typical neutral, polite small

talk questions with which most local participants will be familiar, and are therefore

likely to already have answers prepared. They consisted of:
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1. What brings you to London?

2. What are some things you like about London?

3. What are some things you do not like about London?

4. Do you have a favourite restaurant or cuisine, and is it available in London?

5. Have you been to any of the parks in London? Do you have a favourite park?

6. If you met someone new to the city, what would you recommend they go to

see or do?

7. Have you been to any tourist attractions (for example, the London Eye)? Did

you enjoy it, or was it overrated?

4.4 Data processing and analysis

4.4.1 Processing and variables of interest

After collecting the data, a representative example of spontaneous speech was viewed

for each speaker. From the 48 complete data sets, we were forced to discard 13

due to poor signal quality. This can occur because of ill-fitting belts or loose

clothing (see discussion in Chapter 3), or because a speaker’s co-speech gestures

or postural sway effectively swamp the respiratory signal. The remaining acoustic

and plethysmographic data were imported to MATLAB (MathWorks, 2021) and

pre-processed and annotated automatically according to the methods described in

Chapter 3. Verbal annotations were produced as acoustic landmarks (Chapter 2),

using peaks in the first derivative of the bark scale-based speech envelope (Oganian

and Chang, 2019; Schotola, 1984). The quiet, non-speech data were stored separately

from reading and speaking trials, and are not further analysed here. From the speech

data, however, multiple predictors and dependent variables were extracted, which are

described in the following sub-section. A total of 5,279 breath events were retained

for analysis; however, in the between-condition modelling we were interested in

verbal context before and after each inhalation event, meaning we typically modelled

a smaller subset of breaths conforming to a speech-breath-speech structure.
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4.4.1.1 Predictors

The random effect consisted of Speaker. Predictor variables included Speech Con-

dition; Count Landmarks (Before/After; total number of landmarks within breath

group); and Before/After Mean Inter-Landmark Interval (ms) and Before/After CV

Inter-Landmark Interval. For brevity, we refer to the verbal measures as Mean/CV

Landmarks (Before) and Mean/CV Landmarks (After).

The choice of sample size for calculating local mean and CV is subjective and

partly dependent on the researcher’s specific goals (De Jong and Wempe, 2009).

Here, we opted to analyse the 8 inter-landmark intervals immediately before and after

each inhalation event, as this seemed to best balance sample size with localisation, but

the choice is technically arbitrary. Before sampling, improbably short inter-landmark

intervals (i.e., < 50 ms in duration) were discarded. Previous work examining age

and sex differences in speech breathing suggest modest effects at best (Hoit and

Hixon, 1987; Hoit et al., 1989), and so we do not include demographic information

as variables of interest in the current analysis. For each dependent variable, outlier

removal was performed by speaker and within speaking condition using the quantiles

method.

4.4.1.2 Dependent variables

The dependent variables used in modelling include:

1. Breath Duration (ms)

2. Breath Height (respiratory signal maximum − minimum within breaths;

speaker-normalised units)

3. Breath Peak Velocity To Breath Offset (Peak Velocity estimated as the maxi-

mum value of the first derivative of the 10 ms-windowed respiratory signal;

ms)

4. Breath Offset to Acoustic Landmark (ms)

5. Acoustic Landmark to Breath Onset (ms)
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4.4.2 Analysis

Between-condition differences Modelling between-Speech Condition differences

was performed in R (R Core Team, 2013) using lme4 (Bates et al., 2012) for linear

mixed models, the residuals of which were inspected for normality with DHARMa

(Hartig, 2019). As we were dealing with time series data that tended to be positively

skewed, we modelled the dependent variables by taking their log, and inspections of

the residuals confirmed this resulted in better fits to the data than modelling assuming

either a normal or gamma distribution (using a generalised linear mixed effect model).

Models including all relevant terms were fit unless signs of overparameterization

occurred, in which case model selection was guided by inspection of the Akaike

information criterion statistics (Bates et al., 2015). Denominator degrees of freedom

for P-values based on t-statistics were estimated by Satterthwaite’s approximation

using lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017; Luke, 2017). We report semi-partial R2

(R2
sp) as an indicator of relative magnitude of fixed effects (r2glmm, Jaeger (2017)).

Post hoc contrasts were conducted using estimated marginal means with emmeans

(Lenth et al., 2018). Bonferroni correction was employed for multiple comparisons

and P-values adjusted where applicable. Descriptive statistics reported in text are first

calculated within participant, and averaged at the group level. We also qualitatively

compare the distributions of Breath Offset to Breath Offset (i.e., the full respiratory

cycle) across the four Speech Conditions.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Breath Duration

We fit a model including fixed effects of Speech Condition, Count Landmarks

(Before), Count Landmarks (After), and CV Landmarks (After). There was a

significant interaction between Speech Condition and Count Landmarks (After), but

other fixed effect and interaction terms did not improve model fit according to AIC

(Range = [−3945,−3902]). The model details are reported in Table B.1 and post hoc

contrasts in Table B.2. Breath Duration is plotted as a function of Count Landmarks

(Before and After) in Figure 4.1. Comparing to Spontaneous speech as the reference
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Figure 4.1: Breath Duration plotted as a function of Count Acoustic Landmarks Before (left panel)
and After (right panel) the breath event. There was a statistically significant interaction
between Speech Condition and Count Landmarks (After). Shaded regions represent
95% confidence intervals of the linear fit, which is fit to the data as plotted for descriptive
purposes only.

level, we found a significant main effect of Automatic Speech (Estimate −0.03, 95%

CI [−0.05,−0.01], t(1,34.66) = -2.64, p = 0.01, R2
sp = 0.003), but not for Prose

(p = 0.37), nor of Poems (p = 0.81). Post hoc pairwise comparisons between the

Speech Conditions revealed that, when other determinants are held constant, Breath

Duration during Poem reading (Mean = 419.15, 95% CI [390.37,447.94], SD =

83.81) is significantly longer than during Automatic speech (Mean = 402.85, 95% CI

[375.71,429.99], SD = 79.01; Estimate = 34.95, SE = 9.76, t(1,36) = 3.58, p = 0.006).

Comparisons between Article reading (Mean = 435.03, 95% CI [411.90,458.16], SD

= 67.34) and Spontaneous speech (Mean = 429.31, 95% CI [403.57,455.06], SD =

74.94) failed to reach corrected significance (all p > 0.15).

In terms of absolute values, Automatic speech breath durations are shortest at

402 ms, and Article reading longest at 435 ms. But looking at mean Count Landmarks

after the breath, Automatic speech (Mean = 25.73, 95% CI [21.72,29.73], SD =

11.66) is most similar to Poems (Mean = 27.99, 95% CI [24.75,31.24], SD = 9.45).

By comparison, speakers tended say more (i.e., produce larger numbers of acoustic

landmarks), before stopping to breathe again during Article reading (Mean = 32.66,
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95% CI [30.06,35.26], SD = 7.57) and in Spontaneous speech (Mean = 33.81, 95%

CI [31.07,36.56], SD = 7.99). All together, we do find that the subsequent utterance

length is positively correlated, but that this varies across Speech Condition, with the

weakest trend in Spontaneous speech (Trend = 0.002, SE = 0.0002, p < 0.001) and

the strongest in Poem reading (Trend = 0.004, SE = 0.0004, p < 0.001).

There was also a main effect of Count Landmarks (Before), such that longer

previous utterances were also positively associated with Breath Duration (Estimate

0.02, 95% CI [0.02,0.03], t(1,4096.55) = 9.38, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.02). We find an

overall greater effect for earlier speech than later speech (Estimate 0.03, 95% CI

[0.02,0.04], t(1,3861.02) = 7.94, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.015) on determining Breath

Duration, although this is complicated by the latter’s interaction with Speech Condi-

tion. We also observed a main effect of CV Landmarks (After), with more variable

speech being associated with longer Breath Duration, as well (Estimate 0.01, 95%

CI [0.00,0.01], t(1,4088.44) = 2.80, p = 0.005, R2
sp = 0.002).

4.5.2 Breath Height

To estimate breath slope across Speech Conditions while controlling for differences in

Breath Duration, we modelled Breath Height (arbitrary units), and included Duration

as a covariate. The final model was fit with Speech Condition, Count Landmarks

(Before), Count Landmarks (After), Breath Duration, and the interaction between

Count Landmarks (After) with Speech Condition. Other fixed effect and interaction

terms did not appear to improve model fit (AIC Range = [−4391,−4358]). The full

model details are reported in Table B.3 and post hoc contrasts in Table B.4, and

Breath Height is plotted against Count Landmarks (Before) and Count Landmarks

(After) in Figure 4.2. As could be expected, Breath Duration was a significant

predictor of Breath Height (Estimate 0.13, 95% CI [0.13,0.14], t(1,4869.32) = 50.03,

p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.25). But taking Breath Duration into account, we also found

significant effects of all three other Speech Conditions against the Spontaneous

reference level: Prose (Estimate 0.14, 95% CI [0.10,0.18], t(1,33.87) = 6.82, p

< 0.001, R2
sp = 0.06), Poems (Estimate 0.10, 95% CI [0.05,0.15], t(1,34.13) =

4.20, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.03), and Automatic (Estimate 0.15, 95% CI [0.11,0.19],
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Figure 4.2: Breath Height (arbitrary units) plotted as a function of Count Acoustic Landmarks
Before (left panel) and After (right panel) the breath event. There was a statistically
significant interaction between Speech Condition and Count Landmarks (After). Shaded
regions represent 95% confidence intervals of the linear fit, which is fit to the data as
plotted for descriptive purposes only.

t(1,35.58) = 7.13, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.05). Holding the other predictors constant, post

hoc contrasts showed that Spontaneous speech (Mean = 0.62, 95% CI [0.55,0.68],

SD = 0.19) was associated with significantly shorter Breath Height than Prose (Mean

= 0.86, 95% CI [0.78,0.93], SD = 0.22; Estimate = -0.19, SE = 0.03, t(1,33.8) =

-6.36, p < 0.001), Poems (Mean = 0.75, 95% CI [0.67,0.83], SD = 0.23; Estimate

= -0.14, SE = 0.03, t(1,33.9) = -3.95, p = 0.002), and Automatic speech (Mean =

0.78, 95% CI [0.72,0.85], SD = 0.19; Estimate = -0.20, SE = 0.03, t(1,33.9) = -6.90,

p < 0.001). The other Speech Conditions did not significantly differ from each other

in Breath Height (all p > 0.15).

The slope of Count Landmarks (After) also differed across Speech Condition.

Namely, the length of the subsequent utterance was positively correlated with Breath

Height for Prose (Trend = 0.001, SE = 0.0004, p = 0.04), Poems (Trend = 0.001, SE

= 0.0005, p = 0.006), and, in particular, for Automatic speech (Trend = 0.003, SE

= 0.0004, p = < 0.001). But this relationship was absent for Spontaneous speech

(Trend = 0.0003, SE = 0.0002, p = 0.36). There was, however, a more consistent

effect of Count Landmarks (Before) across Speech Conditions (Estimate 0.03, 95%
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CI [0.03,0.04], t(1,4880.57) = 13.18, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.02), as we had found for

Breath Duration as a dependent variable. To summarise, by modelling Breath Height

as a function of Breath Duration, as well as its surrounding utterance lengths, we

find that the grade of inhalations is significantly more shallow during Spontaneous

speech than in Prose or Poems reading, or Automatic speech.

4.5.3 Breath Peak Velocity to Offset

As described in the Methods section, we detected the occurrence of Breath Peak

Velocity as the maximum value in the change rate of the 10 ms-windowed respiratory

signal. As we include Breath Duration and Breath Height as covariates, our aim

with this analysis was to characterise where, in relation to the inhalation end, the

breath slope is at its steepest across the Speech Conditions. There were, of course,

main effects of Breath Duration (Estimate 0.15, 95% CI [0.14,0.16], t(1,5299.23) =

34.22, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.19) and Breath Height (Estimate 0.01, 95% CI [0.01,0.02],

t(1,5141.96) = 3.26 p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.002), and their interaction was also significant

(Estimate −0.03, 95% CI [−0.04,−0.03], t(1,5332.05) = 11.14, p < 0.001, R2
sp =

0.02). No other interactions improved model fit (AIC Range = [−705,−572]).

Of greater interest is the latency of the Peak Velocity by speaking style, and in

comparison to the reference level Spontaneous (246.39, 95% CI [225.57,267.20],

SD = 60.60), we find effects of Prose (Mean = 215.04, 95% CI [195.44,234.65],

SD = 57.06; Estimate −0.08, 95% CI [−0.09,−0.06], t(1,5328.62) = -8.54, p <

0.001, R2
sp = 0.01), Poems (Mean = 204.13, 95% CI [184.12,224.14], SD = 58.25;

Estimate −0.08, 95% CI [−0.10,−0.06], t(1,5319.85) = -9.23, p < 0.001, R2
sp

= 0.02), and Automatic speech (210.77, 95% CI [192.15,229.40], SD = 54.22;

Estimate −0.05, 95% CI [−0.07,−0.03], t(1,5325.67) = -5.44, p < 0.001, R2
sp =

0.005). Post hoc comparisons show that Spontaneous speech is associated with an

earlier Peak Velocity (i.e., a longer Peak Velocity to Offset period) than all three

Speech Conditions (all p < 0.001). Moreover, Poems reading was also associated

with a significantly earlier Peak Velocity than Automatic speech (Estimate = 12.28,

SE = 4.31, p = 0.04), after all other factors taken into account. Prose and Poems did

not significantly differ from one another (p = 1.0), and nor did Prose and Automatic
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speech (p = 0.10).

In Figure 4.3, we plot mean breath tokens, aggregated within Speaker, across

the Speech Conditions, as well as corresponding composite ”average breaths” for

illustration. An additional segment of of respiratory data is plotted after inhalation

offsets, so that each token’s total length is 1000 ms. From these plots, we can

qualitatively observe that that the slopes of breaths during reading are steeper and

smoother than those of Spontaneous speech, which can was statistically confirmed

in the previous section wherein we modelled Breath Height (controlling for Breath

Duration). Looking towards the ends of the breaths, we see that the mean slopes

intensify later for Prose, and to a lesser extent, Automatic and Poems, in compari-

son with Spontaneous speech, as we also found by modelling the latency of Peak

Velocity in the current analysis. The transition to exhalation is also more gradual for

Spontaneous speech, in comparison to the reading and Automatic Speech Conditions.

4.5.4 Breath Offset to Acoustic Landmark

Breath Offset to Acoustic Landmark measures the period separating the end of

the inhalation, and the estimated following vowel onset. We included it our analy-

sis as a means to infer the transition from inhalation to exhalation, which Conrad

and Schoenle observed was shorter in Automatic speech, and longer in Sponta-

neous speech. We fit a model including Speech Condition, Breath Duration, Count

Landmarks (Before), Mean Landmarks (After), and the interaction between Speech

Condition and Breath Duration. No other interactions improved model fit (AIC

Range = [2730,2743]). The model details are reported in Table B.7 and post hoc

contrasts in Table B.8. We found that post-inspiratory timing varied by both the

earlier, and immediately subsequent, verbal contexts. For example, higher values

of Count Landmarks (Before), meaning longer prior utterances, were associated

with a shorter Offset to Landmark period (Estimate −0.04, 95% CI [−0.05,−0.03],

t(1,4123.45) = -7.50, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.01). But in the speech that followed, slower

inter-land mark intervals corresponded to a longer Offset to Landmark (Estimate

0.01, 95% CI [0.00,0.02], t(1,4106.90) = 2.34, p = 0.02, R2
sp = 0.001). Note, how-
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Figure 4.3: Individual and average breath tokens across the Speech Conditions. The ”Speakers”
panels depict mean breaths, aggregated within Speaker, and the ”Average” panels show
the mean of the Speaker mean breaths. Composite breaths were created by aligning
multiple breaths by their Breath Offset, padding the respiratory vectors, and taking the
median value at each time point. Within-Speaker median breaths are smoothed with a
20 ms-moving window, and then aggregated again in the same way for the group-level
average. Each composite breath example is 1000 milliseconds long in total.

ever, that these effects are very small. In comparison, there was a greater influence

of Breath Duration (Estimate 0.09, 95% CI [0.08,0.11], t(1,4114.34) = 11.00, p

< 0.001, R2
sp = 0.03), such that longer inhalations tended to mean longer Offset to

Landmark periods generally. As can be seen in Figure 4.4, however, the Speech

Conditions appear to differ form one another, especially between the two reading

conditions, Prose and Poems, versus Automatic and Spontaneous speech.

Post hoc contrasts between the Speech Conditions showed that Spontaneous
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Figure 4.4: Breath Offset to Acoustic Landmark (milliseconds) plotted as a function of Breath
Duration (milliseconds). There was a statistically significant interaction between Speech
Condition and Breath Duration. Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals of
the linear fit, which is fit to the data as plotted for descriptive purposes only.

speech (Mean = 141.12, 95% CI [123.34,158.89], SD = 51.75) had a longer Offset to

Landmark period than Prose (Mean = 111.84, 95% CI [99.42,124.25], SD = 36.14;

Estimate = 15.14, SE = 2.75, t(1,36.7) = 5.51, p < 0.001) and Poems (Mean = 116.96,

95% CI [101.05,132.88], SD = 46.33; Estimate = 13.70, SE = 2.81, t(1,36.7) = 4.87,

p < 0.001). Similarly, Automatic speech (Mean = 149.01, 95% CI [130.15,167.87],

SD = 54.91) was also associated with a longer Offset to Landmark than Prose

(Estimate = 14.88, SE = 4.10, t(1,43.9) = 3.63, p = 0.004) and Poems (Estimate

= 13.40, SE = 4.09, t(1,44.4) = 3.27, p = 0.01). Within these apparent groupings,
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Spontaneous and Automatic speech did not significantly differ from one another, and

neither did Poems and Prose (both p = 1.0). With regards to the interaction between

Speech Condition and Breath Duration, there was a significant trend of Prose, Poems,

and Spontaneous speech (all p < 0.001), but the effect of Breath Duration failed to

reach significance for Automatic speech (Trend = 0.0002, SE = 0.000, p = 0.34).

4.5.5 Acoustic Landmark to Breath Onset

Whereas the previous section looked at the Breath Offset to Acoustic Landmark,

which describes the post-inspiratory period, the current section turns to the corre-

sponding period before the breath, Acoustic Landmark to Breath Onset. This variable

indicates the time between the estimated final vowel onset of the previous utterance,

and the point at which the inhalation begins. We found that the same fixed effects as

in the previous Breath Offset to Acoustic Landmark analysis best predicted the data,

but that an interaction between Speech Condition and Count Landmarks (Before),

rather that Breath Duration, proved a better fit (AIC Range = [2563,2566]). Model

details are reported in Table B.9 and post hoc contrasts in Table B.10.

Generally, longer Breath Duration corresponded to a longer Landmark to Onset

period (Estimate 0.08, 95% CI [0.07,0.09], t(1,4124.93) = 14.33, p < 0.001, R2
sp

= 0.05), as were slower upcoming speech rates, as estimated by Mean Landmarks

(After), although its effect failed to reach significance (Estimate 0.01, 95% CI

[−0.00,0.02], t(1,4115.55) = 1.41, p = 0.16, R2
sp = 0.00). The main effect of Count

Landmarks (Before) indicated that the longer the previous utterance, the shorter the

Landmark to Onset period tended to be (Estimate −0.06, 95% CI [−0.07,−0.04],

t(1,4123.99) = -8.30, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.02). Turning to Speech Condition and

its interaction with Count Landmarks (Before), however, post hoc analysis showed

that this effect failed to reach significance for Prose (Trend = -0.002, SE = 0.000,

p = 0.12). Previous utterance length did predict a shorter Landmark to Onset for

Poems (Trend = -0.003, SE = 0.000, p = 0.001), Spontaneous (Trend = -0.003,

SE = 0.000, p < 0.001), and Automatic speech (Trend = -0.004, SE = 0.000, p

< 0.001). Pairwise contrasts further revealed that, holding the other effects constant,

Poem reading was associated with a significantly longer Landmark to Onset (Mean
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= 333.01, 95% CI [288.67,377.36], SD = 129.09) than Automatic speech (Mean

= 247.21, 95% CI [219.91,274.52], SD = 79.49; Estimate = 56.64, SE = 11.00,

t(1,54.7) = 5.15, p < 0.001), Prose (Mean = 275.17, 95% CI [240.17,310.16], SD =

101.88; Estimate = -45.90, SE = 9.31, t(1,52.2) = -4.93, p < 0.001), and Spontaneous

speech (Mean = 295.77, 95% CI [270.10,321.43], SD = 74.71; Estimate = -38.68,

SE = 8.33, t(1,38.8) = -4.64, p < 0.001).

Figure 4.5: Acoustic Landmark to Breath Onset (milliseconds) plotted as a function of Count Land-
marks (Before) (left panel) and Breath Duration (milliseconds, right panel). There was
a statistically significant interaction between Speech Condition and Count Landmarks
(Before). Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals of the linear fit, which is
fit to the data as plotted for descriptive purposes only.

4.5.6 The Breath Cycle and its Verbal Context

Throughout the analysis so far, we have modelled sub-regions of the breath cycle.

Here, we conclude with a descriptive, distributional comparison between the Breath

Offset to Breath Offset period across the four Speech Conditions, based on the

visualisation shown in Figure 4.6. For reference, we indicate respiratory cycles of 1,

0.5, and 0.25 Hz on the X axis with dotted lines. We also report some descriptive

statistics regarding the verbal context immediately surrounding speech inhalations.

As is visibly apparent, each Speech Condition reveals a distinct shape and spread. Ac-

cording to our hypothetical rhythmic parameterisation, Poems and Automatic speech

should behave more similarly than Automatic and Spontaneous speech, or Automatic
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Figure 4.6: Histograms displaying the distribution of Breath Offset to Offset, or the respiratory
cycle, across the four different Speech Conditions. Dotted lines indicate cycles lasting
1, 0.5, and 0.25 Hz.

speech and Prose. What we find is that both Poems and Automatic speech show

bimodality, with overlapping peaks at or near 0.5 Hz (i.e., a 2000 ms inter-inhalation

interval). Whereas Automatic speech has an additional, less prominent peak at about

1 Hz, in the case of Poems, the secondary prominence is slower and more diffuse,

containing its centre at about 0.25 Hz. We had sampled respiratory cycles containing

at least 8 acoustic landmarks (our automatically produced estimation of vowel on-

sets). Mean inter-landmark intervals immediately following an inhalation tend to

be faster in Poems (Mean = 153.59, 95% CI [151.22,155.95], SD = 6.87) than in

Automatic speech (Mean = 179.45, 95% CI [173.82,185.07], SD = 16.38). If we look

towards the end of the respiratory cycle (i.e., just before a new breath is drawn), the

speaking rate has slowed for Poems (Mean = 163.74, 95% CI [160.44,167.04], SD =

9.59) but is stable, or slightly sped up, in Automatic speech (Mean = 174.50, 95%
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CI [169.26,179.74], SD = 15.25). This is consistent with differences in normative

speaking style between poem reading, wherein some slowing is typical of the ends

of phrases, and the comparatively rigid timing of Automatic speech. The slowing

in Poems at the ends of phrases also corroborates our modelling of the Acoustic

Landmark to Breath Onset period, was was significantly longer in Poems than in the

other Speech Conditions.

In terms of temporal regularity, we found that the coefficient of variation

(CV) of inter-landmark intervals for Poems was relatively stable, in light of the

aforementioned slowing, from just after the breath (Mean CV = 0.45, 95% CI

[0.44,0.47], SD = 0.04), to before the next one (Mean CV = 0.47, 95% CI [0.46,0.48],

SD = 0.03). By comparison, Automatic speech may event regularise just slightly,

from the beginning of the speech (Mean CV = 0.53, 95% CI [0.52,0.54], SD = 0.04),

to just preceding the next breath’s onset (Mean CV = 0.51, 95% CI [0.50,0.52],

SD = 0.03). Although it could seem counter-intuitive that Automatic speech has a

higher mean CV than Poems reading, this is likely because, in the English language,

rhythmic timing in traditional poetry and automatic speech operates at the time

scale of the stressed vowel, and not at the faster vowel level. Hence, the current

measure of variability does not necessarily speak to the percept of rhythm within

these speaking styles. All said, the distributions of the respiratory cycle during

Poems and Automatic speech suggest that speakers are more likely to breathe at

stable, predictable points in time. Moreover, given the observed tendency towards

integer multiples in the length of respiratory cycles, there may be a rhythmic unit

(e.g., ∼ 1 or 2 Hz) by which phrase boundaries in both Poems and Automatic speech

are roughly timed across Speakers, although in practice this pattern grows more

dispersed at slower time scales.

Despite our having categorised Prose as less rhythmic, there also appears to

be some bimodality in its distribution of respiratory cycles, albeit much reduced in

comparison to Poems. The modal peaks in Prose are furthermore shifted slower,

corresponding to approximately 0.33 Hz and 0.22 Hz. This does not appear to be

caused by differences in speaking rate, as the mean inter-landmark interval in Prose
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following the breath (Mean = 156.51, 95% CI [153.82,159.19], SD = 7.81), and

before the next breath (Mean = 152.41, 95% CI [149.70,155.12], SD = 7.88) is

similar to that of Poems, except without any end-of-phrase slowing. The longer

respiratory cycle in Prose is therefore due to higher average counts of landmarks

per breath (Mean = 32.91, 95% CI [30.29,35.52], SD = 7.62) than in Poems (Mean

= 27.75, 95% CI [24.56,30.95], SD = 9.30) or Automatic speech (Mean = 24.77,

95% CI [20.59,28.94], SD = 12.17), with the caveat that the mean is not highly

representative for any of these distributions. On the whole, however, respiratory

cycles during Prose reading seem to be more dispersed. Like Poems and in contrast

to Automatic speech, there are almost no instances of inter-inhalation intervals at or

below 1000 ms in Prose reading. Furthermore, the CV of inter-landmark intervals,

both after (Mean CV = 0.47, 95% CI [0.46,0.48], SD = 0.04) and before (Mean CV =

0.47, 95% CI [0.46,0.48], SD = 0.03) inhalations, was very similar to that of Poems.

Finally, we theorised that Spontaneous speech would be the least rhythmically

constrained of our Speech Conditions. In terms of the shape of its distribution, there

is no visual evidence of multi-modality in Spontaneous speech, and the peak is very

wide, with a heavy, positive tail. It would therefore seem that our speakers were

freer to breathe opportunistically throughout different points in speech, and that they

did not converge upon a normative breathing cycle rate, as they may have in the

other Speech Conditions. In comparison to Prose and Poems, the inter-landmark

intervals in Spontaneous speech tend to be longer on average, whether immediately

after inhaling (Mean = 165.44, 95% CI [161.56,169.32], SD = 11.30), or at the end

of the utterance before the next breath (Mean = 163.24, 95% CI [160.17,166.31],

SD = 8.93). We also find that the CV of inter-landmark intervals in Spontaneous

speech stabilize slightly, from immediately following the breath (Mean CV = 0.52,

95% CI [0.50,0.54], SD = 0.06), to just before the next one (Mean CV = 0.50, 95%

CI [0.49,0.51], SD = 0.02). But whether earlier or later in the respiratory cycle,

there is a greater degree of temporal variability in comparison to the reading Speech

Conditions, and the average count landmarks per breath is also higher in Spontaneous

speech (Mean = 33.90, 95% CI [31.19,36.61], SD = 7.89).
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4.6 Discussion

The current corpus analysis is in parts exploratory as well as confirmatory, but the

earlier study upon which we based our design (Conrad and Schoenle, 1979) was

itself provisional in some respects. As such, our aim is to complement and extend

the original findings of Conrad and Schoenle, allowing that some questions cannot

be fully resolved in a study of this size and with the level of naturalism under study.

We begin by addressing the three relevant findings of Conrad and Schoenle (1979),

and discuss how they relate to our results here.

Firstly, the authors report that spontaneously produced breaths are longer, more

variable, and can be characterised by having shallower slopes in comparison to read

speech or counting. We did not find a significant difference between the length of

spontaneous speech (Mean = 429.31) and prose reading (Mean = 435.03), although

both styles had longer breaths on average than automatic speech (Mean = 402.85)

and poem reading (Mean = 419.15), which was more consistent with our predictions

based on rhythm. With respect to confirming the variability of spontaneous speech,

this would depend on the level of analysis in question, as Conrad and Schoenle

do not explain in detail how they quantified variability within and across speakers.

We found that mean duration (calculated within speaker) was more variable on the

group level for spontaneous speech (SD = 74.94, Range = [305.33,592.81]) than

reading prose (SD = 67.34, Range = [282.39,583.29]), but not in comparison to

poems (SD = 83.81, Range = [266.31,573.44]) or automatic speech (SD = 79.01,

Range = [262.47,608.56]). We can also consider variability within speakers by

dividing each speaker’s standard deviation breath duration by their mean breath

duration (CV). The mean CV for spontaneous speech was 0.35 (SD = 0.08), versus

0.39 (SD = 0.10) for prose, 0.41 (SD = 0.13) for poems, and 0.46 (SD = 0.14) for

automatic speech. In this sense, spontaneous speech is actually the least variable

speech condition observed within the current corpus. We did, however, also find

an interaction between breath duration and the length of the prior utterance across

speech condition. Namely, breath duration in spontaneous speech had a weaker

correspondence to prior utterance length than the reading and automatic speech
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conditions. Hence, breath duration could be described as less predictable within

spontaneous speech. Finally, we can more confidently confirm the ”deceleration in

the final stage of the inspiratory phase” for spontaneous speech recorded by Conrad

and Schoenle, which we tested in our data by calculating the latency of peak velocity,

and found to be indeed significantly earlier in spontaneous speech in comparison

to the other three speech conditions. Contrary to our predictions, poems had a

significantly later peak velocity than both spontaneous and automatic speech.

The second assertion by Conrad and Schoenle (1979) follows that the boundary

between the end of the inhalation and the beginning of speech is longer and more

variable in spontaneous speech, shorter and more stable in automatic speech, and

somewhere in between the two for reading. The authors had based this finding off

of a qualitative inspection of plotted respiratory data, which we have attempted

to replicate in Figure 4.3. We also see a rounded, gradual transition into the post-

inspiratory period during spontaneous speech, in particular, when compared with

prose reading (Figure 4.3). When we modelled this period as the Breath Offset to

Acoustic Landmark, however, we incorporated covariates that are likely to vary by

speaking condition, such as the approximate lengths of the utterances before and

after the breath itself, or the immediately subsequent speech rate. After taking these

verbal contextual measures into account, as well as the interaction between speech

condition and breath duration, we could again confirm that spontaneous speech was

associated with a longer period between the end of the breath and the onset of speech,

relative to either prose or poem reading. But we found that automatic speech (Mean

= 149.01, SD = 54.91) was associated with a statistically equivalent post-inspiratory,

pre-speech period to that of spontaneous speech (Mean = 141.12, SD = 51.75). This

result runs contrary to that of Conrad and Schoenle, who reported this measure was

at its overall shortest in automatic speech. Reasons for this discrepancy could be due

to cultural differences, the wider variety of prompts we used, the precise measure

(in that we estimated vowel, rather than acoustic, onsets of speech), or possibly that

we recorded more data per participant, and that speakers may have adapted into a

particular pattern over several trials. In any case, we do not find evidence for a linear
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correspondence between presumed cognitive effort and the transition into speech

from breathing.

The third and final finding of Conrad and Schoenle (1979) relating to the

current study was that the inter-inhalation period is shorter and more variable in

spontaneous speed, and longest and most stable in automatic speech, with reading

again fitting somewhere in between. We found that for the reading and automatic

speech conditions, the breath cycle followed a multi-modal distribution, making

comparison by central tendency inappropriate. What we can say is that, as apparent

in Figure 4.6, spontaneous speech is associated with a far more dispersed, widely

ranging distribution of inter-inhalation periods than the other speech conditions (Hird

and Kirsner, 2002). Speakers tend to breathe at common frequencies for automatic

speech, poems, and to a lesser extent, prose. In contrast, for spontaneous speech, no

obvious clustering can be found. Although we don’t see a clear tendency for shorter

breath cycles in spontaneous speech, this difference may again be possibly attributed

to differences in prompts, as other researchers have also speculated (Wang et al.,

2010). For example, we deliberately chose ”small talk” questions for which speakers

would likely already have stock answers prepared, but that also naturally lend

themselves to elaboration as the speaker continues. Conrad and Schoenle asked their

speakers to recall their ”life story”, which, under laboratory recording conditions,

may have felt awkward or been particularly challenging for naive participants. In

this instance, we could imagine that their speech would be more halting and prone to

pauses, resulting in overall shorter breath cycles.

All together, as a replication of Conrad and Schoenle (1979), we obtain mixed

results in the current study. Given that we recruited speakers of a separate—if closely

related—language, and more than twice as many individuals (from both inside and

outside of the local university), this may not be surprising. We have also relied less

on qualitative analysis than Conrad and Schoenle, which further complicates direct

comparison. The greatest discrepancies between our study and theirs appear to lie

in their parameterisation of speech breathing according to cognitive effort. Within

this framework, we should expect to see physiologically driven breathing patterns in
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automatic speech, leading to long breath cycles with rapid inhalation duration and

sharp transitions into speech. This is, according to theory of Conrad and Schoenle,

because little to no effort is required to formulate spoken content. In comparison,

spontaneous speech would be then characterised as having short breath cycles, slow

and gradual in-takes of air, and a less clearly defined post-inspiratory period before

speech, as a result of the speaker generating their utterance, from idea to motor plan,

in real time. We can agree that inhalations during automatic speech are short, and that

the breath offset to landmark period is less demarcated during spontaneous speech,

but breathing during automatic speech does not appear to be a simple matter of ”gas

exchange” (Conrad and Schoenle, 1979). For example, we found some evidence

for breathing rate convergence in automatic speech, with one modal peak (0.5 Hz)

almost exactly overlapping with that of poem reading. Given that our participants

varied by background, gender, age, and other demographic factors, we can presume

they also have differing lung capacities or baseline breathing cycles. It therefore

seems unlikely that we should find two peaks at ∼ 1 and 0.5 Hz within automatic

speech breathing rates, and that the latter peak should just happen to correspond with

a modal peak from the highly stylised poem reading condition.

In addition to recreating the automatic and spontaneous speech of Conrad and

Schoenle (1979), we also included two contrasting styles of read speech, which

were prose and poems. Although each form follows normative conventions, such as

unambiguous syntactical junctures and aesthetic requirements, traditional rhyming

English poetry is structured through patterns of recurring rhythmic units (known as

feet, e.g., trochee). Whereas the underlying temporal organisation of prose is poorly

described (see discussion in Chapters 1 and 2), we intuitively recognise the flow

of a good orator, and can synchronise our voices together very closely even when

reading dry, informational articles (Cummins, 2019, 2014). In other words, prose

reading certainly seems to have a temporal character, even if we lack an obvious

rhythm metric with which to describe it. Hence, by incorporating both prose and

poem reading, we could roughly match ”cognitive effort”, whilst varying rhythmic

structure. The most striking differences across these two read conditions was in
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the distributional comparison of the breath cycle. As discussed in the previous

paragraph, inter-inhalation periods tended to cluster around common modal peaks

during poem reading, which were located at ∼ 0.5 and 0.25 Hz. We found similar

behaviours during automatic speech, except at a faster time scale (∼ 1 and 0.5 Hz).

The recurrence of a preferred rate of∼ 2 Hz across individuals has been demonstrated

in walking MacDougall and Moore (2005)) and finger tapping (Repp and Su, 2013;

McAuley et al., 2006; Hammerschmidt et al., 2021), and is increasingly linked

to endogenous neural oscillations associated with movement and motor control

(Zalta et al., 2020). Considering they are the two speech conditions most similar

to simple, isochonrously timed action sequences, we suggest that breathing during

poem reading and automatic speech may present yet another domain where individual

differences in body shape and size are overcome to find a common rhythm based

on multiples of 2 Hz. In comparison, despite having a similar speech rate to poems

in terms of estimated inter-vowel intervals, breath cycles in prose reading were

more diffusely distributed, with less prominent modal peaks that were also shifted

slower to ∼ 0.33 and 0.22 Hz, or about 3000 and 4500 ms inter-inhalation intervals,

respectively.

A summary of the remaining cross-speech condition results are plotted in Figure

4.7. The other two measures that indicate possible differences in speech breathing

planning across prose and poem reading are breath height, and acoustic landmark to

breath onset. The former measure was our method for modelling the slope of breaths,

as we included breath duration as a covariate. We found that, after controlling for

differences in breath duration across the speech conditions, breath height in prose

and poems did not significantly differ from one another, although both conditions

were associated with significantly greater breath height than spontaneous speech. In

the case of landmark to onset, we did find that poem reading led to the elongation

of this period in comparison to prose, as well as the other speaking styles. We

suspect this is related to slowing at the ends of phrases, and that perhaps the strongly

stanza-driven organisation of poems pushed speakers to pause for longer before

initiating the next breath, and accordingly, the next stanza. This can be understood
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as complementary to the findings of (Bailly and Gouvernayre, 2012), who analysed

pauses in audiobook reading and posited that that pauses may be shortened to

strengthen thematic continuity across breathing groups. In other measures, we

Figure 4.7: Box plots displaying respiratory measures of interest across the four different Speech
Conditions.

found strong agreement between poems and prose reading, such as the breath offset

to acoustic landmark period, which represents the transition from inhalation into

speech. Unlike the acoustic landmark to breath onset, which slowed along with

the verbal prosody of poem reading, this measure was consistently short for both

reading trials, and, as discussed earlier in this section, longer for both automatic and

spontaneous speech. This also contradicts our prediction that the post-inspiration
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to speech onset period in poems would most closely resemble that of automatic

speech. Taken together, we don’t find strong evidence that the timing of speech

breathing reflects cognitive effort, and that relative delays in speech initiation are

due to formulation of speech content per se. Similarly, the success of our alternative

parameterisation of speech rhythm varies, depending on the level of analysis: going

by the prominence of modal peaks and the time scale of breath cycles, we see a

continuation from automatic speech to poems, to prose, to spontaneous speech. But

as we look more closely, for example, at the prosody of breath-speech boundaries,

the speaking conditions do not lend themselves so easily to this simplistic organising

principle.

We will also briefly speak to how our results relate to the broader research on

speech breathing, although, as covered in the introduction, few studies have looked

at timing specifically. In terms of comparing between the breath offset to acoustic

landmark, and acoustic landmark to breath onset periods, Werner et al. (2020)

reported longer post-breath than pre-breath pauses in spontaneous speech. In contrast,

Trouvain et al. (2020) observed a relatively shorter pause after, rather than before,

the breath for both of their read corpuses, and one of two spontaneous corpuses.

In all four of our speech conditions, we found a longer landmark to onset period,

than offset to landmark, noting that the aforementioned studies measured silence or

acoustic edges, and not intervals based on estimated vowel onsets, as we do here.

The greatest mean discrepancy between pre- and post-breath boundary durations was

for poem reading (216 ms), followed by prose reading (163.33 ms), then spontaneous

speech (154.65 ms), and finally automatic speech (98.2 ms). This reduced asymmetry

between the earlier and later breath-speech boundaries in automatic speech may

provide further context as to why it had seemed to behave more like spontaneous

speech than the reading conditions, at least in terms of the later edge. Specifically, it

is possible that, whereas spontaneous speech has a gradual transition out of inhalation

due to ongoing speech planning or a looser verbal rhythmic structure (or both), with

automatic speech, the delay is instead because the speaker is bound to a very strict

rhythmic structure that requires speech to begin at a certain time, regardless of how
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quickly the speaker has managed to meet their metabolic breathing needs. Future

work should test this hypothesis more directly.

Another question we may at least consider here, is the influence of prior ver-

sus subsequent utterance on breath duration (Whalen and Kinsella-Shaw, 1997;

Winkworth et al., 1994; Kallay et al., 2019). Although we found that both measures

could be important for predicting breath duration, the previous count of landmarks

association seemed to be more robust than that of the later count of landmarks.

When looking at breath height whilst controlling for breath duration, we found a

similar pattern of results, wherein the influence of the subsequent utterance length

was significantly reduced for spontaneous speech. In light of our results, we can

partially support the assertion by Kallay et al. that breath duration is driven more by

recovery than anticipatory planning, especially in the case of spontaneous speech.

But unlike the authors, we did not use carefully controlled, read stimuli intended to

inform this research question especially. And we nonetheless also found effects of

subsequent utterance length, in addition to speech condition. In sum, we cautiously

agree that the length of prior utterance is possibly the most consistent single predictor

in determining breath duration, but that speaking style, as well as future respiratory

needs, must also be taken into account.

4.6.1 Limitations

The sample size and amount of data collected per speaker were facilitated by the

use of automatic methods to annotate both the respiratory and spoken time series.

Hence, a major limitation at present is that some variability observed here is likely

due to errors in measurement, although the same methods were consistently applied

across all speakers and trials. As discussed at length in Chapter 3, breath belts are

inherently noisy equipment, and the exact points at which speakers begin or end an

inhalation can be difficult even for human annotators to discern. This is also why

we excluded a large number of speakers (13 of 48 complete datasets), for whom

the data quality was deemed insufficient for further analysis. With such a high

exclusion rate, it bears considering whether we are inadvertently biasing our results

towards a certain type of ”speech breather”. From what we could observe from
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the excluded data, the speakers expressed fairly ”typical” breathing patterns, which

were frequently interrupted by movement artefacts or contained noise throughout

the recording caused by jewellery or loose clothing. Hence, we do not believe we

have systematically removed a particular speech breathing style, although we cannot

establish this with certainty.

The inspiring study by Conrad and Schoenle (1979) was made from 15 young,

West German male academics. By comparison, we have sampled from a wider

variety of sex, socioeconomic backgrounds, ages, and probably accents. But the

generalisability of our findings is nonetheless limited in that we only collected

English speech, and that the age groups are still skewed towards younger speakers.

Given the modest effects found for age (Hoit and Hixon, 1987; Hoit et al., 1989),

we do not expect we would have found starkly different results had we included

more older speakers, but this should be ascertained in future work. Another omission

from our analysis is an objective measure of lung volume, which requires calibration

between breath belts and a more precise device, such as a pneumotachometer. More

specific information about speakers’ physiological differences may help clarify some

of our observations here, for example, breath cycle duration in spontaneous speech.

Future studies should also collect additional information from participants concerning

their personal experience with breathing, including any specialised training for wind

instruments, or yoga practice, for instance.

In general, the current project was conducted with very little experimental

control, such as ensuring phonetic balance in the read materials. Although the

advantage of collecting naturalistic, diverse forms of speech is that we may be

more likely to capture some aspects of daily function, an inherent limitation is

that we cannot strictly say what is difference in respiratory activity due to specific

speaking styles, and what is difference that arises due to confounding factors. We

moreover have not analysed our spoken corpus content in terms of grammar or

other structural elements. The current corpus could be therefore be re-analysed,

taking into account additional linguistic measures, such as syntactical junctures,

or phonetic information like acoustic onsets. On the topic of daily function, a
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final, and perhaps the most fundamental, form of speech breathing is missing from

this study, which is conversational spontaneous speech breathing. For simplicity

of data collection and analysis, we only recorded from single speakers at a time.

Although we attempted to mimic natural interaction by using small talk questions

as prompts, this intervention really only extends to ease of idea generation, and

so our spontaneous speech condition does give rise to the respiratory patterns we

would expect to see where listening, feeding back, and turn-taking are involved

(Rochet-Capellan and Fuchs, 2014; Wlodarczak and Heldner, 2020; Torreira et al.,

2015).

4.6.2 Conclusion

We present a new speech breathing corpus that contains speech and plethysmography

from a diverse group of speakers engaged in various speaking tasks, including two

different forms of reading. Our analysis of respiration and respiration-adjacent

speech measures uncovered both consistencies, within and across speakers, as well

as considerable differences on the basis of speaking style. Although we were able

to replicate some findings of Conrad and Schoenle (1979), such as differences

between spontaneous and read speech in breath slope and the transition to speech

from inhalation, other results contradicted previous work, potentially because we

explored automatic speech more widely than the initial study, which only included

counting (Conrad and Schoenle, 1979). We can neither directly confirm, nor refute,

the suggestion that differing temporal patterns in speech breathing arise due to

varying cognitive effort across speaking styles. The data here do show that speakers

can be remarkably flexible, and effortlessly adapt their breathing according to verbal

contextual constraints, from the slow rhythm of the respiratory cycle, down to the

barely perceptible pauses between breath and speech. This flexibility may also be in

part what allows speakers to circumvent considerable inter-individual differences in

body and experience, thereby converging at common rates during automatic speech

and poem reading. Further quantifying how breathing changes across yet other forms

of speech will refine and and disentangle some of the results we present here. Indeed,

the unique respiratory signatures of ways of speaking, within and across languages
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and cultures, remain a rich and largely undescribed source by which we may better

understand both human individuality and concurrence.



Chapter 5

The Perception of Speech Breathing

Rhythm in a Behavioural Gap

Detection Task Study

Abstract The effect of non-speech sounds, such as breathing noise, on the perception

of speech timing is currently unclear. In this chapter we report the results of three

studies which investigated participants’ ability to detect a silent gap located adjacent

to breathing sounds during naturalistic speech. Experiment 1 (n = 24; in-person),

probed awareness of gaps that followed either the initial or interjected breath. Ex-

periment 2 (n = 182; online) introduced a third gap position, occurring directly

before the interjected breath, to control for prior speech exposure. In Experiment

3 (n = 102; online), we manipulated the breathing sounds themselves to examine

the specific role of breath duration on gap detection. Across all three studies we

found a reliable effect of gap position; importantly, in Experiment 2, whether a gap

was positioned before or after an interjected breath significantly predicted accuracy,

suggesting that listeners are sensitive to breathing sounds specifically, and form

temporal expectations concerning nonverbal aspects of audible speech production.

We conclude by contextualising our findings within the literature, arguing that the

verbal acoustic signal is not ”speech itself” per se, but rather one part of an integrated

percept that could be more fully explored in speech perception studies.
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5.1 Introduction

As discussed at previous points in this thesis, there is an important social function of

speech breathing, such that speakers modulate their speech breathing according to

turn-holding, turn-taking, and feeding back requirements during conversation (Aare

et al., 2020; Rochet-Capellan and Fuchs, 2014; Włodarczak and Heldner, 2016a,b;

Torreira et al., 2015). Given its potential to facilitate interaction, it seems plausible

that respiratory traces, including breathing sounds, should be a highly salient—

if unconsciously registered—cue. What is unclear, however, is how breathing is

perceptually integrated on the sub-second timescale as a component of speech

prosody or rhythm. In the previous chapter, we confirmed that speech breathing

is flexible and responsive to different speaking conditions, but can also be stable

across speakers. For instance, we found that the silent boundaries that follow

breaths and anticipate speech onset are quite short for prose reading, averaged

within speaker (Mean = 111.84 ms, 95% CI [99.42,124.25], SD = 36.14, Range =

[51.26,194.46]). This same measure was longer for spontaneous speech, but still

well under 1/5th of a second (Mean = 141.12, 95% CI [123.34,158.89], SD = 51.75,

Range = [36.36,316.25]). Hence, if listeners are sensitive to breathing sounds, are

they sensitive at the level of prosody? More specifically, do listeners, consciously or

unconsciously, impose temporal expectations upon speech-related inhalation? And

does the timing of breathing exert any influence on the perceptual processing of

subsequent speech rhythm?

In the current chapter, we ask how listeners temporally assimilate a speaker’s

breaths, and the extent to which such temporal assimilation is flexible, by manipulat-

ing the respiratory time series in the context of varied and naturalistic speech stimuli.

Each trial contains a sentence-initial breath and a breath interjected somewhere

later in the utterance. Using a silent gap detection paradigm across three studies,

we altered the placement of the gap in relation to the breathing sounds, as well as

the gap duration, in order to assess the approximate threshold at which a gap can

be reliably detected depending on its place within the breath-speech-breath-speech

sequence. We additionally probed participants’ sensitivity to nonverbal rhythm by
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administering a musical rhythm discrimination task. We discuss our findings in view

of embodied speech perception and the recent uptake of interest in rhythmic speech

entrainment, and make our case for speech breathing as a central, if hitherto latent,

factor in auditory speech processing more generally.

Towards an initial understanding of listeners’ sensitivity to the timing of speech

breathing sounds, we devised a modified gap detection task (GDT). In its most basic

form, the GDT consists of the serial presentation of auditory stimuli, such as tones

or noise, in which a very brief silent gap may or may not occur. The participant’s job

is to report whether or not they noticed a gap, and the task can incorporate adaptive

procedures to determine an individual’s unique perceptual threshold in terms of the

Gap Duration of the gap, or some other property of the stimulus. The results are

taken as an indication of auditory temporal resolution (Phillips, 1999), a dimension

that predicts future reading problems in preschoolers (Boets et al., 2011), and shows

decline in the early stages of dementia (Jalaei et al., 2019). This form of perceptual

acuity is considered essential to speech processing, which by its nature relies on

the ability to track a rapidly changing signal in potentially challenging listening

environments, an effort that demands efficiency. Indeed, sensitivity to gaps may not

be uniformly distributed in time: Henry and Obleser (2012) employed a GDT in

conjunction with electroencephalography (EEG) to show that attending power—that

is, the likelihood of successful gap detection—is concentrated at particular instants

in the phase-relationship between a rhythmic stimulus (a frequency modulating tone)

and neural oscillations in the delta band. Whether the interlocked rhythms of speech

and speech breathing may also influence listeners’ discrimination of gap targets is

therefore an open question.

5.2 Experiment 1

5.2.1 Introduction

In Experiment 1, the GDT consisted of natural speech stimuli, where each trial

followed a breath-speech-breath-speech structure. Four non-professional speakers (2

female, 2 male) contributed source recordings, which included reading articles and
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poems aloud, as well as spontaneous speech, ensuring the experimental materials

reflected some of the different types of speech likely to be heard in every-day life.

Although we had recorded between-condition differences in the speech breathing

time series in Chapter 4, we do not analyse the stimuli by speaking style in this

preliminary study, and consider this limitation in the Discussion section.

In the standard GDT, the silent gaps interrupt an ongoing sound (e.g., a noise

burst) and are very short (< 100 ms); here, the gaps occurred in one of two locations

in the utterance that already contain a natural pause, and were comparatively longer

at the speech prosody time scale of 200, 400, or 800 ms. The locations were:

1. Following the utterance-initial breath sound, Breath 1.

2. Following the utterance-interjected breath sound, Breath 2.

The gap presents in what is already a silent pause, and we found in a pilot experiment

that listeners displayed a bias towards the conservative conclusion that there was no

gap. We therefore adjusted the objective of the task such that every trial contained

a gap, and the participant’s role was to instead correctly identify which breath was

associated with the gap, rather than judge if there was any gap at all. We hoped

this modification would encourage participants to adopt a more active listening

strategy (i.e., be less prone to simply assuming that the trial doesn’t contain any gap,

particularly at shorter gap durations).

5.2.1.1 Predictions

Gap duration Speech breathing is physiologically (Von Euler, 1982; Mckay et al.,

2003), behaviourally (Winkworth et al., 1994), and acoustically (Trouvain et al.,

2019) distinct from metabolic breathing, and it follows that a listener should plausibly

expect to hear speech following a speech-associated inhalation sound. What is less

obvious is how flexibly listeners treat the variable pause between the ceasing of

air intake, and the ensuing speech onset. Although this question appears to be

scientifically unexplored thus far, previous acoustic and plethysmographic analyses

of speakers’ respiratory activity provide some a priori rationale to expect that

listeners will be sensitive to temporal manipulations in this domain. Specifically,
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laboratory data show that phonataion usually begins between 100-300 ms after the

post-inspiration period, with the proviso that this work was conducted in English only,

and that the authors also recorded nontrivial inter-speaker differences (Lieberman,

1967; Atkinson, 1973; Slifka, 2003). In view of the recognisable acoustic profile of

speech breathing, its necessary association with imminent speech, and the normative

transition period between the end of a breath and vocalisation, we speculated that

perturbations as short as an extra 200 ms between breath and speech could be

sufficient for detection.

Gap Position We expected that the verbal context surrounding speech breathing

would also play a role in how respiratory sounds are perceived, as rhythmic priming

has been shown to modulate temporal expectations (McAuley and Jones, 2003; Yee

et al., 1994; Pashler, 2001). Moreover, recent data indicate that adjusting the pace

of an ongoing speech stream leads to changes in subsequent phonemic awareness,

potentially demonstrating a causal influence on fine-grain temporal processing in the

speech domain (Kösem et al., 2018). One mechanism proposed to underlie these

effects is a process known as entrainment. Broadly speaking, entrainment is the idea

that endogenous neural and/or behavioural processes can become temporally coupled

with other time series in the environment (Jones and Boltz, 1989; Large and Jones,

1999; Lakatos et al., 2008), thereby supporting the optimal distribution of attending

and action-planning resources across time. Entrainment is associated with enhanced

behavioural responses, such as faster reaction times (e.g., Kunert and Jongman

(2017)) or lower perceptual thresholds (e.g., Chang et al. (2019)). In the case of

speech, entrainment supposedly allows listeners to not only track, but anticipate

upcoming speech, thereby supporting the real time processing of a complex and

highly changeable signal (Peelle and Davis, 2012; Ding and Simon, 2014; Zoefel,

2018). The specifics of speech entrainment are currently the focus of an active and

contentious literature. For our purposes, we assume that with increased exposure to

speech, participants will form stricter temporal expectations, and therefore a silent

gap inserted after the interjected, rather than initial breath should be more likely to

register as a violation of natural speech breathing timing. This idea is congruent
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with evidence that, at least in nonverbal neural entrainment, the stimulus-brain phase

relationship consolidates over several seconds of rhythmic stimulation (Bauer et al.,

2018). It is also possible that the acoustic profile of interjected speech breaths is

more amenable to temporal discrimination: initial breaths tend to be longer lasting

and larger in volume (Winkworth et al., 1994, 1995), and are hypothetically freer to

vary than interjected breaths, which, presumably, conform to the surrounding speech

rhythm. In sum, we expected that participants would be more likely to correctly

identify a silent gap associated with the interjected breath than the initial breath.

Rhythm Sensitivity In addition to the speech breathing GDT, we also administered

a musical rhythm discrimination task. Musicians achieve comparatively lower

perceptual thresholds in the standard GDT (Mishra et al., 2014; Donai and Jennings,

2016), and demonstrate enhanced abilities in auditory processing more generally (see

Strait and Kraus (2014); Vasuki et al. (2016) for review), including speech-in-noise

perception (see Coffey et al. (2017) for review). It is therefore likely that musical

aptitude, especially in the domain of rhythm, confers an advantage in the present

experiment; however, rather than rely on self-reported musician status, we opted to

measure sensitivity to rhythm directly, as rhythmic aptitude is known to vary across

musicians by genre and forms of training (Bailey and Penhune, 2010; Matthews

et al., 2016). The rhythm task employed here consists of same-different judgements

following the presentation of rhythmic drum loops. We applied each participant’s

total percent correct in the rhythm task as a covariate in the GDT modelling, and

expected that performance across the two tasks would be positively correlated.

To summarise, we predicted that listeners would be more likely to correctly

detect the position of silent gaps that occur following interjected than initial breath

sounds, and that shorter duration gaps would be less likely to be detected overall.

We also predicted that performance in the musical rhythm discrimination task would

correspond with performance in the speech breathing GDT.
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5.2.2 Methods

5.2.2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited from the University College London subject pool and

were paid for taking part in the experiment, which was approved by the local ethics

committee and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All

participants had normal or corrected to normal hearing, and gave informed consent

to participate. 25 participants took part in this experiment, of which 1 participant

had to be excluded due to a data saving problem, resulting in a total N = 24 (Male

14, Female 10; ages 18-35).

5.2.2.2 Design and Procedure

Gap Detection Task The main objective of Experiment 1 was to examine the effect

of position, relative to speech-related inhalations, on silent gap detection in a verbal

listening task. This experiment was designed as a 2 (Gap Position: Breath 1, Breath 2)

× 3 (Gap Duration: 200, 400, 800 ms) within-subjects design, with each participant’s

% correct in the musical rhythm discrimination task as covariate. The trials consisted

of a brief utterance of the form breath-speech-breath-speech, wherein a silent gap

occurred after one of the two breaths. After each trial finished, participants were

prompted to answer in which of the two positions they thought the gap had occurred.

The trial structure is depicted in Figure 5.1, Panel A.

Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task In the rhythm discrimination task, the par-

ticipants heard two repetitions of a drum loop, a brief pause, and then a single

repetition of another drum loop that may or may not have been identical to the

previous. Their job was then to state whether or not the second drum loop was same

or different from the first.

Procedure The primary dependent variable in both tasks was correct/incorrect an-

swer, and reaction times (RT) were also recorded, although they are not analysed

in the current study. The components of the study were performed in the following

order:

1. Administration of information sheet and informed consent
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2. Gap detection task

3. Musical rhythm discrimination task

4. Verbal debrief on the aims and background of the study

Both the GDT and rhythm discrimination task were accompanied by visual

stimuli to alert participants to upcoming trials, and both tasks contained introductory

practice sessions with otherwise unused stimuli. Automatic accuracy feedback was

given and participants could repeat the practice sessions as many times as they liked.

Figure 5.1: Graphic representations of the stimulus format and prompt to participants in Experi-
ments 1 - 3.
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5.2.3 Materials

5.2.3.1 Stimuli

Gap Detection Task The GDT stimuli consisted of 154 utterances (duration = 3-10

s), balanced across four speakers (2 male, 2 female), and included 50% reading (6

popular science articles and 4 rhyming poems) and 50% spontaneous (monologue

responses to 19 different small talk-style questions) speaking contexts. The speakers

were recruited from the broader UCL research community and were unaware of the

specific aims of the experiment. Source recordings were made in a sound-attenuated
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studio using SM58 cardioid dynamic microphones (Shure Inc., Niles, IL), positioned

via a mic stand in front of the speaker’s mouth and sampled at 44,100 Hz. The

speakers wore transducer plethysmography belts (MLT1132, ADInstruments, Castle

Hill, Australia) to monitor breathing and aid in breath event identification. Texts

consisted of: adaptations of popular science articles chosen for an accessible reading

level and neutral tone; four poems characterised as typical of traditional English

rhyming verse; and a variety of prompts for spontaneous speech. The full-length

recordings were then combed through for utterances that naturally conformed to a

breath-speech-breath-speech structure.

The speech data were segmented and normalised in Audacity (Team, 2020),

and the beginning and ending of breaths were labelled following visual inspection of

the spectrogram with corroboration from the respiratory belt data. To avoid artefacts,

onset and offset ramping (10 ms) was applied to the boundaries of speech and breath

sounds, and low-intensity background pink noise was added throughout each trial,

including during the ”silent” gaps, to mask any residual room noise from recording.

From the total pool of trials, 50% of gaps were placed after the initial breath, and

the remaining 50% after the interjected breath. The distribution of gap durations

was randomly determined between trials according to a 3:2:1 ratio, with the shortest

duration (200 ms) appearing most frequently, and the longest duration (800 ms)

occurring least frequently. Trial order was pseudorandom, with three different order

conditions counterbalanced across participants. Each speech excerpt was always

associated with the same experimental condition.

Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task The drum rhythm loop stimuli consisted of

3.2 s rhythmic sequences introduced by Tierney and Kraus (2015), adapted from

Povel and Essens (1985), which were made up of nine conga drum sounds separated

by the following inter-onset intervals: 5 × 200 ms; 2 × 400 ms; 1 × 600 ms; and 1

× 800 ms, the re-organization of which generate distinct rhythmic patterns. There

were 40 trials, which were equally distributed between ”same”/”different” correct

responses.
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5.2.3.2 Apparatus

The experiment was run in PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007) using a laptop computer con-

nected to studio headphones. Participants’ responses were recorded via the built-in

laptop keyboard. All testing took place in a private, quiet space at the Institute of

Cognitive Neuroscience. An experimenter was on hand to answer any questions and

discreetly ensure task compliance.

5.2.3.3 Task

Gap Detection Task The GDT consisted of 154 trials over 8 blocks, each of which

ended with a self-paced rest period. At the start of the task, participants were given

an on-screen instruction that they would hear short clips of speech wherein a silent

gap had been added in one of two positions relative to the speech breathing sounds.

The participant was told to answer after which breath they thought the gap had

occurred, and to listen carefully, but try to answer as quickly as possible. Following

the instructions, participants were given a practice session of 3 trials with feedback

on their accuracy. They were free to return to the practice session, or to choose to

continue on to the task. Participants began each trial viewing a blank grey screen, in

which an image showing headphones appeared after a variable delay (500 - 3000 ms),

indicating that the audio was about to start. 500 ms after the headphones graphic

appeared, the auditory stimulus played (median duration = 7 s; range 3 - 10 s).

Following this, the question ”Where was the gap?” appeared on the screen, with the

response buttons ”Breath 1” or ”Breath 2”.

Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task The rhythm discrimination task was very

similar in format to the GDT, having the same structure and look in terms of the

instructions, inter-trial timing, practice session, and overall visual presentation. There

were 40 trials over 2 blocks, with a single self-paced rest period between the blocks.

In addition to the same headphones graphic as in the GDT, participants were told

on-screen which drum loop (i.e., ”First” or ”Second”) was forthcoming. Each trial

began with two successive presentations of the first (model) drum loop, followed by

a 1000 ms pause, and then a single presentation of the second (comparison) drum

loop, after which point they were asked ”Same or different?” with corresponding
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answer buttons.

5.2.4 Data Processing and Analysis

All analyses in this study were performed using R 3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2013). ∼ 1%

(count = 23) of all GDT RT exceeded 5 s, and these responses were removed from

further analysis. To explore the factors affecting correct/incorrect responses in the

GDT, we ran a logistic regression with a binomial distribution and logit link function,

using a generalized linear mixed effect model with the glmer function of the lme4

package with bobyqa optimisation (Bates et al., 2012). The explanatory variables of

interest were the position of the silent gap (’Gap Position’, ’Breath 1’/’Breath 2’), the

duration of the gap (’Gap Duration’, 200/400/800 ms), and the participant’s percent

correct in the musical rhythm discrimination task (’Rhythm Task’). Participant

(’Participant’) and speech excerpt number (’Excerpt’) were evaluated as possible

random effects. Model selection was performed using a step-wise additive approach,

beginning first with random intercepts, before including fixed main effects and

interactions, then random slopes. Each term’s inclusion was compared against the

more parsimonious model via likelihood ratio tests at a significance level of 0.05.

Model residuals were visually inspected for normality. The significance of fixed

effects was tested using Wald chi-square tests (Anova from the car package (Fox

et al., 2012)). Statistical variation explained by fixed effects was estimated as semi-

partial R2 (R2
sp) calculated in the r2glmm package (Jaeger, 2017). Post hoc contrasts

were conducted using estimated marginal means (also known as least-square means)

using the package emmeans (Lenth et al., 2018). Bonferroni correction was employed

for multiple comparisons and adjusted P-values are reported where applicable.

5.3 Experiment 1 Results
Descriptive statistics are given in Table 5.1. We found a main effect of Rhythm Task

(χ2 = 5.6, p = 0.018, R2
sp = 0.007). Summarised by median-split group, participants

with high rhythm sensitivity made more correct guesses (Mean Correct 79%, SD

Correct 14%) than participants with lower rhythm sensitivity (Mean Correct 55%,

SD Correct 6%). There was also a main effect for Gap Position (χ2 = 8.58, p
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Table 5.1: Summary statistics for Experiment 1, calculated within Participant.

Descriptive Statistics by Participant

Count 24

Gap Detection Task

Mean 68%
Median 60%
SD 17%
Min 48%
Max 96%

Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task

Mean 78%
Median 83%
SD 14%
Min 55%
Max 100%

Spearman Rank Correlation

Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task × Gap Detection Task
rs = 0.59 p = 0.003

= 0.003, R2
sp = 0.007). Gaps that followed Breath 2 were more likely to be correctly

guessed (Mean Correct 76%, SD Correct 18%, calculated within Participant) than

gaps that followed Breath 1 (Mean Correct 61%, SD Correct 18%, calculated within

Participant). Although there was no main effect for Gap Duration (χ2 = 0.38, p

= 0.83, R2
sp = 0.001), there was a significant interaction between Gap Position ×

Gap Duration (χ2 = 17.12, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.004).

Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests comparing between the three levels of Gap

Duration (200, 400, 800 ms) found that the 200/400 ms and 200/800 ms contrasts

were significant only for gaps following Breath 1 (both ps < 0.001). The 400/800 ms

Breath 1 contrast (p = 0.6), and all Gap Duration contrasts for gaps after Breath 2 (ps

= 1), failed to reach significance, indicating that the benefit of increasing duration

in gaps statistically plateaued at 400 ms, and was generally reduced after Breath 2.

We also found a significant interaction between Rhythm Task × Gap Duration (χ2

= 7.97, p = 0.02, R2
sp = 0.002). Rhythm Task significantly predicted responses to

Breath 1 gaps at Gap Duration 400 (p = 0.01) and 800 ms (p < 0.001), as well as
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Breath 2 gaps with Gap Duration 200 ms (p = 0.01) and 800 ms p = 0.01). Rhythm

Task failed to meet significance, however, for responses to Breath 1 gaps at Gap

Duration 200 ms (p = 0.11), and Breath 2 gaps at Gap Duration 400 (p = 0.74). The

Rhythm Task × Gap Position interaction did not reach significance (χ2 = 3.12, p

= 0.08, R2
sp = 0.002), and nor did the 3-way Rhythm Task × Gap Position × Gap

Duration interaction (χ2 = 5.42, p = 0.07, R2
sp = 0.002).

A plot of the results are provided in Figure 5.2. Full model selection results are

given in Appendix C.1, Table C.1, and details concerning the final model are shown

in Appendix C.1, Table C.2. Complete statistics for the post hoc tests are shown in

Appendix C.1, Table C.3.

Figure 5.2: Results for the Gap Detection Task in Experiment 1 showing effect of Gap Duration
and Gap Position on percent correct (calculated within participants) of Correct Gap
Position Identification. For visual simplicity, the covariate Rhythm Task is plotted as
median-split group. Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean.

5.3.1 Experiment 1 Discussion

Few experiments directly examine the perception of speech breathing, and none so

far have investigated its timing on the sub-second scale. We therefore relied on data

from speech production to form the expectation that listeners would be sensitive
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to violations of the natural breathing time series at the level of 200 ms. Although

this appeared to be the case for some participants, in the context of our naturalistic

speech stimuli, we found that accuracy varied depending on after which breath the

gap was placed, and by individual differences, as indexed by performance in the

rhythm Rhythm Task.

Namely, we found a consistent effect of gap position, such that participants

were more likely to correctly identify the gap’s location if it was presented following

the second breath. Participants with higher Rhythm Task scores tended to do better

in the GDT, suggesting that the ability to discriminate between different musical

rhythms is also associated with awareness of normative speech breathing rhythm, or

at least of its perturbation. We also expected that participants would be more likely

to correctly locate the gap if it occurred following the second of the two breaths:

perhaps due to speech entrainment-related enhancement in temporal processing; or

possibly because the second breath is interjected into an ongoing speech stream, and

must therefore conform to its surrounding temporal context, leading to differences

in breath duration. Although the interaction fell short of statistical significance (p

= 0.07), we noted that participants with relatively lower Rhythm Task scores did

not appear to benefit from longer gaps if the gap occurred after the first breath.

We cannot, however, dissociate between speech-specific effects and breath-specific

effects in the current results.

As a proof of concept, we could establish from Experiment 1 that participants

by and large do have expectations of integrated speech and speech breathing rhythms,

and that individual differences in sensitivity to manipulations thereof may be partially

predicted by nonverbal rhythm processing abilities. We therefore determined to

extend our findings, and amended the task to address some of the confounding

factors limiting its interpretation. Having found that this modified form of GDT was

approachable to participants, and that some were even able to achieve a very high

accuracy (Max 96%), we also opted to return to the more traditional gap detection

paradigm by asking participants was there a gap, rather than where did the gap occur.
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5.4 Experiment 2

5.4.1 Introduction

In Experiment 1, we confirmed our hypothesis that participants were more likely to

correctly identify gaps placed between interjected breath sounds and speech, than

gaps inserted between initial breath sounds and speech. Although this preliminary

finding does indicate that sensitivity to breath-speech boundaries is nonuniform

across utterances, the underlying mechanism is unclear. One explanation is that par-

ticipants may simply be more sensitive to violations of speech rhythm with increasing

exposure to speech, regardless of speech breathing awareness per se. Although we

did form our original prediction based on evidence from speech entrainment re-

search, we wondered, what do breathing sounds uniquely contribute to successful

gap detection?

To disentangle prior speech exposure and breath-specific effects, we introduced

a new gap position in Experiment 2, occurring directly before the second breath.

This controls for the potential benefits of acclimation to speech timing, by permitting

the direct comparison between gaps located before and after the second breath. We

expected that gaps following, rather than preceding, the second breath would be more

likely to be noticed by participants, due to the association between speech-related

inspiration and the initiation of speech in daily experience.

We also adjusted the GDT paradigm itself. Initially, we had concerns that

the task would be too difficult, but overall accuracy in Experiment 1 averaged at

68% (Max 96%) across participants, and so we preceded by asking a new cohort

to report whether or not they perceived any gap at all, rather than prompting them

to choose between certain gap locations. Although the participants were alerted to

the fact that gaps could occur in different places in the speech, we removed any

mention of particular positions, and we also did not refer to breathing in any of the

instructional materials. We expected that these changes would result in an overall

much more challenging task, while also allowing us to ensure that the effect of

the experimental manipulations did not entirely rest on on artificially heightened

awareness of breathing sounds.
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Finally, in addition to these alterations, we introduced other minor changes to

improve experimental precision and control. In terms of gap duration, instead of

200, 400, or 800 ms, the length of gap could consist of 200, 325, 450, 575, or 700

ms. More trial orders were introduced, and speech excerpts were associated with

different experimental conditions between these orders. We also retained a subset

of the original stimuli, consisting of only those contributed by the two speakers (1

female, 1 male) for whom a sufficient number of exactly matched read excerpts

could be produced.

Experiment 2 was conducted as an online study, facilitating a greater number of

participants recruited from both the local university community, as well as across

a larger geographical region (mainly the United States and United Kingdom). We

furthermore took the opportunity to ask participants about their musical and linguistic

backgrounds in a short demographics questionnaire following the main experiment,

although we do not analyse these results in the current chapter.

5.4.2 Methods

5.4.2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited using either the professional online subject pool Prolific

(Palan and Schitter, 2018), or University College London’s internal online undergrad-

uate subject pool. The former group were paid approximately £8 per hour for their

time, and the latter were awarded course credits in exchange for participating. A

total of 123 participants on Prolific and 76 participants from the university completed

the experiment, resulting in a data set of N = 199 (gender was not confirmed; ages

18-35). Participants were pre-screened for normal hearing, and all reported English

as a primary language. In the case of the Prolific set, we deliberately recruited 40

participants who reported at least 5 years of musical experience, and 40 partici-

pants who reported 0 years of musical training, with the remaining number left to

chance. Each participant’s responses were carefully examined for obvious patterns

of non-compliance with experimental instruction, and we also introduced simple

catch questions (e.g., ”Was the previous speaker male or female?”) to ensure we had

participants’ sustained attention. On the basis of these measures, we were forced to
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exclude 15 participants from the Prolific set, and 2 participants from the university

set, resulting in a final N = 182.

5.4.2.2 Design and Procedure

Gap Detection Task As in the previous experiment, we investigated the effect of

position, relative to speech-related inhalations, on silent gap detection in a verbal

listening task. In addition to the two post-breath gap positions introduced in Experi-

ment 1, we included a new position located directly before the second breath. This

experiment was designed as a 3 (Gap Position: ’After Breath 1’, ’Before Breath 2’,

’After Breath 2’) × 5 (Gap Duration: 200, 325, 450, 575, 700 ms) within-subjects

design, with each participant’s % correct in the musical rhythm discrimination task

as covariate. The task was otherwise the same as in Experiment 1, except that

participants were asked if they detected a gap, rather than the position in which they

thought the gap had occurred. The trial structure is depicted in Figure 5.1, Panel B.

Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task This task was unchanged from Experiment

1.

Procedure The components of the study were performed in the following order:

1. Administration of information sheet and informed consent

2. Gap detection task

3. Musical rhythm discrimination task

4. Text-based debrief on the aims and background of the study

5.4.3 Materials

5.4.3.1 Stimuli

Gap Detection Task We controlled the stimuli by reducing the number of speakers

from four (Experiment 1) to the two, 1 male and 1 female, who happened to produce

the highest number of matched read excerpts that naturally followed the same breath-

speech-breath-speech structure. In the case of spontaneous speech, we attempted to

pair the excerpts as closely as possible between speakers. This resulted in a balanced
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data set of 80 utterances, which consisted of of 50% reading and 50% spontaneous

speech. The stimuli were generated from the original source recordings described in

Experiment 1, using the same audio processing pipeline.

In order to statistically accommodate the increased number of gap positions

and gap durations, we did not equally distribute trials with and without gaps. Hence,

25% in Experiment 2 truly contained no added gap. The remaining 75% of trials

were divided up evenly among the three possible gap positions. There were 3× the

shortest two durations (200 and 325 ms) and 2× the middle duration (450 ms) for

every 1× the longest two durations (575 and 700 ms), or a ratio of 3:2:1. Trial order

was pseudorandom, with seven different order conditions: four for the Prolific group,

and three for the university group, with a projected 25 participants per order. Unlike

Experiment 1, the speech excerpts were shuffled across experimental condition by

trial order, meaning that a single excerpt could be associated with multiple trials

across different experimental conditions, but only heard once per participant.

5.4.3.2 Apparatus

The experiment was run via the Gorilla online testing platform (Anwyl-Irvine et al.,

2020). Its participant user experience closely replicated that of the PsychoPy (Peirce,

2007) interface described in Experiment 1.

5.4.3.3 Task

Gap Detection Task The GDT consisted of 80 trials over 6 blocks, separated by

self-paced rest periods. At the start of the task, participants were instructed that

they would hear clips of speech wherein a brief silent gap may or may not have

been added, and that this gap could occur in different locations within the speech.

Unlike in Experiment 1, however, no mention was made of the gap’s proximity to

the breathing sounds, nor of breathing more generally. The participant was requested

to listen carefully and to try to answer as quickly as possible. Participants were

then given a practice session of 4 trials, consisting of no gap and one of each of the

possible gap positions, with feedback on their accuracy. They were free to return to

the practice session, or to choose to continue on to the task. Participants began each

trial viewing a blank white screen, in which an image showing headphones appeared
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after a variable delay (500 - 1000 ms), indicating that the audio was about to start.

500 ms after the headphones graphic appeared, the auditory stimulus played (median

duration = 7 s; range 3 - 10 s). Following this, the question ”Did you hear a gap?”

appeared on the screen, with the response buttons ”Yes” or ”No”.

5.4.4 Data Processing and Analysis

Only responses to trials truly containing gaps were analysed. ∼ 4% (count = 475)

of GDT RT exceeded 5 s, and these responses were removed from further analysis.

To explore the factors affecting correct/incorrect responses in the GDT, we ran

a logistic regression with a binomial distribution and logit link function, using a

generalized linear mixed effect model with the glmer function of the lme4 package

with bobyqa optimisation (Bates et al., 2012). The explanatory variables of interest

were the position of the silent gap (’Gap Position’, ’After Breath 1’/’Before Breath

2’/’After Breath 2’), the duration of the gap (’Gap Duration’, 200/325/450/575/700

ms), and the participant’s percent correct in the musical rhythm discrimination task

(’Rhythm Task’). Participant (’Participant’), speech excerpt number (’Excerpt’), and

trial order (’Order’) were evaluated as possible random effects. Model selection

and post hoc contrasts were conducted in the same manner as Experiment 1, and

Bonferroni-adjusted P-values are again reported where applicable.

5.5 Experiment 2 Results
The Experiment 2 GDT appears to have been much more difficult than the version

used in Experiment 1, with mean accuracy for trials with gaps (calculated within

participant) reduced by 11% to just 57% (SD 15%). By contrast, mean accuracy

for trials truly containing no gap was 82% (SD 20%), suggesting a bias towards

the conservative conclusion that there was no gap. Contrary to our findings in

Experiment 1, Rhythm Task did not show any systematic relationship with GDT

accuracy. As the distribution of Rhythm Task scores skewed higher for this cohort

than in Experiment 1, we re-ran our analysis including only participants ranking in

the bottom and top 20% for Rhythm Task (with Rhythm Task as a dichotomous factor

of ’High’ and ’Low’), but the overall pattern of results were the same. Additional
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Table 5.2: Summary statistics for Experiment 2, calculated within Participant.

Descriptive Statistics by Participant

Count 182

Gap Detection Task

Mean 57%
Median 57%
SD 15%
Min 13%
Max 87%

Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task

Mean 83.3%
Median 85%
SD 11.6%
Min 52.5%
Max 100%

Spearman Rank Correlation

Gap Detection Task ×Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task
rs = 0.02 p = 0.74

SD Standard Deviation

descriptive statistics are given in Table 5.2.

We did find a main effect of Gap Position (χ2 = 235.7, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.031),

and Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests comparing between the three levels of Gap

Position (After Breath 1, Before Breath 2, After Breath 2) were significant for nearly

every level of Gap Duration at p < 0.001. The exception was the Before Breath 2 /

After Breath 2 contrast, which failed to reach significance at Gap Duration 200 ms

(p = 0.08) and 700 ms (p = .76). In other words, the advantage of the After Breath

2 over the Before Breath 2 position was marginal at the shortest gap duration, and

ceased to be effective at the longest gap duration.

There was also a main effect for Gap Duration (χ2 = 97.55, p < 0.001,

R2
sp = 0.01), such that longer gaps were more likely to be detected, with a sig-

nificant interaction between Gap Duration × Gap Position (χ2 = 199.88, p < 0.001,

R2
sp = 0.02). Contrasts between the different Gap Duration levels were statistically
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significant in all Gap Positions (ps < 0.015) except for the following exclusions:

• 450 / 575 ms in any position (ps > 0.1)

• 200 / 325 ms, After Breath 1 (p = 1)

• 575 / 700 ms, Before Breath 2 (p = 0.2)

• 450 / 700 ms and 575 / 700 ms, After Breath 2 (ps = 1)

These results are more straight-forward to interpret graphically: in Figure 5.3, the

After Breath 1 gap position reveals a shallow positive slope associated with Gap

Duration, peaking at 700 ms with mean accuracy of just 38% (SD 18%). But as

post hoc tests confirmed, ceiling performance for the Before Breath 2 position was

achieved at 575 ms (Mean 89%, SD 11% ; max performance at 700 ms with Mean

91%, SD 7%); and at an even shorter duration for After Breath 2 at 450 ms (Mean

93%, SD 6%; max performance at 700 ms with Mean 96%, SD 4%).

Figure 5.3: Results for the Gap Detection Task in Experiment 2 showing effect of Gap Duration
and Gap Position on percent correct (calculated within participants) of Correct Gap
Position Identification. For visual simplicity, the covariate Rhythm Task is plotted as
median-split group. Note that Rhythm Task was not a significant predictor in modelling,
and is shown for consistency only. Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals
of the mean.
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In summary, at the group level, the perceptual threshold in terms of gap duration

for reliable gap detection was lower for gaps placed after, rather than before the

second breath. Participants were very unlikely to detect a gap with Gap Duration 200

ms / After Breath 1, with mean accuracy at just 24% (SD 21%) for this condition. At

the other extreme, Gap Duration 700 ms / After Breath 2, mean accuracy was 97%

(SD 10%).

Full model selection results are given in Appendix C.2, Table C.5. Details

concerning the final model are given in Appendix C.2, Table C.6. Complete statistics

for the post hoc tests are shown in Appendix C.2, Tables C.7 and C.8.

5.5.1 Experiment 2 Discussion

In Experiment 1, we established that listeners were sensitive to perturbations of

the natural pause between breathing sounds and speech, and that this sensitivity

was heightened for gaps occurring after Breath 2, in comparison to after Breath

1. Moreover, the duration at which gaps could be predicted was associated with

performance in an independent, nonverbal rhythm perception task. What remained

unclear was whether participants were simply more sensitive to the later gaps having

heard speech, potentially due to speech rhythmic entrainment-related enhancements

in temporal processing. To better understand the effect of exposure to the speech

stream in Experiment 2, we therefore introduced a new position in which gaps could

occur, which was directly before, rather than after, Breath 2. By comparing gap

detection before and after Breath 2, we could determine whether having heard the

breath sound enhanced participants’ accuracy. We also made the task less constrained,

by asking whether or not the listener perceived a gap, rather than where they thought

the gap had occurred. Gaps after Breath 1 were less likely to be registered than either

of two later positions, but we also found a significant difference between Before

Breath 2 and after Breath 2. Specifically, gaps that followed Breath 2 elicited higher

rates of detection, at a lower durational threshold, confirming that respiratory sounds

do contribute to listeners’ temporal expectations for oncoming speech.

Notably, we did not find an effect of Rhythm Task in Experiment 2. The

reasons for this are unclear: it is possible that the much smaller sample (n = 24) of
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Experiment 1 produced a spurious correlation (rs = 0.59, p = 0.003), but the task

paradigm was also altered. In the current GDT, participants’ objective was to answer

”Was there a gap”, rather than ”Where was the gap?” It could be that the latter, more

constrained question draws upon cognitive resources common to both the Musical

Rhythm Discrimination Task and the GDT. Moreover, in the task instructions, we

avoided language referring to ”breathing” specifically. Listeners in Experiment

2 tended to underestimate how many trials truly contained a gap, particularly at

lower durations. We therefore cannot exclude the prospect that participants with

higher Rhythm Task scores may have engaged with the GDT in such a way as not

to benefit from the skill or aptitude also underlying their superior nonverbal rhythm

discrimination ability.

Having observed a breath-specific effect on participants’ judgement of timing,

we wondered whether the acoustic profile of unique respiratory sounds themselves

had any bearing on listeners’ perception of ensuing speech; specifically, if their

ability to detect gaps would change depending on if the speaker’s ”natural” breathing

was preserved or manipulated. We therefore prepared a third and final experiment

that followed the pattern of Experiment 1, using only two gap positions (After Breath

1 and After Breath 2), but introducing a new manipulation to interrogate the unique

acoustic profiles of breathing sounds within a single utterance.

5.6 Experiment 3

5.6.1 Introduction

Up until this point, we have investigated participants’ awareness of speech breathing

by perturbing the natural breath-speech time series; however, characteristics of the

respiration sounds themselves may also influence the perception of timing. For

example, does the duration of the breath sound prime listeners to expect the onset

of speech at a particular moment? Confirming previous reports in the literature

(Winkworth et al., 1994, 1995), we found in our speech corpus that inhalations

at the beginning of utterances tended to be longer than interjected inhalations. A

simple and relatively naturalistic manipulation would therefore be to re-arrange the
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natural breathing sounds, such that the initial breath would now be heard partway

through the utterance, and the formerly interjected breath would instead take place

at the beginning of the utterance. Switching the breaths in 50% of trials would

allow us to disentangle the order of breaths from their durations, which were hitherto

confounded. We thus planned a third experiment to test the effect of the Breath 1

and Breath 2 sounds on GDT accuracy.

This final experiment is more exploratory than the previous two, and we present

three hypotheses, the first being the null hypothesis that duration of either breath

sound will not affect GDT accuracy. The second hypothesis is that participants will

in fact be more likely to correctly locate a gap if the breath durations are manipulated,

possibly due to the stimulus’ unnaturalness, leading in turn to conscious awareness

and/or heightened attention. The third hypothesis is that accuracy will be degraded

in manipulated breath duration trials, potentially because of misleading information

about upcoming speech timing conveyed by the breath sounds.

Finally, to ascertain the possible influence of conscious awareness of switched

breath sounds, we also developed a short Switched Breath Recognition Task that fol-

lowed the GDT. Participants were presented with 16 trials (without gaps) comprised

of utterances that appeared in the GDT, half of which contained switched breaths.

The participant’s objective was to guess whether the breaths had been switched or

not. We used each participant’s percent correct guesses as a covariate in the GDT

analysis.

5.6.2 Methods

5.6.2.1 Participants

Participants were recruited using Prolific (Palan and Schitter, 2018) and were paid £8

per hour for their time. A total of 109 participants completed the experiment (ages

18-35). Participants were screened in the same manner as Experiment 2, and had not

taken part in our earlier experiments. On the basis of data quality measures, we were

forced to exclude 7 participants from the Prolific set resulting in a final N = 102.
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5.6.2.2 Design and Procedure

Gap Detection Task The primary purpose of Experiment 3 was to test whether

unique characteristics of speech-related breathing contribute to successful gap de-

tection. To manipulate the breathing sounds, we swapped the initial and interjected

breath sounds in half the trials. As with Experiments 1 and 2, we also measured the

effects of gap position and gap duration on silent gap detection. Having confirmed

in Experiment 2 that gaps placed after, rather than before a breath, are more likely

to be registered, we removed the Before Breath 2 position, retaining only After

Breath 1 and After Breath 2 for simplicity. Moreover, based on the statistically

negligible impact of the 325 and 575 ms gap duration values, we reduced the number

of conditions to 200, 450, and 700 ms. The trial structure is depicted in Figure 5.1,

Panel C.

Experiment 3 was designed as a 2 (Switched Breath: Yes or No) × 2 (Gap

Position: ’Breath 1’, ’Breath 2’) × 3 (Gap Duration: 200, 450, 700 ms) within-

subjects design. The covariate terms were Breath 1 Duration and Breath 2 Duration

(i.e., the durations of the first and second breaths heard by the participant, switched

or not); % correct in the Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task; and % correct in the

Switched Breath Recognition Task. As with Experiment 1, participants were asked

after which breath they thought the gap had occurred.

Switched Breath Recognition Task To determine whether conscious awareness of

switched breaths exerted an influence on GDT performance, we administered a short

2-forced choice task wherein participants answered whether they thought the breaths

had been switched. To make the task as easy as possible, utterances were chosen

as the 4 with the most contrasting breaths by duration, per speaker, resulting in 16

trials total, 8 of which contained truly switched breaths. Participants were distributed

across two pseudorandom trial orders, with the switched and non-switched versions

of each utterance balanced across either condition.

Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task This task was unchanged from Experiments

1 and 2.

Procedure The components of the study were performed in the following order:
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1. Administration of information sheet and informed consent

2. Gap detection task

3. Switched breath recognition task

4. Musical rhythm discrimination task

5. Text-based debrief on the aims and background of the study

5.6.3 Materials

5.6.3.1 Stimuli

From the full corpus of four speakers, we selected, for each speaker, the twenty

utterances with the greatest contrast between the durations of the first breath and

second breath. Within this subset, the median duration for initial breaths was 515 ms,

and 386 ms for interjected breaths. Breath 1 and Breath 2 durations were positively

correlated (within trials, r = 0.34, p < 0.001). Although we did not explicitly

balance the three speech types, there was nonetheless good representation, with

38.75% Articles Reading, 28.75% Poems Reading, and 32.5% Spontaneous Speech.

The stimuli were generated from the same source recordings as in Experiments

1 and 2, using the same audio processing pipeline. 50% of trials belonged to the

Switched Breath 1 and Breath 2 condition, and the remaining 50% were unaltered in

this respect. Gap position and duration were balanced across the 80 utterances, with

the exception of the 700 ms duration condition, of which half as many occurred as

the other two duration values. This approach was determined given the relatively

high accuracy for longer gaps in the previous experiments. Trial order was pseudo-

random, with eight different order conditions. The speech excerpts were shuffled

across experimental condition by trial order, ensuring each utterance appeared across

multiple conditions, but was heard only once per participant.

Gap Detection Task

5.6.3.2 Apparatus

The experiment was again run via the Gorilla online testing platform (Anwyl-Irvine

et al., 2020), using the same participant interface as in Experiment 2.
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5.6.4 Data Processing and Analysis

∼ 5% (count = 380) of GDT RT exceeded 5 s, and these responses were removed

from further analysis. To explore the factors affecting correct/incorrect responses

in the GDT, we ran a logistic regression with a binomial distribution and logit link

function, using a generalized linear mixed effect model with the glmer function

of the lme4 package with bobyqa optimisation (Bates et al., 2012). The factorial

explanatory variables of interest were where the true initial and interjected breaths

had been switched (’Switched Breath’, ’Yes’/’No’), the position of the silent gap

(’Gap Position’, ’Breath 1’/’Breath 2’) and the duration of the gap (’Gap Duration’,

200/450/700 ms), and covariates were Breath 1 Duration; Breath 2 Duration; %

correct in the musical rhythm discrimination task (’Rhythm Task’); and % correct

in the switched breath recognition task (’Switched Task’). Model selection and

post hoc contrasts were conducted in the same manner as Experiments 1 and 2, and

Bonferroni-adjusted P-values are reported where applicable.

5.7 Experiment 3 Results

In Experiment 3, we returned to our original paradigm from Experiment 1, which

asked participants to judge whether they thought the gap had occurred after the first

or second breath. Mean accuracy in the current experiment was 80% (SD 14%),

in comparison to just 68% (SD 17%) in Experiment 1. Potential reasons for this

jump in accuracy could be the particular subset of stimuli we chose; demographic

differences between our community-based, in-person sample and the online sample

recruited here; or it may simply be an issue of small sample size in Experiment 1.

Additional descriptive statistics are given in Table 5.3.

Turning to the modelling results, we found that including scores from the

Switched Breath Recognition Task did not significantly improve the GDT model

(χ2 = 0.03, p = 0.87), and nor did we find any correlation between switched breath

detection and gap detection within individuals (rs = 0.05, p = 0.64). There was,

however, a main effect of Rhythm Task scores (χ2 = 13.03, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.008):

median-split low scores were associated with a mean accuracy of 79% (SD 41%),
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Table 5.3: Summary statistics for Experiment 3, calculated within Participant.

Descriptive Statistics by Participant

Count 102

Gap Detection Task

Mean 79.9%
Median 85%
SD 14.12%
Min 48.75%
Max 100%

Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task

Mean 82.23%
Median 82.5%
SD 11.18%
Min 50%
Max 100%

Switched Breath Recognition Task

Mean 66.36%
Median 68.75%
SD 17.19%
Min 6.25%
Max 100%

Spearman Rank Correlation

Gap Detection Task ×Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task
rs = 0.3 p = 0.003

Gap Detection Task × Switched Breath Recognition Task
rs = 0.05 p = 0.64

Switched Breath Recognition Task ×Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task
rs = 0.09 p = 0.38

SD Standard Deviation

and high scores 84% (SD 37%). GDT performance is plotted against accuracy in the

Switched Breath Recognition Task and the Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task in

Figure 5.4. With regards to the novel manipulation of Switched Breath, we found that

the inclusion of the Switched term did not significantly improve the model over and

above the contributions of Breath 1 Duration and Breath 2 Duration (χ2 = 0.98, p =
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0.32), bearing in mind that these terms refer to the breath sounds that the participant

heard first and second, and not the original ordinal positions of the breaths in the

source recordings. In line with the previous two experiments, there was a main

Figure 5.4: Results for the Gap Detection Task in Experiment 3 showing effect of Rhythm Task
(left panel) and Switched Breath Recognition Task (right panel) on percent correct
(calculated within participants) of Correct Gap Position Identification. Shaded regions
represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean.

effect of Gap Duration (χ2 = 104.39, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.004), such that gaps were

more likely to be detected with increasing Gap Duration, as well as a main effect of

Gap Position (χ2 = 13.54, p < 0.001, R2
sp = 0.001). As can be seen in Figure 5.5,

gaps following Breath 2 are more likely to be correctly identified (mean 83%, SD

38%) than those that follow Breath 1 (mean 77%, SD 42%), even when controlling

for duration of initial and interjected breath sounds. There was no main effect of

Breath 1 Duration (χ2 = 1.16, p = 0.28, R2
sp = 0.001), but Breath 2 Duration was

negatively associated with the likelihood of correct answers (χ2 = 39.25, p < 0.001,

R2
sp = 0.011), with median-split shorter Breath 2 associated with 84% accuracy (SD

37%), and longer Breath 2, 78% accuracy (SD 41%).

Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests showed that gaps occurring after Breath 2

were significantly more likely to be identified than gaps after Breath 1 at all three

levels of Gap Duration: 200 ms (p = 0.05), 350 ms (p < 0.001), and 700 ms (p
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< 0.001). In terms of Gap Duration, contrasts between 200 / 450 ms and 200 / 700

ms were significant at the p < 0.001 level, but the 450 / 700 ms contrast was not

significant in either Gap Position (p = 0.22). Examining the linear trend effect of

Figure 5.5: Results for the Gap Detection Task in Experiment 3 showing effect of Gap Duration
and Gap Position on percent correct (calculated within participants) of Correct Gap
Position Identification. For visual simplicity, the covariate Rhythm Task is plotted as
median-split group. Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean.

Breath 1 Duration in different conditions, we found that, for gaps appearing after

Breath 1 with Gap Durations of 200 and 450 ms, there was a positive correlation

between the length of Breath 1 and the likelihood of correct answer (p < 0.03);

however, for gaps occurring after Breath 2 at Gap Duration 200 ms, Breath 1 Duration

was negatively associated with correct answers (p < 0.002). This covariate was not

significant in any other conditions, suggesting that the negative biasing influence of

Breath 1 Duration was only effective at very short Gap Durations. The linear trend

for Breath 2 Duration was, however, significant in every condition at the p = 0.001

level, except for gaps occurring after Breath 2 at Gap Durations of 450 and 700 ms

(p > 0.11), probably because ceiling performance was reached. As was the case for

Breath 1 Duration, the direction of the influence of Breath 2 Duration depended on
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Gap Position: the greater the Breath 2 Duration, the more likely that gaps occurring

after Breath 1 would be incorrectly identified, and vice versa. Taken together, it

appears that both Breath 1 Duration and Breath 2 Duration attract listeners, such that

the longer the breath sound, the more likely the participant was to choose that breath’s

corresponding Gap Position, correctly or incorrectly. But as can be seen in Figure

5.6, the influence of Breath 2 Duration is much stronger that that of Breath 1. Full

Figure 5.6: Results for the Gap Detection Task in Experiment 3 showing effect of Breath Duration on
percent correct (calculated within speech excerpt) of Correct Gap Position Identification.
Breath 1 Duration is shown on the X axes of the upper panels, and Breath 2 Duration
is shown on the X axes of the lower panels. Results for trials where the gap was after
Breath 1 are shown in left panels, and trials where the gap was after Breath 2 in right
panels. Shaded regions represent 95% confidence intervals of the mean.

model selection results are given in Appendix C.3, Table C.10. Details concerning
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the final model are given in Appendix C.3, Table C.11. Complete statistics for the

post hoc tests are shown in Appendix C.3, Table C.12.

5.7.1 Experiment 3 Discussion

Experiment 3 was in some respects a replication of Experiment 1 in a larger sample.

Because we switched true initial and interjected breaths across our stimuli, we

were furthermore able to experimentally decouple the duration of breaths from Gap

Position, and show that the latter was not entirely dependent on differences between

initial and interjected breaths. Nonetheless, the effects of Breath 1 and especially

Breath 2 Duration were significant, along with their interactions with Gap Position.

Specifically, we saw that increase in breath sound duration was associated with a

greater propensity for participants to choose that breath as the gaps’s location.

Surprisingly, participants’ ability to explicitly identify whether or not breaths

had been switched did not at all correspond with their success in the GDT. Per-

formance in the Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task was, however, predictive of

correct responses. Given that we deliberately made the Switched Breath Recognition

Task as easy as possible by choosing a subset of the most contrasting Breath 1 and

Breath 2 durations, this result may indicate that the GDT draws upon rhythmic

processing, rather than auditory temporal acuity more generally. An alternative

explanation is that listeners are simply unable to detect the violation of normative

speech breathing because we have no norms in the first place, yet above-chance per-

formance (Mean 66%, SD 17%) in the Switched Breath Recognition Task suggests

otherwise.

As a factor, Switched Breath status did not significantly explain variability above

and beyond Breath 1 and Breath 2 Duration. These results do not exactly support

our second hypothesis, which was that listeners would be more likely to correctly

locate the gap in Switched Breath trials, possibly having been alerted by unnatural

breath sounds. We observed, however, a strongly asymmetrical tendency of Breath 2

Duration to bias listeners away from correctly identifying gaps after the first breath.

Indeed, the influence of Breath 2 Duration was much greater than that of Breath 1,

resulting in a net positive effect of Breath 1 Duration (Beta = 0.19), and a net negative
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effect of Breath 2 Duration (Beta = −1.09) on task performance. As true first breaths

tend to be longer than true second breaths (Winkworth et al., 1994, 1995), we can

speculate that the unnaturalness of increasingly longer second breaths, whether

experimentally or spontaneously produced, may indeed have captured participants’

attention, but leading to a bias rather than enhanced gap detection.

That said, at shorter Gap Durations (200 and 450 ms), Breath 1 Duration was

significantly associated with a greater likelihood of participants correctly identifying

gaps that occurred after the first breath. And perhaps more importantly, there was an

adverse effect of Breath 1 Duration for the shortest gaps (200 ms) occurring after the

second breath, meaning that Breath 1 was also capable of biasing listeners towards

the incorrect answer, despite occurring before any speech had started. Returning to

our three mutually exclusive predictions, we can therefore only rule out the first, null

hypothesis that breath sounds would not influence gap detection. Although we did

not find definitive evidence for the alternative hypotheses that Switched Breath trials

would confer either an advantage or disadvantage, we can establish that the duration

of speech breathing sounds affects listeners’ expectations.

5.8 General Discussion

Overview of Results The primary motivation of this study was to determine whether

listeners impose strict temporal expectations upon the speech breathing time series.

Across all three experiments (total n = 308), we report consistent results concerning

the effect of gap position and its mediation of gap duration: listeners are sensitive to

perturbations in the speech and speech-breathing time series, but this sensitivity is

not uniformly distributed across time. Rather, short silent gaps are more likely to be

detected or identified when they occur following an interjected breath, rather than an

initial breath. But we also found greater accuracy for gaps occurring after, rather

than just before, interjected breaths. In other words, speech exposure alone does not

explain the perceptual benefits associated with later gaps. The effect of gap position

holds when controlling for natural differences between initial and interjected breaths,

although we found interactions between the duration of breathing sounds and gap
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position: specifically, longer breath sounds appear to draw listeners towards choosing

that breath’s respective gap position, although the bias is substantially greater in

favour of interjected breaths.

In addition to these experimental and breath-related effects, we saw that gap

identification ability was associated with rhythmic auditory processing, but only

when listeners are forced to choose between gap positions. Individual differences

in awareness of the manipulation of breath sounds, however, are not correlated

with GDT performance, suggesting a specific role for sensitivity to rhythm, and

not auditory processing more generally. Based on differences in accuracy between

experiments, we speculate that the nature of the task and listeners’ beliefs influenced

their performance, a result that speaks to the idea of audition, particularly auditory

rhythm processing, as a form of active sensing (Morillon et al., 2015). Namely, the

forced choice between locations of the gap may have pushed listeners to adopt a

similar strategy to that in the Musical Rhythm Discrimination Task. We did not find

this between-task correspondence in Experiment 2, which instead asked whether the

participants had heard any gap at all, without explicitly invoking breathing in the

task instructions. Put otherwise, if participants had prior knowledge there was a gap,

and that it would appear close to a breath sound, they appeared to have taken on a

different listening approach.

The implications of our results for every-day speech perception are therefore

qualified. We can establish that if participants have low certainty concerning the

existence of a gap (i.e., as in Experiment 2), they perform at or below chance level

for gaps at 200 ms. For gaps occurring adjacent to an interjected breath, participants’

accuracy increases along with duration, reaching ceiling performance by 575 ms for

gaps occurring before the interjected breath, and 450 ms for gaps occurring after the

interjected breath. In contrast, gaps that follow the initial breath remain undetected

by many participants, even for gaps as long as 700 ms. When participants know that

a gap must occur somewhere (i.e., as in Experiments 1 and 3), however, performance

is well above chance at the shortest gap duration, and can exceed 90% accuracy in

both gap positions.
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Between the two experimental paradigms, the one employed in Experiment

2 is more similar to real world listening scenarios than the forced choice tasks in

Experiments 1 and 3. We may therefore extrapolate that listeners are sensitive to

violations of the natural speech breathing time series within and not before an ongoing

speech stream, yet this sensitivity is enhanced if the violation occurs following, rather

than before, an interjected breath sound. For breaths that occur at the beginning of

an utterance, temporal perturbations are less likely to reach listeners’ awareness, but

we did find in Experiment 3 that the influence of breath duration extends to initial

breaths, which importantly occur before any speech has started. Although limited to

more difficult trials (i.e., those with shorter gap durations), these effects specific to

the initial breath do shed some light on unique contributions of speech breathing, the

timing of which is otherwise confounded with speech.

5.8.1 Limitations

Having used spontaneously produced speech recordings for our stimuli, we forfeited

a certain level of control, which we have attempted to address via counter-balancing,

larger sample sizes, and statistical techniques. Nonetheless, it is possible that there

are idiosyncrasies associated with our four speakers, or the text or prompts, that

limit the generalisability of our findings. We also only tested English speech with

English primary language listeners, so the influences of intelligibility and linguistic

factors remain unknown. There is also, of course, the artificial nature of the gap

detection tasks themselves, which required participants to scrutinise speech in a

manner unlikely to arise outside of a laboratory. Finally, conversational speech is

often conducted in live, face-to-face settings, but any visual or multimodal aspects

of speech breathing are omitted from the present experiments.

In addition to these conceptual limitations, there are also methodological aspects

to the study that complicate its interpretation. For instance, we did not have a 50-

50 balance between trials with and without true gaps in Experiment 2. This was

due to the introduction of a new gap position and two additional gap durations,

which presented challenges with sample size and ensuring that participants had

multiple opportunities to hear the different trial conditions. But we did not advise
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listeners of the true 75-25 distribution in favour of trials truly containing a gap,

and so the relatively low accuracy of Experiment 2 may be partly attributable to

participants’ incorrect but understandable assumption that half of trials would contain

no gap. We also refrained from mentioning breathing in Experiment 2 instructions,

although participants may have implicitly picked up on the breathing component of

the paradigm as early as the practice sessions. In any case, these between-experiment

differences preclude easy comparison across tasks, despite the overall pattern of

results concerning gap position and gap duration holding.

Another issue was that of breath duration in Experiments 1 and 2, as we

did not manipulate the breath sounds in these instances. Given the interactions

between breath duration and gap position in Experiment 3, it is likely that breath

duration played a similarly important role in the earlier two experiments, but it

is confounded due to naturally arising differences between the unaltered initial

and interjected breaths. That said, every speech excerpt was used across as many

factorial combinations of gap position and gap duration as possible, each of which

were distributed across participants randomly. Hence, while we cannot dissociate

breath duration in these earlier experiments, we have good coverage of the factorial

variables, the effects of which were confirmed in Experiment 3 with counterbalanced

initial and interjected breath durations.

Finally, although we found in Chapter 4 that the silent edges of breaths differ

across speech conditions, we did not model the effect of stimulus speaking style.

The reason for this limitation was purely logistical, in that we were focused most on

the experimental manipulations of gap and position for this preliminary study. We

had moreover made efforts to ensure a relative balance between speech conditions

across the three experimental stimuli sets, and in addition, generated various trial

orders in which the stimuli were systematically shuffled. Hence, confounds relating

to speech condition are unlikely to have arisen (e.g., due to certain gap or position

conditions inadvertently being correlated with poem speech trials). Nonetheless, this

is a major limitation to the current study and further analysis would aid in interpreting

the findings of Chapter 4. For example, based on the speech production data, we
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might expect to see that listeners will be less likely to miss shorter gaps during read

speech trials in comparison to spontaneous speech trials. In addition to speaking

style, the current study lacks an acoustic and/or phonetic analysis. Examining

spectral characteristics of the breath sounds, for example, may further elucidate our

understanding of Experiment 3 in particular.

5.8.2 Conclusion

Speech breathing is not well explored by the current speech perception literature.

Yet behavioural studies of social interaction (Rochet-Capellan and Fuchs, 2014;

McFarland, 2001; Torreira et al., 2015) imply a facilitating role, and perhaps even

an adaptive advantage, for sensitivity to speech breathing. Taken together, results

in the present study indicate that the verbal acoustic signal alone does not comprise

the ”speech itself”, but rather can be understood as part of an integrated percept that

also includes nonverbal traces. Hence, instead of scrubbing the breathing sounds

from naturalistic recordings, or neglecting to account for respiration in synthesised

stimuli, researchers might consider an active role for speech breathing in their own

experimental work. For one hypothetical example, the distinctive sound of speech-

related inhalations could serve as a rhythmic ”phase reset”, thereby readying listeners

to entrain to an upcoming speech stream. In which case, altering the placement of

breathing sounds relative to speech may afford a unique opportunity to manipulate

the perception of speech rhythm with a greater degree of naturalism than is normally

possible, leading to new avenues in entrainment research. Indeed, engaging directly

with speech breathing could open the door to generating new hypotheses using many

paradigms already familiar to speech science, as well as help build towards a more

naturalistic and complete understanding of speech perception in the wild. But beyond

speech, the current work underscores the dynamic nature of auditory attention, and

in particular the potential for embodied traces to exert a persuasive influence on

temporal perception more generally. If confirmed in future work, these results may

be of consequence for clinical applications, such as in the development of smart

hearing devices. After all, if humans are specially attuned to social signals, few signs

affirm the presence—and communicative intent—of another so well as breathing.



Chapter 6

General Conclusions

The current thesis is organised such that the introduction, evaluation, and extension

of methods are first presented, before transitioning into the applications of these

same methods in corpus and experimental data. Here, in the Conclusion chapter, we

will take a similar approach, by first reflecting on technical aspects of the work, and

attempting to delineate what these quantitative approaches are capable of telling us

about speech and speech breathing rhythms. We then move on to summarise what

we have learned from the analyses performed, where limitations have precluded

conclusions, and how future studies may confirm, extend, and clarify the current

results. Although long known within the martial arts, meditation, musician and

other communities, the influence of respiratory phase and period is increasingly

viewed by scientists as an embodied driver of cognition. We close by considering

the implications of speech breathing for cognition and interpersonal entrainment.

6.1 The usefulness and limitations of automatic

methods
In Chapter 2, we used phonetic annotation to identify vowel onsets in a new corpus

spanning two languages across multiple combinations of speaking tasks. These

vowel onsets were then compared with acoustic landmarks, which were created

by identifying discrete events within acoustic features extracted from the same

acoustic data used to produce the manual annotations. This analysis allowed us

to quantify not only how close one can get to manual annotation by relying on
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algorithms, but moreover, how much of an impact algorithmic choices can have on

the resultant acoustic landmark time series. As we discussed in that chapter, the

variability we found across techniques suggests that greater standardisation is needed

when we refer to terms such as ”the speech envelope”. But we also questioned

the relevance of phonetic categories like ”vowel” when dealing with spontaneous

speech. Namely, in spontaneous speech, many vowels identified in annotation were

not inferred by the algorithmic approaches. Moreover, the use of a simple machine

learning application to classify speech rhythm showed that the manual annotations

outperformed acoustic landmarks. If the ground truth, vowel onsets, indeed directly

corresponds to a behavioural or neural correlate of interest, these findings would

indicate a disadvantage to relying on acoustic landmarks alone. On the other hand, it

is possibly more likely that vowels and acoustic landmarks frequently coincide and

are systematically related, but capture slightly different acoustic and/or sensorimotor

aspects of speech (Strauß and Schwartz, 2017; Cummins, 2012b). In which case, we

should first decide whether or not we actually need to know about vowels that are

prescribed in written language, but acoustically undetectable by a computer script.

For example, it is possible that relatively prominent vowels are more relevant for

speech rhythm research than unstressed or highly coarticulated vowels (Halle and

Keyser, 1971). Furthermore, the result of poorer automatic classification of English

and Mandarin speech for acoustic landmarks could also warrant further scrutiny, as

determining what acoustic features of speech are language invariant (and therefore

unhelpful for distinguishing between them) may be informative to general theories of

neural speech entrainment, which should apply across languages. We did not apply

corrective procedures to the acoustic landmarks, and nor did we examine in detail in

what ways they tended to differ from vowels. An important next step would therefore

be to disentangle ”bad” vowel onset hits and misses from reasonable, but unpredicted

decisions, given the acoustic information provided to the script. If simply improving

the algorithm does not ameliorate differences in output, we can ask whether the

landmarks may instead lead us towards a latent grouping or mechanism that operates

orthogonally to linguistic theory.
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Our uncertainty underlying the cause for poor vowel onset detection is, nonethe-

less, a limitation for now. One straight-forward improvement would be to work with

independent annotators from separate research groups, ideally using independent

data sets, to verify and extend the results reported in the thesis whilst making sure the

variability observed isn’t due to annotator- or recording-specific issues. This form

of collaboration would also clarify the efficacy of techniques used to automatically

detect inhalations during speech (Chapter 3). When the breathTimes function was

used in Chapter 4 to analyse a larger speech breathing corpus, we were able to

confirm some, but not all results of previous studies that were done using manually

segmented breath belt data. Our use of an algorithm therefore introduces an addi-

tional layer of complexity when interpreting these findings, especially given they are

entirely based on annotations performed by the thesis author. In working with linear

breath belt data, however, the problem of ground truth is quite different from that of

the vowel onset estimation project. Namely, in acoustic speech recordings, the signal

quality is good, but the question of what to annotate, from the perspective of speech

rhythm, remains unresolved. In the breath belt recordings, by contrast, the theoretical

interest of inhalation boundaries is established, but the plethysmography is unclear

and vulnerable to noise. Hence, although it is good practice to independently verify

inter-annotator variability, the inherent limits of precision in breath belt data remain

an obstacle. Ideally, if an algorithmic method such as breathTimes is adopted,

consistencies across studies and research groups will emerge, and the advantages of

larger sample sizes (both in terms of participants and recording time) will outweigh

the drawbacks to uncertain automatic annotations. In Chapter 4, we did not formally

examine consistency by speaker. But as we included speaker identity as a random

factor in our modelling, we can look to the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)

as an relative indicator of within-speaker reliability. The mean ICC across the five

dependent variable models was 0.21 (SD = 0.14, Range = [0.10,0.45]), suggesting

moderate consistency for speakers across speech conditions, an encouraging sign

that the automatic inhalation onsets and offsets tracked some individual variability.

A final complicating factor concerning our use of automatic methods was not
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being able to compare sub-categories within time series. Specifically, we did not

look at classes within the phenomena under study, such as stressed versus unstressed

vowels in Chapter 2, and utterance-initial versus utterance-interjected breaths in

Chapter 4. Theoretically, in each case, a logic could be devised to identify sub-groups

within these events, but its accuracy may be of doubt. Acoustic prosodic stress varies

widely by language families and can be expressed through duration, spectro-temporal,

and intensity cues, but more often some combination thereof (Gordon and Roettger,

2017). Hence, it would be nontrivial to introduce an effective algorithm that takes

these complex factors into account. With regards to speech breathing, automatically

classifying breaths according to their position within utterances would most likely

be very difficult in spontaneous speech, as it also would be for human annotators.

In the case of read speech, this would probably be much more easily achieved,

especially were the researcher to take advantage of existing speech-text alignment

software (e.g., Schillingmann et al., 2018). Although beyond the scope of the current

discussion, machine learning techniques should be helpful for these more complex

categorisation tasks, but the problems of interpretability and, if used, determining the

right ground truth must be resolved for them to be scientifically useful (see Appendix

D for an example of using deep learning to infer respiratory movement from acoustic

speech recordings).

6.2 Multimodal and interpersonal aspects of speech

breathing
Live, naturalistic speech is multimodal and involves gesture, facial expressions,

posture, and other bodily movements (Pouw et al., 2021). Although the current thesis

incorporates physiological recordings in the form of inductance plethysmography,

it is otherwise limited to acoustic analysis and auditory perceptual experiments.

Beat gestures refer to upper limb movements that do not necessarily express a

symbolic idea (e.g., miming the sun coming up when referring to the morning), but

do systematically correspond to verbal prosody (Prieto et al., 2018; Leonard and

Cummins, 2011). When visible, beat gestures appear to be integrated very quickly
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by listeners (Dimitrova et al., 2016) and may even affect how auditory speech is

encoded (Bosker and Peeters, 2021; Biau and Soto-Faraco, 2013). The analysis

of verbal speech rhythm (Chapter 2) could therefore benefit from simultaneous

video recordings, especially in the context of spontaneous speech, the speaking

style wherein we could expect to find beat gestures in non-professional speakers.

As with phonetic and respiratory data, audiovisual speech analysis is hampered

by high labour demands for video annotation (Rohrer et al., 2020), but automated

methods may be possible here, as well. For example, viewers are sensitive to visual

kinematic information (Grossman et al., 2000), and are better able to anticipate

visual rhythmic stimuli when they resemble biological motion (Su, 2014b, 2016). In

turn, concurrently presented rhythmic biological motion may also enhance auditory

rhythm processing (Su and Salazar-López, 2016). Recently, Yuan et al. (2020)

demonstrated that a spherical visual cue that changes size according to the Hilbert

transform speech envelope enhances speech in noise recognition. Taken together, it

is possible that incorporating a visual component, such as features extracted from

speakers’ gestures, into analysis could shed further light on how speech rhythm

functions as a multimodal percept. When viewing the movements of others, for

instance, the segmentation of movement sequences across raters seems to be driven

by velocity (Zacks et al., 2006). Similarly, Su (2014a) found that, when asked to

align visual and auditory rhythms to the point of subjective simultaneity, participants

chose to pair the moving visual stimulus’ instance of peak velocity to the acoustic

cue. This presents the intriguing possibility that peak velocity in biological motion

has an analogy in verbal p-centres and the acoustic landmarks described by Oganian

and Chang (i.e., peaks in the envelope rate of change; 2019).

Another omission, in addition to multimodal aspects of speech breathing, was

that we did not include any social interactive data in the current thesis. As speech

breathing in daily life typically occurs in the context of conversation, and interest-

ing inter-personal respiratory phenomena have been documented in the literature

(McFarland, 2001; Rochet-Capellan and Fuchs, 2014; Wlodarczak and Heldner,

2020; Torreira et al., 2015), the analysis of speech breathing rhythm at the level of
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prosody should be extended to social settings. For example, conversational timing

in neurotypical, hearing adults can be characterised by shorter between-speaker

pauses (i.e., in which the turn is passed) than within-speaker pauses (i.e., in which

a speaker continues their turn; Torreira et al., 2015; Levinson and Torreira, 2015).

This pattern of knowing how, when, and for how long to pause is a crucial skill

that develops over childhood, but children with hearing impairment who use spoken

language have difficulties with turn-taking in comparison to children with normal

hearing (Kondaurova et al., 2020; Morgan et al., 2014; Tye-Murray, 2003). Although

differences in metabolic and speech respiratory measures (e.g., phonation threshold

pressure) have been demonstrated in older children and adults with hearing impair-

ment (Zebrowska et al., 2016; Metz and Schiavetti, 1995), it is unknown how an

individual’s kinematic, prosodic breathing profile forms while conversational skills

are still developing, especially concerning turn-taking. Hence, characterising the

finer temporal aspects of conversational speech breathing in adults and children with

and without hearing impairment may lead to enhanced clinical understanding and

treatments for social-pragmatic respiratory function.

6.3 Cross-linguistic differences

Although Chapter 2 was primarily concerned with the feasibility and performance

of automated techniques, as opposed to comparing between English and Mandarin

speech rhythm, we nonetheless incidentally found interesting differences on the basis

of language. For example, vowel onset estimation was generally more successful in

Mandarin than English speech. We also found that Mandarin speakers were more

tightly synchronised when aligning their voices together during the joint speaking

tasks. Anecdotally, Mandarin inter-vowel intervals appeared to be more temporally

regular than their English counterparts in our corpus, which is predicted by language

rhythm metrics that identify Chinese languages as primarily syllable-timed (Mok,

2009). As discussed in Chapter 2, these measures have produced mixed empirical

results for other languages (Arvaniti, 2009; Nolan and Jeon, 2014), and Mok (2009)

noted that in comparison to Cantonese, Mandarin was more variably timed in terms
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of voiced and unvoiced segments, particularly during quasi-spontaneous speech.

There is also a connection to p-centres here: it is suggested that consonantal clusters

decrease the latency of p-centres (Rapp (1971); Allen (1972); Šturm and Volı́n (2016),

see discussion in Franich (2018)), meaning that an English word like ”strength”

should have an earlier p-centre, relative to absolute acoustic onset, than a word like

”bat”. Supposedly, syllable-timed languages such as Mandarin tend towards simpler

syllabic structures wherein consonantal clusters are infrequently found (Ramus et al.,

1999). Using a syllable synchronisation task, however, Chow et al. (2015) reported

that p-centres in Cantonese speech occurred earlier than predicted–closer to the

syllabic onset. In addition, we found in our joint speech data that the most closely

coordinated acoustic landmark for Mandarin was positioned earlier than that of

English speech, for which the best synchronised acoustic landmark was also most

similar to vowel onsets. In other words, syllabic complexity may influence p-centre

placement in Cantonese and Mandarin speech differently than in European languages

(for which the concept of p-centres was originally developed).

A striking difference between Chinese and European languages, is that the

former are tonal languages, meaning that variation in pitch takes a phonemic role

(i.e., pitch conveys lexical currency). Chow et al. (2015) did not find an effect of

tone for p-centre latency, although they did not investigate interactions between

tone and syllabic onset. In the unrelated West-Central African tonal language

Medumba, Franich (2018) did find an effect of tone, with more complex tones being

associated with slightly later p-centres, but placements were otherwise similar to

that demonstrated in non-tonal languages, occurring at the transition from initial

consonant to vowel onset. Previous electrophysiological studies of lexical pitch

processing in Mandarin speakers show that tones are phonologically integrated very

early during auditory perception (Choi et al., 2017; Chandrasekaran et al., 2007).

Moreover, in comparison to speakers of a non-tonal language (Dutch), Mandarin

speaking listeners appear to process pitch differently according to whether it is

presented in a lexical or musical setting (Chen et al., 2018). Thus, it is possible that

the anticipation of semantically relevant information within the vowel could have
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top-down consequences for p-centre position, given the predictive nature of rhythmic

processing generally. Future work should investigate this possibility directly in

participants familiar and unfamiliar to tonal languages.

One area for potential cross-linguistic difference that we have not so far ad-

dressed, is the possibility that breathing patterns differ by language. Although not

analysed within this thesis, a smaller dataset (n speakers = 7) was made of Mandarin

speakers engaged in solo and joint speech, including prose and poem reading, as well

as automatic and spontaneous speech. From a qualitative perspective, we observed

that the kinematic profiles of Mandarin and English speech seem to differ, with the

former being associated with steeper, shorter, and less temporally variable speech

inhalations. Moreover, in comparison to data collected from English joint speakers,

breathing was very tightly coordinated during Mandarin joint speech. A more formal

approach (ideally, with a larger sample of speakers) should be undertaken to empir-

ically confirm this impression. Similarly, the behavioural experiments detailed in

Chapter 5 were conducted in English speakers only, and so it is important to validate,

qualify, and extend these perceptual results across other languages, especially ones

with differing rhythmic organisational structure than English. For example, Fukuda

et al. (2018) observed an asymmetrical, highly positively skewed distribution of

inhalation duration in Japanese spontaneous and read speech, with a modal peak at

200 ms. In contrast, we found a more symmetrical, but variable distribution with

a median peak at about 400 ms for equivalent English speaking conditions. It is

possible that, in languages with simpler syllabic structures (such as Japanese and

Mandarin), the average duration of speech inhalations more closely reflects syllabic

timing, in comparison to languages with complex syllabic structures and more irreg-

ular stress patterns (such as English and Polish). Hence, whereas the relationship

between speech rhythm and speech breathing rhythm across languages is largely

unexplored, it could help clarify open questions regarding rhythm typologies more

broadly.
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6.4 Links between speech breathing production and

perception
Chapter 5 presented exploratory work wherein the natural speech breathing time

series was systematically perturbed in a novel speech gap detection task. A major

limitation of that analysis is that we did not compare listeners’ performance by trial

type (i.e., across poem and prose reading, and spontaneous speech). As such, it is

difficult to extrapolate and interpret the common ground or interrelationship between

those perceptual experiments, and the breathing production data described in Chapter

4. For the time being, until such re-analysis can be undertaken, we may offer some

speculation here. To summarise, we found significant effects of gap position (i.e.,

whether the gap immediately follows an utterance-initial, versus utterance-interjected

breath) and gap duration, with listeners more likely to register the presence of a

gap in association with utterance-interjected breaths, and at longer gap durations.

In Experiments 1 and 3, however, gap position was confounded with cumulative

exposure to speech. That listeners benefited from previously heard speech when

making temporal judgements about breathing is interesting in the context of speech

entrainment (Zoefel, 2018), but it complicates our interpretation with regards to

speech-breath boundaries per se. Moreover, it is possible that the results were driven

by explicitly requesting participants attend to the position and timing of speech

breathing. In Experiment 2, a slightly different experimental paradigm was therefore

employed in asking ”Was there a gap?” rather than ”Where was the gap?”, and we

also introduced an additional gap position, occurring before the utterance-interjected

breath. The contrast of before versus after this breath controlled for prior speech

exposure, and we indeed found that listeners’ sensitivity to violations of speech

breathing timing was better for gaps subsequent to the breath.

We inferred from these data that listeners form stronger temporal expectations

for speech to follow the breath, and that breathing sounds may thereby act as a

predictive cue during speech perception. To connect our perceptual experiment

findings with those of the corpus analysis, we first consider differences between the

silent edges before and after breath sounds. Indeed, in the production data, naturally
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occurring gaps were shorter after, rather than before the breath, and so it accords that

listeners would be more sensitive to perturbations of that particular boundary, given

it probably has less freedom to vary under ecological conditions. The strength of this

asymmetry, however, varied by speaking condition. Namely, the difference between

pre- and post-breath pauses was for greatest in poems, which we hypothesised was

due to end of phrase slowing for aesthetic effect. In an analysis of the perceptual data

by speaking condition, we therefore predict that listeners are more likely to detect

the pre-breath gap in prose or spontaneous speech in comparison to poem trials.

Additionally, we found in the corpus analysis that the post-breath gap was naturally

shorter during reading (poems and prose) than in spontaneous speech. Thus, we

can expect that contrasting reading versus spontaneous speech could reveal a higher

sensitivity in detection for read trials when gaps occur after a breath.

Another disentanglement for future analysis concerns the effect of the local

verbal context on gap detection, especially its interaction with gap duration. For

example, taking the approximate speech rate into account, we predict that listeners

are more likely to detect gaps at shorter durations in the utterance-interjected breath

positions when the preceding speech rate is relatively fast. Such a finding would

potentially speak to behavioural (Dilley and Pitt, 2010) and neural (Kösem et al.,

2018; Bosker and Ghitza, 2018) data showing that acclimation to different speaking

rates may influence the subsequent categorical perception of phonemes. Hypothet-

ically, this effect of speech rate could vary by experimental task. For instance, in

Experiments 1 and 3, we found a significant correlation between nonverbal rhythm

discrimination ability and percent correct in the speech breathing gap detection task,

but this relationship disappeared in Experiment 2. We suspect this is because asking

where the gap was may have prompted participants to rely on more overt rhythm

processing strategies, but asking if there was a gap, as in Experiment 2, did not. We

see no reason to assume that speech rate normalization will vary across tasks, but

this would need to be tested explicitly.

In any case, to further consider the effect of speech rate, we will focus on the

results of Experiment 2 specifically, as its paradigm was the least likely to explicitly
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draw attention to speech-related inhalation (i.e., the instructions made no mention

of breathing to participants, who were simply asked to detect whether any gap had

occurred). In fact, participants were surprisingly strongly biased against reporting

hearing a gap in trials where gaps followed the utterance-initial breath: there was

a roughly linear, positive effect of gap duration, but even at 700 ms-long gaps,

average accuracy was capped well below 50% for this earliest gap position. For the

current purposes, we turn instead to the more reliable effects of the latter two gap

positions, which were before and after the utterance-interjected breath. Here, we

see that 200 ms-long gaps were unlikely to be detected, but there is a substantial

jump in performance by the 325 ms gap duration, and ceiling effects come into play

by 575 ms-long gaps. Relating these results to speech rhythm, we can tentatively

suggest that gaps around the mean inter-syllabic interval (ISI) are not long enough

to be noticed 1. Instead, we find better performance as we approach the time scale

of stressed vowel patterns, which is estimated as ∼500 ms inter-stress intervals

(Tilsen and Arvaniti, 2013; Dauer, 1983). Again, this line of inquiry will require

cross-linguistic data sourced from diverse language families and supposed rhythm

groupings. For example, it is possible that speakers of languages with less variable

ISI may detect gaps at shorter lengths than English speakers do.

To close this section, we touch upon the results of Experiment 3 in Chapter 5,

wherein we swapped originally utterance-initial with utterance-interjected breaths

across half the trials. This allowed us to dissociate naturally occurring differences

in breath duration from gap position. As a covariate, longer breath duration was

associated with a greater likelihood of participants reporting the gap adjacent to

that breath, and this effect was strongest for utterance-interjected breaths. What this

means from the perspective of speech breathing production is unclear. Originally,

we wondered whether swapping breath sounds might seem unnatural and therefore

distracting or disorienting to participants, as the original median breath duration

1This comes with the caveat that, on an individual basis, ISI may not resemble their local statistical
mean, when we consider the psychological present or ”experienced moment” is likely about 3 seconds
long (Wittmann, 2011). This begs the question of whether ”mean syllable rate” is a useful measure in
speech rhythm analysis. Specifically, we have found that, when windowed over this 3-second period,
English ISI show signs of multi-modal clustering, with a distinct lack of data points occurring where
the actual statistical mean ISI is located.
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for initial breaths was 515 ms, versus 386 ms for interjected breaths, in line with

previous studies (Winkworth et al., 1994, 1995). We also found, however, that

utterance-initial and interjected breaths were positively associated within utterances

(r = 0.34, p < 0.001), so perhaps it is less surprising that we found no categorical

effect of ”switched breath”, given that naturally occurring breath durations do not

appear to be anti-correlated. As discussed previously in this chapter, we do not

distinguish between utterance positions in the larger speech breathing production

corpus, and so unfortunately cannot provide much further insight from those data.

Given that, in Chapter 4, we found complex influences of utterance length (both

before and after the breath) as well as speech condition, we suggest that listeners may

not gain very much predictive value from breath duration in itself. On the other hand,

longer breath sounds could have drawn listeners’ attention, especially benefiting

gap detection in trials containing the more difficult, utterance-initial gap position.

As we collected, but did not analyse breath belt data when recording the Chapter 5

experimental stimuli, the door remains open to future re-analysis of both acoustic

and physiological aspects of speech breathing to better understand the perceptual

experience of listeners.

6.5 Speech breathing as a explanatory variable for

speech rhythm
Throughout the current thesis, certain aspects of speech rhythm have been taken

for granted as beyond the scope of discussion. For example, in this and the pre-

ceding chapters, we take a mainly agnostic view towards rhythm units and debates

concerning the underlying driver of speech rhythm, such as the regularity (or lack

thereof) in inter-stress intervals. Our distributional analysis of the breath cycle in

Chapter 4 identified possible correspondences between the breath cycle and rhyth-

mically organised speech, hence, subsequent work could follow up this relationship

in more detail. We have already mentioned the possibility of systematic correspon-

dences between verbal and speech breathing rhythms, which may be investigated by

comparing across differently timed languages. One challenge is to account for the
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diffuse distribution we found for the breath cycle during spontaneous speech, which

we also considered to be the least rhythmically constrained speaking condition. If

spontaneous speech must nonetheless have some form of rhythm, as required by

theories of predictive neural speech entrainment (Peelle and Davis, 2012), how can

we characterise speech rhythm in such contexts? A re-analysis of our production

data that employs qualitative annotations, such as whether a breath has occurred

during fluent speech, may elucidate this question. We could select a subset of speech

occurring directly adjacent to within-utterance breaths, asking, if speakers must plan

when to integrate inhalation into ongoing, connected speech, is there a p-centre for

the breath? For example, do speakers consistently align their breaths so that specific

respiratory landmarks (e.g., inhalation onset, peak velocity, etc.) tend to occur at a

particular time in relation to acoustic landmarks? As a means of looking at rhythmic

organisation beyond the dreaded isochronous syllable, speech breathing could offer

an informative view into motor speech planning when other temporal constraints are

relaxed, as in spontaneous speech.

6.6 Conclusion

At the time of writing, discourse on breathing appears to be entering a renaissance.

For example, Breath: The new science of a lost art by James Nestor (2020) is

currently shortlisted for the Royal Society Science Book Prize (Royal Society, 2021).

The world will soon enter its third year of the COVID-19 pandemic, a deadly

respiratory syndrome that has caused us all to consider our own breathing under a

startling new light. But even before these fateful times, scientists concerned with

interoception and embodiment already envisioned breathing as a contributing factor

to neural dynamics and cognitive function (see Varga and Heck, 2017; Del Negro

et al., 2018; Heck et al., 2017, for review). To start with, experimental participants

appear to be more perceptually sensitive according to their respiratory phase, a

finding that applies in visual (Flexman et al., 1974; Li et al., 2012), verbal (Zöllner

et al., 2020; Huijbers et al., 2014), and non-verbal auditory tasks (Gallego et al., 1991;

Melnychuk et al., 2018). Breathing is also strongly associated with motor coupling:
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as alluded to at the beginning of the chapter, the relationship between breathing and

movement has long been recognised within Eastern martial arts traditions (Everly and

Lating, 2019), and the hissing of boxers forcefully exhaling when throwing a hit is a

well-known sound in the gym. Similarly, professional musical ensembles carefully

consider their breathing as a group, and even within individual pianists, coupling

has been observed between their breathing cycle and musical phrasing and tempo

(Ebert et al., 2002; King, 2017; Sakaguchi and Aiba, 2016). From the perspective

of cognitive neuroscience, however, the connection between voluntary movement

and breathing is only starting to become more widely known. Eye movements, for

instance, have been shown to phase-lock to respiration both during sleep (Rittweger

and Pöpel, 1998) and when awake (Rassler and Raabe, 2003). Recently, Park et al.

(2020) demonstrated that participants initiate voluntary actions more frequently

during expiration, and that the readiness potential, a neural marker of forthcoming

action, is modulated depending on the respiratory phase. Corticospinal excitability

increases in relation to the respiratory cycle during finger contractions (Li and

Rymer, 2011), and studies using magnetoencephalography have also demonstrated

the cyclical modulation of neural markers associated with cortical motor networks

(Kluger and Gross, 2020).

Together, the knowledge of expert breathers like athletes and musicians, as

well as evidence from empirical research, suggest that our breathing may play

a more out-sized role in our everyday lives than we might imagine. Although

the aforementioned neurocognitive effects of breathing are diminished for oral

in comparison to nasal inhalation (Zelano et al., 2016), speech breathing usually

consists of some combined form of oral as well as nasal intake (Lester and Hoit,

2014). Hence, we may ask how breathing to speak may affect our cognitive and

brain states, and what the act of speech breathing could mean for interpersonal

entrainment. More specifically, how do we process the breathing of another person?

Some theories of action observation propose that, when perceiving the actions of

another, neural architecture and processes common to motor production are recruited,

a phenomenon popularised as motor resonance (Decety and Grèzes, 1999; Rizzolatti
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and Craighero, 2004). These ideas are generally well received within the field of

rhythm cognition, as the motor system appears to be closely intertwined with even

passive temporal processing (Zatorre et al., 2007; Thaut et al., 1999; Grahn and

Brett, 2007). In the context of speech, motor resonance could mean that speech

sounds are not purely stored as some abstract informational trace, but instead are

linked with one’s embodied knowledge of the motor actions required to approximate

those speech sounds (Pulvermüller, 2014; Skipper et al., 2017). Although breath

sounds are not typically considered as phonemic or even a part of speech at all, it is

also possible that listeners nonetheless recruit speech breathing production-related

networks during the perception of speech breathing—after all, yawns are probably

the most iconic of social contagions (Norscia and Palagi, 2011). In which case, when

we consider ”breathing as a fundamental rhythm of brain function” (Heck et al.,

2017), the possibility arises for complex, bidirectional aspects of speech breathing

production and perception, within and across interlocutors.



Appendix A

Chapter 2 Appendix

A.1 Vowel onset estimation
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Table A.4: Results for the Pearson’s correlations between statistical parameters calculated using
inter-landmark intervals and inter-annotation intervals on the same windowed speech
data. The selection of acoustic landmarks was determined according to the vowel
estimation score. For each parameter, r is first calculated by speaking condition and then
aggregated by language. Mean r is aggregated across all parameters.

Acoustic Landmark

Language Feature Signal Event Mean r

English Envelope 3 Peaks 0.51
English Envelope 3 Lower Crossings 0.48
English Envelope 3 Mid-Crossings 0.48
English Envelope 3 Peaks in the First Derivative 0.45
English Envelope 1 Peaks in the First Derivative 0.32

Mandarin Envelope 3 Peaks in the First Derivative 0.59
Mandarin Envelope 3 Lower Crossings 0.59
Mandarin Envelope 3 Mid-Crossings 0.59
Mandarin Envelope 3 Peaks 0.59
Mandarin Envelope 1 Peaks in the First Derivative 0.48

Table A.5: Results for the Pearson’s correlations between statistical parameters calculated using
inter-landmark intervals and inter-annotation intervals on the same windowed speech
data. The acoustic landmarks consist of the same signal event, Peaks in the First
Derivative, coupled with each different feature used in the vowel onset estimation. r is
first calculated by speaking condition and then aggregated by language.

Acoustic Landmark

Language Feature Signal Event Mean r

English Envelope 1 0.32
English Envelope 2 0.31
English Envelope 3 0.45
English Envelope 4 0.44
English GTCC 1 Peaks in the 0.26

Mandarin Envelope 1 First Derivative 0.46
Mandarin Envelope 2 0.43
Mandarin Envelope 3 0.59
Mandarin Envelope 4 0.58
Mandarin GTCC 1 0.45
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A.2 Joint speech

A.3 Support-vector machine classification of speech

rhythm

Table A.7: Counts of windows, from which statistical parameters were calculated to use as predictors
in the speech rhythm classification tasks. The windowed data are from speakers whose
recordings were entirely held out during the vowel onset estimation and joint speech
analyses.

English versus Mandarin Spontaneous versus Reading

Count Windows Count Windows

English 237 Spontaneous 130
Mandarin 258 Reading 79

Solo versus Joint Articles versus Poems

Count Windows Count Windows

Solo 156 Articles 196
Joint 209 Poems 169

A.4 Excerpts
English article A The Great Pyramid of Giza is the oldest monument of the Seven

Wonders of the Ancient World. It is also the only one left standing. The structure is a

marvel of human engineering, and its sheer size and scale rivals anything built within

the last few hundred years. Its creation, however, has always been the subject of much

debate among scholars, because of its massive size and near perfect proportions.

Evidence suggests that twenty thousand workers contributed to its construction,

and were even paid to do so. This would have required a great deal of organization,

accounting and record keeping. The Egyptians were known for their excellent

documentation.

English article B Sir Frederick William Herschel discovered infrared light at the

turn of the nineteenth century. Using a variety of coloured filters to view sunlight,

he observed that some colours allowed more heat to pass than others. Herschel
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hypothesized that the colours themselves may have produced different temperatures,

and set out to test his theory.

Directing sunlight through a glass prism to produce a spectrum, he measured

the temperature of each colour with a thermometer. From the violet to red parts of

the colour spectrum, the temperature increased. Herschel then decided to measure

the temperature beyond the red-coloured light. This area had the highest temperature

reading of all, despite being invisible to the naked eye.

English article C The North Wind and the Sun were disputing which was the

stronger, when a traveller came along wrapped in a warm cloak. They agreed that

the one who first succeeded in making the traveller take his cloak off should be

considered stronger than the other. Then the North Wind blew as hard as he could,

but the more he blew, the more closely did the traveller fold his cloak around him,

and at last the North Wind gave up the attempt. Then the Sun shone out warmly, and

immediately the traveller took off his cloak. And so, the North Wind was obliged to

confess that the Sun was the stronger of the two.

English poem A. ”Bed in Summer” by Robert Louis Stevenson In winter I get

up at night

And dress by yellow candle-light.

In summer, quite the other way,

I have to go to bed by day.

I have to go to bed and see

The birds still hopping on the tree,

Or hear the grown-up people’s feet

Still going past me in the street.

And does it not seem hard to you,

When all the sky is clear and blue,

And I should like so much to play,

To have to go to bed by day?

English poem B. ”The Thing With Feathers” by Emily Dickinson “Hope” is the

thing with feathers
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That perches in the soul

And sings the tune without the words

And never stops – at all.

And sweetest in the gale is heard

And sore must be the storm

That could abash the little bird

That kept so many warm.

I’ve heard it in the coldest land

And on the strangest sea

Yet – never – in extremity,

It asked a crumb of me.

English prompts for spontaneous speech What brings you to London?

What are some things you like about London?

What are some things you do not like about London?

Do you have a favourite restaurant or cuisine, and is it available in London?

Have you been to any of the parks in London? Do you have a favourite park?

If you met someone new to the city, what would you recommend they go to see

or do?

Have you been to any tourist attractions (for example, the London Eye)? Did

you enjoy it, or was it overrated?

Mandarin article A

吉萨金字塔是古代世界七大奇迹中最为古老的纪念碑。它也是唯一尚存

的建筑物。它的结构是人类工程学的奇迹，庞大的规模可与过去几百年来建

造的任何建筑相媲美。然而，正因为它庞大的规模和接近完美的比例，如何

创造它一直是学者们争论的主题。有证据表明两万名工人建设它做出了贡

献，并为劳动获得了报酬。这需要大量的组织，会计和记录保存。埃及人以

出色的文献记录而著称。

Mandarin article B

在19世纪初，弗雷德里克·威廉·赫歇尔爵士发现了红外光。他使用各种

彩色滤光片查看日光，观察到某些颜色相比其他颜色允许更多的热量通过。
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赫歇尔假设颜色本身可能产生不同的温度，并着手检验他的理论。他引导阳

光通过玻璃棱镜产生光谱，然后用温度计测量每种颜色的温度。温度从色谱

的紫色到红色逐渐升高。然后，赫歇尔决定测量超出红色光的温度。尽管肉

眼不可见，但该区域的温度读数最高。

Mandarin article C

有一回，北风跟太阳正在那儿争论谁的本领大。说着说着，来了一个过

路的，身上穿了一件厚袍子。他们俩就商量好了，说，谁能先叫这个过路的

把他的袍子脱下来，就算他的本领大。北风卯足了劲儿，拼命的吹。可是，

他吹的越厉害，那个人就把他的袍子裹得越紧。到末了，北风没辙了，只好

就算了。一会儿，太阳出来一晒，那个人马上就把袍子脱了下来。所以，北

风不得不承认，还是太阳比他的本领大。

Mandarin poem A.请朗诵下面的诗两遍都是平常经验,

都是平常影象，

偶然涌到梦中来，

变幻出多少新奇花样！

都是平常情感，

都是平常言语，

偶然碰着个诗人，

变幻出多少新奇诗句！

醉过才知酒浓，

爱过才知情重；

你不能做我的诗，

正如我不能做你的梦

Mandarin poem B.请朗诵下面的诗片段两遍我不知道风

是在哪一个方向吹

我是在梦中，

甜美是梦里的光辉。

我不知道风

是在那一个方向吹

我是在梦中，
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她的负心，我的伤悲。

我不知道风

是在哪一个方向吹

我是在梦中，

在梦的悲哀里心碎！

Mandarin prompts for spontaneous speech

是什么吸引你来到伦敦的？

你喜欢伦敦的哪些方面呢？

你不喜欢伦敦的哪些方面呢？

你有喜欢的餐馆或者菜系吗？它在伦敦有吗？

你有去过任何伦敦的公园吗？你最喜欢的是哪一个？

如果你碰到了一个刚来伦敦的人，你会建议他们去看什么或者做什么？

你有去过任何伦敦的景点吗（比如，伦敦眼）？

你喜欢那个景点吗？还是觉得它没有想象的那么好
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Chapter 4 Appendix

B.1 Breath Duration
Table B.1: Linear mixed effect model of Breath Duration.

Model Fit

Pseudo-R2

AIC BIC Marginal Conditional

-3945.56 -3812.69 0.10 0.26

Fixed Effects

Confidence Intervals

Estimate 2.5% 97.5% t DF p

(Intercept) 2.59 2.56 2.61 212.30 34.41 < 0.001
Prose -0.01 -0.03 0.01 -0.90 36.14 0.37
Poems 0.00 -0.02 0.03 0.25 35.71 0.81
Automatic -0.03 -0.05 -0.01 -2.64 34.66 0.01
Count Landmarks (After) 0.03 0.02 0.04 7.94 3861.02 < 0.001
Count Landmarks (Before) 0.02 0.02 0.03 9.38 4096.55 < 0.001
CV Landmarks (After) 0.01 0.00 0.01 2.80 4088.44 0.005
Prose × Count Landmarks (After) 0.03 0.02 0.05 4.07 1713.63 < 0.001
Poems × Count Landmarks (After) 0.05 0.03 0.06 5.47 1505.30 < 0.001
Automatic × Count Landmarks (After) 0.02 -0.00 0.04 1.88 937.25 0.06

Model Formula: Log Breath Duration 1 + Speech Condition + Count Landmarks (After) + Count Landmarks (Before)
+ CV Landmarks (After) + Count Landmarks (After):Speech Condition + (Speech Condition |Speaker)
Count Observations: 4135. p-Values are calculated using Satterthwaite degrees of freedom.

Random Effects

Group Parameter SD

Speaker (Intercept) 0.07
Speaker Prose 0.05
Speaker Poems 0.07
Speaker Automatic 0.05
Residual 0.14

Num. Groups (Speaker) 35
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 0.18
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Table B.2: Post hoc analysis of Speech Condition and Count Landmarks (After) for de-
pendent variable Breath Duration conducted using tests of estimated marginal
means.

Estimated Marginal Means of Speech Condition

Contrast Estimate SE DF t-Ratio p

Spontaneous Prose 3.94 9.70 33.6 0.41 1.0
Spontaneous Poems -10.41 11.88 33.6 -0.88 1.0
Spontaneous Automatic 24.54 10.42 33.6 2.36 0.15
Prose Poems -14.36 8.57 33.7 -1.68 0.62
Prose Automatic 20.60 9.25 33.7 2.23 0.20
Poems Automatic 34.95 9.76 36.0 3.58 0.006

Estimated Marginal Means of Count Landmarks (After)

Speech Condition Trend SE DF t-Ratio p

Spontaneous 0.0016 0.0002 3861 7.94 < 0.001
Prose 0.0034 0.0003 1388 8.84 < 0.001
Poems 0.0042 0.0004 1217 9.69 < 0.001
Automatic 0.0026 0.0005 821 5.22 < 0.001

p-Values are adjusted with the Bonferroni method.

B.2 Breath Height
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Table B.3: Linear mixed effect model of Breath Height.

Model Fit

Pseudo-R2

AIC BIC Marginal Conditional

-4391.24 -4254.58 0.34 0.64

Fixed Effects

Confidence Intervals

Estimate 2.5% 97.5% t DF p

(Intercept) -0.28 -0.33 -0.24 -12.42 33.91 < 0.001
Prose 0.14 0.10 0.18 6.82 33.87 < 0.001
Poems 0.10 0.05 0.15 4.20 34.13 < 0.001
Automatic 0.15 0.11 0.19 7.13 35.58 < 0.001
Breath Duration 0.13 0.13 0.14 50.03 4869.32 < 0.001
Count Landmarks (After) 0.01 -0.00 0.01 1.70 4839.72 0.09
Count Landmarks (Before) 0.03 0.03 0.04 13.18 4880.57 < 0.001
Prose × Count Landmarks (After) 0.01 -0.00 0.03 1.66 4392.08 0.10
Poems × Count Landmarks (After) 0.02 0.00 0.04 2.36 3957.63 0.02
Automatic × Count Landmarks (After) 0.05 0.03 0.07 6.08 2390.08 < 0.001

Model Formula: Log Breath Height 1 + Speech Condition + Count Landmarks (After) + Count Landmarks (Before)
+ Breath Duration + Count Landmarks (After):Speech Condition + (Speech Condition |Speaker)
Count Observations: 4952. p-Values are calculated using Satterthwaite degrees of freedom.

Random Effects

Group Parameter SD

Speaker (Intercept) 0.13
Speaker Prose 0.11
Speaker Poems 0.14
Speaker Automatic 0.11
Residual 0.15

Num. Groups (Speaker) 35
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 0.45

B.3 Breath Peak Velocity to Offset
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Table B.4: Post hoc analysis of Speech Condition and Count Landmarks (After) for de-
pendent variable Breath Height conducted using tests of estimated marginal
means.

Estimated Marginal Means of Speech Condition

Contrast Estimate SE DF t-Ratio p

Spontaneous Prose -0.19 0.03 33.8 -6.36 < 0.001
Spontaneous Poems -0.14 0.03 33.9 -3.95 0.002
Spontaneous Automatic -0.20 0.03 33.9 -6.90 < 0.001
Prose Poems 0.05 0.03 33.8 1.91 0.39
Prose Automatic -0.02 0.03 33.8 -0.58 1.0
Poems Automatic -0.07 0.03 33.9 -2.33 0.16

Estimated Marginal Means of Count Landmarks (After)

Speech Condition Trend SE DF t-Ratio p

Spontaneous 0.0003 0.0002 4840 1.70 0.3582
Prose 0.001 0.0004 4313 2.60 0.04
Poems 0.001 0.0005 3726 3.18 0.006
Automatic 0.003 0.0004 2045 7.24 < 0.001

p-Values are adjusted with the Bonferroni method.

B.4 Breath Offset to Acoustic Landmark
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Table B.5: Linear mixed effect model of Breath Peak Velocity to Offset.

Model Fit

Pseudo-R2

AIC BIC Marginal Conditional

-705.81 -646.55 0.29 0.36

Fixed Effects

Confidence Intervals

Estimate 2.5% 97.5% t DF p

(Intercept) 2.32 2.29 2.34 173.70 39.76 < 0.001
Prose -0.08 -0.09 -0.06 -8.54 5328.62 < 0.001
Poems -0.08 -0.10 -0.06 -9.23 5319.85 < 0.001
Automatic -0.05 -0.07 -0.03 -5.44 5325.67 < 0.001
Breath Duration 0.15 0.14 0.16 34.22 5299.23 < 0.001
Breath Height 0.01 0.01 0.02 3.26 5141.96 0.001
Breath Duration × Breath Height -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 -11.14 5332.05 < 0.001

Model Formula: Log Breath Peak Velocity to Offset 1 + Speech Condition + Breath Duration +
Speech Condition:Breath Duration + (1 |Speaker)
Count Observations: 5346. p-Values are calculated using Satterthwaite degrees of freedom.

Random Effects

Group Parameter SD

Speaker (Intercept) 0.07
Residual 0.22

Num. Groups (Speaker) 35
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 0.10

Table B.6: Post hoc analysis of Breath Height and Breath Duration for dependent variable
Breath Peak Velocity to Offset conducted using tests of estimated marginal
means.

Estimated Marginal Means of Speech Condition

Contrast Estimate SE DF t-Ratio p

Spontaneous Prose 33.30 3.90 39.8 8.54 < 0.001
Spontaneous Poems 34.93 3.80 39.8 9.20 < 0.001
Spontaneous Automatic 22.65 4.11 39.8 5.51 < 0.001
Prose Poems 1.63 4.02 54.8 0.41 1.0
Prose Automatic -10.65 4.31 55.5 -2.47 0.10
Poems Automatic -12.28 4.31 54.8 -2.85 0.04

Estimated Marginal Means of Breath Height and Breath Duration

Fixed Effect Trend SE DF t-Ratio p

Breath Duration = 417 Breath Height 0.04 0.01 5142 3.26 0.001
Breath Height = 0.70 Breath Duration 0.0008 .0000 5299 34.22 < 0.001

p-Values are adjusted with the Bonferroni method.
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Table B.7: Linear mixed effect model of Breath Offset to Acoustic Landmark.

Model Fit

Pseudo-R2

AIC BIC Marginal Conditional

2730.72 2806.65 0.06 0.24

Fixed Effects

Confidence Intervals

Estimate 2.5% 97.5% t DF p

(Intercept) 1.97 1.91 2.02 69.55 36.72 < 0.001
Prose -0.08 -0.10 -0.05 -5.69 4095.64 < 0.001
Poems -0.07 -0.10 -0.04 -4.97 4097.37 < 0.001
Automatic -0.00 -0.04 0.03 -0.06 4094.68 0.95
Breath Duration 0.09 0.08 0.11 11.00 4114.34 < 0.001
Count Landmarks (Before) -0.04 -0.05 -0.03 -7.50 4123.45 < 0.001
Mean Landmarks (After) 0.01 0.00 0.02 2.34 4106.90 0.02
Prose × Breath Duration -0.02 -0.05 0.01 -1.44 4097.77 0.15
Poems × Breath Duration -0.01 -0.03 0.02 -0.36 4099.15 0.72
Automatic × Breath Duration -0.07 -0.10 -0.03 -3.62 4096.08 0.003

Model Formula: Log Breath Offset to Acoustic Landmark 1 + Speech Condition + Breath Duration +
Count Landmarks (Before) + Mean Landmarks (After) + Speech Condition:Breath Duration + (1 |Speaker)
Count Observations: 4135. p-Values are calculated using Satterthwaite degrees of freedom.

Random Effects

Group Parameter SD

Speaker (Intercept) 0.16
Residual 0.33

Num. Groups (Speaker) 35
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 0.19

B.5 Acoustic Landmark to Breath Onset
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Table B.8: Post hoc analysis of Speech Condition and Breath Duration for dependent variable
Breath Offset to Acoustic Landmark conducted using tests of estimated marginal
means.

Estimated Marginal Means of Speech Condition

Contrast Estimate SE DF t-Ratio p

Spontaneous Prose 15.14 2.75 36.7 5.51 < 0.001
Spontaneous Poems 13.70 2.81 36.7 4.87 < 0.001
Spontaneous Automatic 0.27 3.76 36.7 0.07 1.0
Prose Poems -1.48 2.92 43.9 -0.51 1.0
Prose Automatic -14.88 4.10 43.9 -3.63 0.004
Poems Automatic -13.40 4.09 44.4 -3.27 0.01

Estimated Marginal Means of Breath Duration

Speech Condition Trend SE DF t-Ratio p

Spontaneous 0.0005 0.000 4114 11.0 < 0.001
Prose 0.0004 0.000 4100 5.66 < 0.001
Poems 0.0005 0.000 4104 7.463 < 0.001
Automatic 0.0001 0.000 4097 1.716 0.34

p-Values are adjusted with the Bonferroni method.
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Table B.9: Linear mixed effect model of Acoustic Landmark to Breath Onset.

Model Fit

Pseudo-R2

AIC BIC Marginal Conditional

2562.78 2638.71 0.07 0.18

Fixed Effects

Confidence Intervals

Estimate 2.5% 97.5% t DF p

(Intercept) 2.35 2.31 2.39 109.76 38.99 < 0.001
Prose -0.02 -0.04 0.01 -1.17 4100.51 0.24
Poems 0.07 0.04 0.10 4.96 4100.84 < 0.001
Automatic -0.04 -0.07 -0.00 -1.99 4096.70 0.05
Breath Duration 0.08 0.07 0.09 14.33 4124.93 < 0.001
Count Landmarks (Before) -0.06 -0.07 -0.04 -8.30 4123.99 < 0.001
Mean Landmarks (After) 0.01 -0.00 0.02 1.41 4115.55 0.16
Prose × Count Landmarks (Before) 0.03 0.00 0.06 2.18 4101.60 0.03
Poems × Count Landmarks (Before) 0.01 -0.03 0.04 0.32 4108.07 0.75
Automatic × Count Landmarks (Before) -0.01 -0.05 0.02 -0.85 4099.11 0.40

Model Formula: Log Acoustic Landmark to Breath Onset 1 + Speech Condition + Breath Duration +
Count Landmarks (Before) + Mean Landmarks (After) + Speech Condition:Count Landmarks (Before) + (1 |Speaker)
Count Observations: 4135. p-Values are calculated using Satterthwaite degrees of freedom.

Random Effects

Group Parameter SD

Speaker (Intercept) 0.12
Residual 0.32

Num. Groups (Speaker) 35
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient 0.12
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Table B.10: Post hoc analysis of Speech Condition and Count Landmarks (Before) for
dependent variable Acoustic Landmark to Breath Onset conducted using tests
of estimated marginal means.

Estimated Marginal Means of Speech Condition

Contrast Estimate SE DF t-Ratio p

Spontaneous Prose 7.22 6.82 38.8 1.06 1.0
Spontaneous Poems -38.68 8.33 38.8 -4.64 < 0.001
Spontaneous Automatic 17.96 8.73 38.8 2.06 0.28
Prose Poems -45.90 9.31 52.2 -4.93 < 0.001
Prose Automatic 10.74 9.73 52.2 1.10 1.0
Poems Automatic 56.64 11.00 54.7 5.15 < 0.001

Estimated Marginal Means of Count Landmarks (Before)

Speech Condition Trend SE DF t-Ratio p

Spontaneous -0.003 0.000 4124 -8.30 < 0.001
Prose -0.002 0.000 4112 -2.20 0.12
Poems -0.003 0.000 4116 -3.62 0.001
Automatic -0.004 0.000 4108 -4.54 < 0.001

p-Values are adjusted with the Bonferroni method.
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Chapter 5 Appendix

C.1 Experiment 1
Likelihood ratio tests indicated that the best model fit included Rhythm Task, Gap

Position, and Gap Duration as fixed effects; Excerpt and Participant as random

intercepts; and Gap Position as a random slope within Participant.

Table C.1: Model selection results are shown for the generalised linear mixed modelling of
Correct Answer in Experiment 1.

Model Fixed Effects Random Effects Model Fit Likelihood Ratio Test

Intercept Slope NP AIC BIC LL Dev. χ2 DF p

1 Participant 2 4048.5 4060.9 -2022.3 4044.5
2 Trial Order, Par-

ticipant
3 4050.3 4068.8 -2022.1 4044.3 0.29 1 0.59

3 Excerpt, Partici-
pant

3 4006.8 4025.3 -2000.4 4000.8 43.77 1 < 0.001

4 Rhythm Task Excerpt, Partici-
pant

4 3998.1 4022.8 -1995 3990.1 10.70 1 0.00

5 Rhythm Task +
Gap Position

Excerpt, Partici-
pant

5 3926 3956.9 -1958 3916 74.04 1 < 0.001

6 Rhythm Task +
Gap Position

Excerpt, Partici-
pant

Gap Position
|Participant

7 3872.9 3916 -1929.4 3858.9 57.19 2 < 0.001

7 Rhythm Task +
Gap Position,
Gap Duration

Excerpt, Partici-
pant

Gap Position
|Participant

9 3859.9 3915.4 -1920.9 3841.9 16.97 2 0.00

8 Rhythm Task +
Gap Position +
Gap Duration

Excerpt, Partici-
pant

Gap Position
|Participant,
Gap Duration
|Participant

15 3860.8 3953.3 -1915.4 3830.8 11.08 6 0.09

9 Rhythm Task +
Gap Position ×
Gap Duration

Excerpt, Partici-
pant

Gap Position
|Participant

11 3841.4 3909.3 -1909.7 3819.4 22.44 2 < 0.001

10 Rhythm Task ×
Gap Position ×
Gap Duration

Excerpt, Partici-
pant

Gap Position
|Participant

16 3840.6 3939.3 -1904.3 3808.6 10.86 5 0.05

Response: Correct Answer, Count Observations: 3,529, Groups: Participants (24), Excerpts (63)
Key: + Main Effects, × Interaction, | Grouped by, NP Number of Parameters, AIC Aikake Information Criterion, BIC Bayesian Information Criterion, LL Log
Likelihood, Dev. Deviance, DF Degrees of Freedom, χ2 Chi-square.
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Table C.2: Final model for the generalised linear mixed modelling of Correct Answer in
Experiment 1.

Fixed Effects

Beta SE 95% CI z p

Lower Upper

Intercept -0.52 0.17 -0.86 -0.19 -3.07 < 0.001
Rhythm Task -0.39 0.16 -0.71 -0.07 -2.37 0.02
Gap Position -0.64 0.22 -1.08 -0.21 -2.93 < 0.001
Gap Duration (400) -0.08 0.14 -0.35 0.19 -0.60 0.55
Gap Duration (800) -0.06 0.19 -0.42 0.31 -0.32 0.75
Rhythm Task X Gap Position -0.38 0.21 -0.80 0.04 -1.77 0.08
Rhythm Task X Gap Duration (400) -0.31 0.12 -0.55 -0.07 -2.55 0.01
Rhythm Task X Gap Duration (800) -0.30 0.16 -0.61 0.02 -1.86 0.06
Gap Position X Gap Duration (400) -0.52 0.21 -0.93 -0.12 -2.53 0.01
Gap Position X Gap Duration (800) -1.12 0.29 -1.69 -0.54 -3.82 < 0.001
Rhythm Task X Gap Position X Gap Duration (400) 0.29 0.19 -0.08 0.66 1.52 0.13
Rhythm Task X Gap Position X Gap Duration (800) 0.58 0.28 0.03 1.13 2.07 0.04

Random Effects

Variance SD Corr.

Excerpt (Intercept) 0.08 0.29
Participant (Intercept) 0.52 0.72
Gap Position, Participant (Slope) 0.76 0.87 -0.1

Model Fit

R2 Marginal Conditional

0.15 0.34

Model equation: Correct Answer ∼ Rhythm Task × Gap Position × Gap Duration +
( 1 |Excerpt) + (1 + Gap Position |Participant)
Key: SE Standard Error, CI Confidence Intervals, χ2 Chi-square, SD Standard Deviation, Corr. Correlation
Confidence Intervals are calculated using the Wald method.

C.2 Experiment 2
Likelihood ratio tests indicated that the best model fit included Gap Duration and Gap

Position as fixed effects; Excerpt, Participant, and Trial Order as random intercepts;

and Gap Position as a random slope within Participant.
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Table C.3: The results of post hoc contrasts using estimated marginal means for Gap Position,
Gap Duration, and Rhythm Task in Experiment 1.

Gap Position × Gap Duration

Contrast Condition Ratio SE z-Ratio p

Gap Position (Breath 1) / (Breath 2) Gap Duration (200) 1.91 0.42 2.93 0.003
Gap Duration (400) 5.83 1.9 5.4 < 0.001
Gap Duration (800) 3.21 0.81 4.64 < 0.001

Gap Duration (200) / (400) Gap Position (Breath 1) 1.09 0.15 0.6 1
Gap Position (Breath 2) 1.83 0.28 3.92 < 0.001

Gap Duration (200) / (800) Gap Position (Breath 1) 1.02 0.2 0.11 1
Gap Position (Breath 2) 3.25 0.77 4.98 < 0.001

Gap Duration (400) / (800) Gap Position (Breath 1) 1.06 0.2 0.32 1
Gap Position (Breath 2) 0.56 0.14 -2.32 0.06

Rhythm Task

Condition Trend SE z-Ratio p

Gap Position (Breath 1) Gap Duration (200) -0.03 0.01 -2.37 0.11
Gap Duration (400) -0.05 0.01 -3.32 0.01
Gap Duration (800) -0.05 0.01 -3.92 < 0.001

Gap Position (Breath 2) Gap Duration (200) -0.05 0.02 -3.20 0.01
Gap Duration (400) -0.03 0.02 -1.54 0.74
Gap Duration (800) -0.06 0.02 -3.08 0.01

P-values are adjusted using the Bonferroni method.

Table C.4: Distribution of trials by experimental condition in Experiment 2.

Gap Position

Gap Duration (ms) No Gap after Breath 1 Before Breath 2 after Breath 2

0 20 - - -
200 - 6 6 6
325 - 6 6 6
450 - 4 4 4
575 - 2 2 2
700 2 2 2

Total Trials: 80

C.3 Experiment 3
Likelihood ratio tests indicated that the best model fit included Gap Duration, Gap

Position, Breath 1 Duration, Breath 2 Duration, and Rhythm Task as fixed effects;

Excerpt and Participant as random intercepts; and the interaction of Gap Position

and Gap Duration as random slopes within Participant.
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Table C.5: Model selection results are shown for the generalised linear mixed modelling of
Correct Answer in Experiment 2.

Model Fixed Effects Random Effects Model Fit Likelihood Ratio Test

Intercept Slope NP AIC BIC LL Dev. χ2 DF p

1 Participant 2 15406 15420 -7700.9 15402
2 Participant +

Trial Order
3 15401 15423 -7697.4 15395 6.91 1 0.008

3 Participant +
Trial Order +
Excerpt

4 14796 14826 -7394.3 14788 606.32 1 < 0.001

4 Rhythm Task Participant +
Trial Order +
Excerpt

5 14798 14835 -7394.3 14788 0.02 1 0.88

5 Gap Duration Participant +
Trial Order +
Excerpt

8 14230 14289 -7107.2 14214 574.21 4 < 0.001

6 Gap Duration +
Gap Position

Participant +
Trial Order +
Excerpt

10 11219 11293 -5599.6 11199 3015.16 2 < 0.001

7 Gap Duration ×
Gap Position

Participant +
Trial Order +
Excerpt

18 11028 11161 -5496.2 10992 206.83 8 < 0.001

8 Gap Duration ×
Gap Position

Participant +
Trial Order +
Excerpt

Gap Duration
× Gap Position
|Participant

137 Did not converge.

9 Gap Duration ×
Gap Position

Participant +
Trial Order +
Excerpt

Gap Duration
|Participant +
Gap Position
|Participant

38 Did not converge.

10 Gap Duration ×
Gap Position

Participant +
Trial Order +
Excerpt

Gap Duration
|Participant

32 11017 11253 -5476.4 10953 39.44 14 < 0.001

11 Gap Duration ×
Gap Position

Participant +
Trial Order +
Excerpt

Gap Position
|Participant

23 10884 11053 -5419 10838 154.41 5 < 0.001

Response: Correct Answer, Count Observations: 11,677, Groups: Participants (182), Excerpts (54), Trial Orders (7)
Key: + Main Effects, × Interaction, | Grouped by, NP Number of Parameters, AIC Aikake Information Criterion, BIC Bayesian Information Criterion, LL Log
Likelihood, Dev. Deviance, DF Degrees of Freedom, χ2 Chi-square.
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Table C.6: Final model for the generalised linear mixed modelling of Correct Answer in
Experiment 2.

Fixed Effects

Beta SE 95% CI z p

Lower Upper

Intercept 1.70 0.17 1.37 2.03 10.12 < 0.001
Gap Duration (325) -0.14 0.12 -0.38 0.11 -1.11 0.266
Gap Duration (450) -0.67 0.13 -0.93 -0.41 -5.06 < 0.001
Gap Duration (575) -0.61 0.15 -0.90 -0.33 -4.21 < 0.001
Gap Duration (700) -1.14 0.13 -1.39 -0.89 -9.09 < 0.001
Before Breath 2 -1.73 0.14 -1.99 -1.46 -12.60 < 0.001
after Breath 2 -1.99 0.14 -2.26 -1.72 -14.67 < 0.001
Gap Duration (325)× Gap Position (Before Breath
2)

-0.76 0.16 -1.07 -0.44 -4.67 < 0.001

Gap Duration (450)× Gap Position (Before Breath
2)

-1.28 0.18 -1.64 -0.93 -7.02 < 0.001

Gap Duration (575)× Gap Position (Before Breath
2)

-1.82 0.22 -2.25 -1.39 -8.24 < 0.001

Gap Duration (700)× Gap Position (Before Breath
2)

-1.84 0.23 -2.30 -1.38 -7.88 < 0.001

Gap Duration (325) × Gap Position (Breath 2) -1.33 0.17 -1.67 -1.00 -7.78 < 0.001
Gap Duration (450) × Gap Position (Breath 2) -2.10 0.23 -2.56 -1.64 -8.98 < 0.001
Gap Duration (575) × Gap Position (Breath 2) -2.65 0.30 -3.24 -2.07 -8.87 < 0.001
Gap Duration (700) × Gap Position (Breath 2) -1.94 0.29 -2.51 -1.37 -6.71 < 0.001

Random Effects

Variance SD Corr.

Excerpt (Intercept) 0.43 0.66
Trial Order (Intercept) 0.04 0.2
Participant (Intercept) 1.14 1.07
Gap Position (Before Breath 2), Participant (Slope) 1.05 1.03 −0.46
Gap Position (Breath 2), Participant (Slope) 0.76 0.87 −0.58 0.73

Model Fit

R2 Marginal Conditional

0.37 0.57

Model equation: Correct Answer ∼ Gap Duration × Gap Position + ( 1 |Excerpt) +
( 1 |Trial Order) + (1 + Gap Position |Participant)
Key: SE Standard Error, CI Confidence Intervals, χ2 Chi-square, SD Standard Deviation, Corr. Correlation
Confidence Intervals are calculated using the Wald method.
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Table C.7: The results of post hoc contrasts using estimated marginal means for Gap Position
by Gap Duration in Experiment 2.

Gap Position × Gap Duration

Contrast Condition Ratio SE z-Ratio p

Gap Position (Breath 1) / (Before Breath 2) Gap Duration (200) 5.615 0.77 12.598 < 0.001
Gap Duration (325) 11.97 1.72 17.278 < 0.001
Gap Duration (450) 20.28 3.39 18.021 < 0.001
Gap Duration (575) 34.65 7.19 17.078 < 0.001
Gap Duration (700) 35.47 7.89 16.039 < 0.001

Gap Position (Before Breath 2) / (After Breath 2) Gap Duration (200) 0.768 0.09 -2.203 0.08
Gap Duration (325) 0.432 0.05 -6.747 < 0.001
Gap Duration (450) 0.34 0.07 -5.148 < 0.001
Gap Duration (575) 0.334 0.1 -3.703 < 0.001
Gap Duration (700) 0.696 0.22 -1.141 0.76

Gap Position (Breath 1) / (After Breath 2) Gap Duration (200) 7.31 0.99 14.665 < 0.001
Gap Duration (325) 27.71 4.03 22.818 < 0.001
Gap Duration (450) 59.57 12.7 19.201 < 0.001
Gap Duration (575) 103.9 29.5 16.349 < 0.001
Gap Duration (700) 50.93 14 14.319 < 0.001

P-values are adjusted using the Bonferroni method.
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Table C.8: The results of post hoc contrasts using estimated marginal means for Gap Dura-
tion by Gap Position in Experiment 2.

Gap Position × Gap Duration

Contrast Condition Ratio SE z-Ratio p

Gap Duration (200) / (325) Gap Position (Breath 1) 1.149 0.14 1.112 1
Gap Position (Before Breath 2) 2.448 0.26 8.421 < 0.001
Gap Position (Breath 2) 4.354 0.51 12.505 < 0.001

Gap Duration (200) / (450) Gap Position (Breath 1) 1.954 0.26 5.056 < 0.001
Gap Position (Before Breath 2) 7.055 0.94 14.711 < 0.001
Gap Position (Breath 2) 15.92 3.07 14.363 < 0.001

Gap Duration (200) / (575) Gap Position (Breath 1) 1.844 0.27 4.206 < 0.001
Gap Position (Before Breath 2) 11.38 1.98 13.952 < 0.001
Gap Position (Breath 2) 26.22 6.89 12.432 < 0.001

Gap Duration (200) / (700) Gap Position (Breath 1) 3.128 0.39 9.087 < 0.001
Gap Position (Before Breath 2) 19.75 4 14.726 < 0.001
Gap Position (Breath 2) 21.79 5.76 11.662 < 0.001

Gap Duration (325) / (450) Gap Position (Breath 1) 0.588 0.08 -3.89 0.001
Gap Position (Before Breath 2) 0.347 0.04 -8.23 < 0.001
Gap Position (Breath 2) 0.273 0.05 -6.801 < 0.001

Gap Duration (325) / (575) Gap Position (Breath 1) 0.623 0.09 -3.185 0.015
Gap Position (Before Breath 2) 0.215 0.04 -9 < 0.001
Gap Position (Breath 2) 0.166 0.04 -6.876 < 0.001

Gap Duration (325) / (700) Gap Position (Breath 1) 0.367 0.05 -7.617 < 0.001
Gap Position (Before Breath 2) 0.124 0.03 -10.34 < 0.001
Gap Position (Breath 2) 0.2 0.05 -6.095 < 0.001

Gap Duration (450) / (575) Gap Position (Breath 1) 1.059 0.16 0.381 1
Gap Position (Before Breath 2) 0.62 0.12 -2.552 0.1
Gap Position (Breath 2) 0.607 0.18 -1.669 0.95

Gap Duration (450) / (700) Gap Position (Breath 1) 0.625 0.08 -3.527 0.004
Gap Position (Before Breath 2) 0.357 0.08 -4.819 < 0.001
Gap Position (Breath 2) 0.731 0.22 -1.039 1

Gap Duration (575) / (700) Gap Position (Breath 1) 1.696 0.24 3.725 0.002
Gap Position (Before Breath 2) 1.736 0.41 2.312 0.2
Gap Position (Breath 2) 0.831 0.29 -0.527 1

P-values are adjusted using the Bonferroni method.

Table C.9: Distribution of trials by experimental condition in Experiment 3.

Gap Position Switched Breaths

Duration (ms) after Breath 1 after Breath 2 Yes No

200 8 8 8 8
450 8 8 8 8
700 4 4 4 4

Total Trials: 80
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Table C.10: Model selection results are shown for the generalised linear mixed modelling
of Correct Answer in Experiment 3.

Model Fixed Effects Random Effects Model Fit Likelihood Ratio Test

Intercept Slope NP AIC BIC LL Dev. χ2 DF p

1 Participant 2 6909.1 6923 -3452.5 6905.1
2 Participant +

Trial Order
3 6911 6931.8 -3452.5 6905 0.10 1 0.75

3 Participant +
Excerpt

3 6886.5 6907.4 -3440.2 6880.5 24.57 1 < 0.001

4 Gap Duration Participant +
Excerpt

5 6684.8 6719.6 -3337.4 6674.8 205.67 2 < 0.001

5 Gap Duration +
Gap Position

Participant +
Excerpt

6 6648.9 6690.7 -3318.5 6636.9 37.87 1 < 0.001

6 Gap Duration +
Gap Position +
Switched Task

Participant +
Excerpt

7 6650.9 6690.6 -3318.5 6636.9 0.03 1 0.87

7 Gap Duration +
Gap Position +
B1

Participant +
Excerpt

7 6646.9 6695.7 -3316.5 6632.9 4.01 1 0.05

8 Gap Duration +
Gap Position +
B1 + B2

Participant +
Excerpt

8 6617 6672.6 -3300.5 6601 31.98 1 < 0.001

9 Gap Duration +
Gap Position ×
B1 + B2

Participant +
Excerpt

9 6533.7 6596.4 -3257.9 6515.7 85.23 1 < 0.001

10 Gap Duration +
Gap Position ×
B1 × B2

Participant +
Excerpt

12 6247.1 6330.6 -3111.5 6223.1 292.67 3 0.004

11 Gap Duration×
Gap Position ×
B1 × B2

Participant +
Excerpt

26 6235.5 6416.4 -3091.7 6183.5 39.6027 14 < 0.001

12 Gap Duration
× Gap Position
× B1 × B2 +
Rhythm Task

Participant +
Excerpt

27 6229.2 6417.1 -3087.6 6175.2 8.21 1 0.004

13 Gap Duration×
Gap Position ×
B1 × B2 ×
Rhythm Task

Participant +
Excerpt

50 6250.3 6598.3 -3075.2 6150.3 24.93 23 0.35

14 Gap Duration
× Gap Position
× B1 × B2 +
Rhythm Task

Participant +
Excerpt

Gap Position
|Participant

29 6150.7 6352.5 -3046.4 6092.7 82.52 2 < 0.001

15 Gap Duration
× Gap Position
× B1 × B2 +
Rhythm Task

Participant +
Excerpt

Gap Position ×
Gap Duration
|Participant

47 6114.7 6441.8 -3010.4 6020.7 72 18 < 0.001

16 Gap Duration
× Gap Position
× B1 × B2 +
Rhythm Task
+ Switched
Breath

Participant +
Excerpt

Gap Position ×
Gap Duration
|Participant

48 6115.7 6449.8 -3009.9 6019.7 0.98 1 0.32

Response: Correct Answer, Count Observations: 7,780, Groups: Participants (102), Excerpts (40)
Key: B1 Breath 1 Duration, B2 Breath 2 Duration, + Main Effects, × Interaction, | Grouped by, NP Number of Parameters, AIC Aikake Information Criterion,
BIC Bayesian Information Criterion, LL Log Likelihood, Dev. Deviance, DF Degrees of Freedom, χ2 Chi-square.
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Table C.11: Final model for the generalised linear mixed modelling of Correct Answer in
Experiment 3.

Fixed Effects

Beta SE 95% CI z p

Lower Upper

1.17 0.12 0.92 1.41 9.38 < 0.001
Intercept 1.17 0.12 0.92 1.41 9.38 < 0.001
Gap Duration (450) 0.82 0.14 0.55 1.01 5.98 < 0.001
Gap Duration (700) 1.15 0.18 0.80 1.5 6.36 < 0.001
Gap Position 0.27 0.13 0.01 0.54 2 0.05
B2 -1.09 0.09 -1.27 -0.9 -11.55 < 0.001
B1 0.19 0.07 0.06 0.32 2.81 0.005
Rhythm Task 0.32 0.09 0.15 0.49 3.61 0.003
Gap Duration (450) × Gap Position 0.96 0.24 0.49 1.43 4 < 0.001
Gap Duration (700) × Gap Position 1.23 0.38 0.49 1.97 3.28 0.001
Gap Duration (450) × B2 0.32 0.13 0.06 0.58 2.4 0.02
Gap Duration (700) × B2 0.13 0.18 -0.22 0.47 0.7 0.48
Gap Position × B2 1.35 0.11 1.13 1.57 12.09 < 0.001
Gap Duration (450) × B1 0.1 0.12 -0.13 0.34 0.86 0.39
Gap Duration (700) × B1 -0.22 0.14 -0.49 0.06 -1.53 0.13
Gap Position × B1 -0.53 0.09 -0.71 -0.35 -5.74 < 0.001
B2 × B1 0.1 0.09 -0.09 0.28 1.03 0.3
Gap Duration (450) × Gap Position × B2 -0.35 0.18 -0.7 0 -1.96 0.05
Gap Duration (700) × Gap Position × B2 0.35 0.37 -0.37 1.06 0.94 0.35
Gap Duration (450) × Gap Position × B1 0.23 0.18 -0.13 0.59 1.27 0.21
Gap Duration (700) × Gap Position × B1 0.95 0.31 0.35 1.55 3.11 0.002
Gap Duration (450) × B2 × B1 0.24 0.21 -0.17 0.64 1.15 0.245
Gap Duration (700) × B2 × B1 0.07 0.25 -0.43 0.56 0.27 0.79
Gap Position × B2 × B1 0.16 0.12 -0.07 0.39 1.37 0.17
Gap Duration (450) × Gap Position × B2 × B1 -0.58 0.26 -1.1 -0.07 -2.21 0.03
Gap Duration (700) × Gap Position × B2 × B1 0.47 0.63 -0.76 1.7 0.75 0.45

Random Effects

Variance SD Corr.

Participant (Intercept) 0.97 0.98
Gap Position, Participant (Slope) 0.72 0.85 -0.42
Gap Duration (450), Participant (Slope) 0.35 0.59 0.42 0.02
Gap Duration (700), Participant (Slope) 0.33 0.58 0.04 0.52 0.86
Gap Position × Duration (450), Participant (Slope) 0.69 0.83 0.79 0.16 0.46 0.36
Gap Position × Duration (700), Participant (Slope) 0.92 0.96 0.79 -0.12 0.2 0 0.89
Excerpt (Intercept) 0.03 0.17

Model Fit

R2 Marginal Conditional

0.16 0.42

Model equation: Correct Answer ∼ Gap Duration × Gap Position × Breath 1 Duration × Breath 2 Duration +
Rhythm Task + ( 1 |Excerpt) + (1 + Gap Position × Gap Duration |Participant)
Key: B1 Breath 1 Duration, B2 Breath 2 Duration, SE Standard Error, CI Confidence Intervals, χ2 Chi-square, SD
Standard Deviation, Corr. Correlation
Confidence Intervals are calculated using the Wald method.
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Table C.12: The results of post hoc contrasts using estimated marginal means for Gap
Position, Gap Duration, Breath 1 Duration, and Breath 2 Duration in Experiment
3.

Gap Position × Gap Duration

Contrast Condition Ratio SE z-Ratio p

Gap Position (Breath 1) / (Breath 2) Gap Duration (200) -0.05 0.02 -2 0.05
Gap Duration (450) -0.08 0.01 -4.282 < 0.001
Gap Duration (700) -0.07 0.02 -4.35 < 0.001

Gap Duration (200) / (450) Gap Position (Breath 1) -0.12 0.02 -6.33 < 0.001
Gap Position (Breath 2) -0.16 0.02 -9.53 < 0.001

Gap Duration (200) / (700) Gap Position (Breath 1) -0.15 0.02 -6.95 < 0.001
Gap Position (Breath 2) -0.17 0.02 -9.43 < 0.001

Gap Duration (450) / (700) Gap Position (Breath 1) -0.03 0.02 -1.78 0.22
Gap Position (Breath 2) -0.02 0.01 -1.79 0.22

Breath 1 Duration

Condition Trend SE z-Ratio p

Gap Position (Breath 1) Gap Duration (200) 0.0007 0.0003 2.81 0.03
Gap Duration (450) 0.0011 0.0004 2.88 0.02
Gap Duration (700) -0.0001 0.0005 -0.23 1

Gap Position (Breath 2) Gap Duration (200) -0.0013 0.0003 -5.17 < 0.001
Gap Duration (450) 0 0.0005 -0.06 1
Gap Duration (700) 0.0015 0.0010 1.47 0.85

Breath 2 Duration

Condition Trend SE z-Ratio p

Gap Position (Breath 1) Gap Duration (200) -0.0038 0.0003 -11.55 < 0.001
Gap Duration (450) -0.0026 0.0003 -7.81 < 0.001
Gap Duration (700) -0.0033 0.0005 -6.26 < 0.001

Gap Position (Breath 2) Gap Duration (200) 0.0009 0.0002 4.27 < 0.001
Gap Duration (450) 0.0008 0.0004 2.28 0.14
Gap Duration (700) 0.0026 0.0011 2.35 0.11

P-values are adjusted using the Bonferroni method.
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Abstract
Modelling of the breath signal is of high interest to both
healthcare professionals and computer scientists, as a source
of diagnosis-related information, or a means for curating higher
quality datasets in speech analysis research. The formation of
a breath signal gold standard is, however, not a straightforward
task, as it requires specialised equipment, human annotation
budget, and even then, it corresponds to lab recording settings,
that are not reproducible in-the-wild. Herein, we explore deep
learning based methodologies, as an automatic way to predict a
continuous-time breath signal by solely analysing spontaneous
speech. We address two task formulations, those of continuous-
valued signal prediction, as well as inhalation event prediction,
that are of great use in various healthcare and Automatic Speech
Recognition applications, and showcase results that outperform
current baselines. Most importantly, we also perform an initial
exploration into explaining which parts of the input audio signal
are important with respect to the prediction.
Index Terms: breath prediction from speech, end-to-end deep
learning, neural attention, biological signal monitoring

1. Introduction
Breathing patterns provide medical doctors and speech therapists
with vital information about an individual’s physical health state,
as well as insight into human affective states [1, 2] and cognitive
and neurological circumstances [3, 4] more broadly. In the case
of speech, respiratory activity reflects important motor planning
processes [5]. The ability to rapidly and flexibly sequence chest
movements to produce speech breathing is considered unique to
modern humans (and potentially neanderthals) [6], and the loss
of fine respiratory control during vocalisation can be an early
and acute symptom of neurodegenerative motor disorders, such
as Parkinson’s disease (PD) [7, 8]. Recent work, for example,
demonstrates that patients with PD are more likely to breathe
between syntactic boundaries [9] than neurotypical speakers,
and that both patients and their healthy ageing counterparts need
to breathe more often than younger adults to meet metabolic
demands during speech [10].

Although the latter work was focused on the sentence-
structural aspects of speech breathing, relatively little is known
of the sub-second temporal dynamics of the breath signal, in
part because respiratory recording is relatively intrusive and the
manual annotation of breathing patterns is laborious, resulting in
a high cost to benefit ratio of data collection. For example, the
authors of the study performed in [1] identified and annotated
the breath events manually by listening to the speech record-
ings. This approach is certainly limited to the research domain,

∗

is not scalable, and is dependent on variable human annotator
skill, as well as being vulnerable to bias. Established meth-
ods for measuring respiratory activity include the application of
electromyography [11], chest pneumograph [12], and inductive
plethysmography, which entails subjects being fitted with an
elastic belt that shrinks or expands with breathing movements
[13]. These devices require direct application to the human
body, which could affect the natural and spontaneous expression
of the speaker [1]. A possible non-contact method would be
the usage of a thermal camera [14], which is, however, a less
cost-effective approach, and furthermore also requires human
annotation. Computational methods that automatically detect
breathing events purely by analysing recorded speech should
facilitate the aforementioned healthcare applications [15, 13].
Although ‘laboratory speech’ (e. g., formulaic texts that are read
aloud) forms the basis of much linguistic and speech sciences re-
search [16], a deeper challenge arises in the case of spontaneous
speech, where greater cognitive effort is required in compari-
son to reading, as well as the adaptation of speech rhythm to
accommodate breathing [17, 5].

It is apparent then that there is great importance in breath
sensing of spontaneous speech, so we focus on developing
a computational, deep-learning methodology for transforming
speech into breath signal. The breath signal we use to form our
ground-truth is recorded by elastic piezoelectric belts worn by
the participants. We focus on two different task formulations
of the speech-based, breath sensing problem: a) Predicting the
continuous-time, real-valued breath belt signal (BELT), and
b) detecting maximum inhalation events (MAX). The former
task works as a proof of concept towards the development of a
breath sensing solution that does not require specialised equip-
ment, other than a microphone. The latter task is of more interest
in studies that are based on the detection and localisation of
inhalation events, either for removal [15, 18, 19, 4, 20, 21, 22],
or further processing [23, 24, 25, 26] (see Section 2).

Herein, we propose two computational improvements for
breath sensing: a) the eschewing of the feature extraction step,
in favour of a fully end-to-end approach [27], which involves
learning to extract features from the speech waveform using
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), b) the application of
attention mechanisms [28] for enhanced performance, as well
as a gateway towards continuous-time interpretation through the
analysis of the attention weights (see Figure 2) according to the
high standards of recent research [29], and c) the application
thereof on two tasks with real-world applications.

2. Related work
In the study performed in [15], the authors have proposed a
methodology for identifying and removing breath sound seg-Equal Contribution
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Figure 1: Attention maps for the same 2 second segment (50 time
steps), averaged across 10 trials. Left corresponds to the weights
learnt for the BELT task, and Right for the MAX task. Deviations
from a diagonal indicate unequal importance allocation to all
sequence elements. Specifically, for the MAX task, we observe
that a lot of weight is placed at an element within the max
inhalation event, as this is the minority class of interest.

ments in speech recordings. This is done by utilising recorded
breath examples to train a breath sound template based on the
extraction and analysis of Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs), and then using the latter within a pattern matching
framework on longer songs and narrated speech recordings. In a
recent extension on this method that was applied on a database
of news reports, a Voice Activity Detection (VAD) step is also
applied such that the template matching is only focused on non-
speech segments [21]. Elaborate post-processing, requiring do-
main knowledge, was also used for unifying closely spaced
breath segments, as well as discarding small breaths. The goal
of such studies is to identify and remove sharp inhalation sounds
towards the improvement of the recording quality.

This approach has also been used for the removal of breath
segments in order to curate a clean speech corpus for speech syn-
thesis [22], Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) in Japanese
[20], as well as classification of speech as being produced by
subjects with schizophrenia [18], breathing problems due to
lung cancer [19], or rapid eye movement sleep behaviour dis-
order and PD [4]. On the other hand, acoustic analysis of the
breathing sounds themselves has also been applied for a variety
of problems, such as improving speaker recognition [24, 25],
and detecting obstructive sleep apnea [26] or major respiratory
diseases (i. e. , flu, pneumonia, and bronchitis) [23]. Our study
is not only useful in detecting inhalation events, which is of
great interest to the aforementioned studies, but at predicting
continuous-time breath signals, towards the provision of a more
holistic understanding of the breathing activity of a subject.

The study that is closest to our BELT task is the one per-
formed in [13], as it utilises deep learning for continuous-time
breath signal regression, as recorded from elastic breath belts.
In this paper, the authors employ an approach that consists of
an MFCC feature extraction step, followed by the application of
a stacked Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model on speech
segment sizes between 4 and 8 seconds. We instead follow our
work in [30], and consider uninterrupted spontaneous speech
segments of 4 minutes, the predictive modelling of which we
improve, and take first steps towards interpreting the temporal
patterns that are potentially informative in breath prediction.
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Figure 2: The attention importance weights (red) plotted against
the breath signal (teal) for both the BELT task (upper), and the
MAX task (middle). The attention curve is an average across
10 trials, followed by standardisation. We also show the speech
waveform volume (gray, lower) for reference.

We additionally experiment with a categorical, continuous-
time prediction task, i. e., max-breath event detection. The au-
thors of [22] extracted speech segments from a podcast conver-
sation, annotated as being either speech or breath produced by
one of two speakers, and applied a classification mechanism
based on [31] in a multi-class framework. In contrast, we treat
the max breath event detection task as time-continuous, where a
sequence element is either within an event, or not, and further-
more focus on the more general task of spontaneous speech with
speaker-independent partitioning.

2.1. Attention for Explanation?

Attention mechanisms [28, 32] have extensively been used to
provide a dimension of explainability as to what the model be-
lieves is an important part of the input, however, they have
recently received criticism on that account [33] for generating
inconsistent attentive explanations, for example across different
trials. More recently, the authors of [29] have addressed the crit-
icisms by claiming that the existence of alternative explanations
is not indicative of lack of explanatory power, as there may be
multiple explanations for the predictions of a model, something
also indicated by the success of models that utilise multi-head
self-attention [34]. They further quantify this attention distribu-
tion variability by using the Jensen-Shannon divergence. In all
our visualisations of attention maps, weights, and discussions
thereupon, we utilise averages across multiple trials, and we
further report attention distribution correlations.

3. From speech to breath
In the context of this study, we denote by xi ∈ RTx×dx the
i-th sample utterance, regardless of the model to be used. Each
input sample is sequential, with T x being the number of time
steps for the inputs, and d the dimensionality. For example, if
we are working on the raw audio waveform, d corresponds to
1, whereas if we are working on MFCCs, dx, T x correspond
to the number of MFCCs, and the length of the spectrogram,
respectively. We denote our model by M , that receives xi and
outputs the corresponding prediction yi ∈ RTy×dy . The number
of time steps for our label sequences for both considered tasks is
denoted by T y . In the continuous-valued breath signal prediction
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Table 1: Summary of the gender balanced (F – Female, M –
Male), speaker independent UCL-SBM database partitions.

# Train Dev Test Σ

F 9 10 10 29
M 8 6 6 20
Σ 17 16 16 49
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Figure 3: The upper plot depicts the continuous-valued breath
signal (teal), along with the parts that we assume constitute
maximum breath events (starred red). The lower plot depicts the
speech waveform volume (gray) for reference.

dy equals to 1, signifying the prediction of the continuous breath
belt signal. As for the max-breath event detection, the model
outputs 2 logits per time step, one per class.

3.1. Breath sensing task formulation

Breath belt signal prediction (BELT): In this sequential re-
gression problem, the task is to predict a signal (in mV) that
resembles the piezoelectric breath belt output. We thus train a
model that is able to provide a breath belt-like signal to be used
in absence of the required instruments, as a proxy for them. We
evaluate this task with the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (r).

Max-breath event detection task (MAX): Maximum belt
extension events have been localised in time using peak detection,
as proxies of maximum air volume inhalation events. The task
would be the accurate detection of max-breath events along
time. We detected peaks with topographic prominence more than
0.1, and assumed that a time window of 440 ms centred around
the peak corresponds to a max-breath event. The evaluation
measure used here is the Macro averaged F1 score (Macro-F1).
The prediction labels of the two tasks are depicted in Figure 3,
alongside the speech waveform, for reference.

3.2. Attentive end-to-end deep learning

Both the BELT and the MAX tasks are sequential in nature.
Thus, we adopt a common two-layer stack of Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) RNNs to be applied on the various feature
baselines, where each layer has 256 hidden units. For our pro-
posed method, we engage an end-to-end training method from
the raw speech waveform [27] by the usage of a stacked CNN.
We use three stacked CNN layers with 64, 128, and 256 hidden
units, respectively; each layer was followed by a max-pooling
operation, with corresponding rates 10-8-8. We then segment
the hidden state sequence into sub-segments of 2 seconds (i. e.,

50 time steps), and apply to each of them in such a localised
manner the Luong dot product attention [32]. This produces a
50×50 map, where each element is the corresponding dot prod-
uct. A 1-dimensional softmax function is used to produce an
attention map comprising 50 discrete probability distributions of
size 50, one per hidden state, where the probabilities signify the
relation of another hidden state towards the one under examina-
tion. Each probability distribution is used to perform a weighted
average of the hidden state sequence per time step. Finally, a
fully connected layer is applied to the new sequence to extract
the final numerical prediction, or logit. In Figure 1, we show
attention maps for the same 2 second segment, for both tasks.
By adding all the probabilities related to a hidden state found on
all distributions, we get a measure of importance for this hidden
state, hereby an importance weight. In Figure 2, we show for
both tasks the attention weights plotted against the labels for an
8 second segment. Both attention maps and importance weights
are averaged across 10 trials.

4. Speech-breath database
We utilise the UCL-SBM database, which was the basis of the
Breathing Sub-challenge of Interspeech 2020 ComParE [30].
The partitions are summarised in Table 1. Here, we use only
spontaneous speech recordings that pose a greater challenge in
terms of respiratory planning [5], and data from one of the two
piezoelectric respiratory belts worn by the subjects. The belt was
positioned approximately four centimetres below the collarbone
to record chest breathing, and produces a linear voltage read-
ing in response to changes in thoracic circumference associated
with respiration. All signals were sampled at 40 kHz; speech
was downsampled to 16 kHz and breath belts to 25 Hz in post-
processing. The breath signal was further normalised by dividing
each value by the maximum recorded value across the dataset.
All 49 speakers1 (29 f, 20 m) reported English as a primary lan-
guage, but ranged in regional accent (e. g., American, Irish, etc.),
as well as sociolect; ages range from 18 to approximately 55
years old (mean age 24 years; std. dev. = ˜10 years). Each par-
ticipant contributed five minutes of spontaneously generated
speech, following instructions to imagine having a conversation
with a new acquaintance in a polite, yet informal situation. The
recordings were edited at the four minute mark to a common
duration for conformity, as well as to avoid background noise or
the experimenter’s instructions.

5. Experiments
5.1. Baselines

We apply the common LSTM RNN architecture described in
Sub-section 3.2 on all the following baseline feature sets, both
with the attention step (denoted by ATT) and without. r was
optimised directly using Adam [35] with initial learning rate
.001. We ran our experiments for 100 epochs, validating every
5, and report test measures using the model that yields the best
validation performance. We execute 10 trials of each method.

WAV – Raw Audio Waveform: In this case, we utilise
an additional stacked CNN (described in Subsection 3.2) model
at the beginning that processes the raw waveform and learns to
extract shift-invariant features in an End-to-End manner [27, 30].

1Participants were recruited via word of mouth and an online psy-
chology subject pool database. Informed written consent was obtained
prior to testing, and the project received approval from the UCL research
ethics committee.
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Table 2: Test performance results for the UCL-SBM database.

BELT (r) MAX (Macro-F1 %)
Method No ATT ATT No ATT ATT

ComParE+RNN .721 .712 74.643 74.721
MFCC+RNN .721 .730 72.818 74.148
WAV+CRNN .728 .731 74.743 75.469

MFCC – Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients: We cal-
culate 80 MFCCs using a 25 ms raised cosine Fast Fourier win-
dow, with 10 ms stride. An RNN processing MFCCs correspond-
ing to a 4-8 second segment was the approach recently utilised in
[13], without attention. MFCCs were also the features of choice
in [22], albeit in a non speaker independent, utterance-level
prediction task.

COMPARE – Low-level Descriptor Acoustic Feature Set:
65 COMPARE feature set low-level descriptors (LLDs) were
extracted at a 40 ms hop size, as well as their first derivation
(delta), resulting in a 130 dimensional LLD feature set. A full
description of the feature set can be found in [36].

5.2. Predictive performance results

Comparison results are summarised in Table 2. The COMPARE
features, but mostly the utilisation of end-to-end learning yield
some computational improvement over the MFCC baseline, espe-
cially for the MAX task. Furthermore, the utilisation of attention
brings an improvement across the board, again more noticeable
in the MAX task. We hypothesise this is because it is easier to
focus the attention on the minority positive class.

5.3. Discussion – Where does the network attend to?

In Figure 2, there is no easily discernible pattern for attention
with respect to the BELT task. This might be due to the continu-
ous valued nature of the task, where many different locations in
the sequence are important. For the MAX task, we observe that
there is a tendency for high attention weights to concentrate at
the beginning of the max breath event (the r between importance
weights and the continuous binary MAX labels is a non-trivial
0.141). This makes sense, as the positive class is the minority,
and the network learns to properly focus on the corresponding
segments. Finally, low importance weights appear to correspond
to segments with lack of speech, perhaps a consequence of the
network realising that there is no useful signal there. A no-
table exception, in terms of high attention during the absence of
speech, occurs immediately before an inhalation; this may be
attributable to the presence of inhalation sounds.

Towards a more quantitative examination, attentional weight
vectors were resampled to 1 kHz, low-pass filtered at 10 Hz us-
ing a 4th order Butterworth filter, and rescaled between -1 and
1. Attentional peaks of peak prominence more than .25 were
detected (determined by piloting to strike a balance between
humanly-discernible peaks and noise). Inter-peak intervals (IPI)
were calculated to ascertain the relative degree of periodicity
and any underlying patterns in terms of the temporal structure of
attentional weighting. Concerning the end-to-end method, the
median BELT attentional IPI was calculated on a speaker-by-
speaker basis, with a group average of 1 743.75 (SD 723.4) ms,
and an inter-quartile range of 1 991.69 (SD 972.86) ms. For the
MAX task, the corresponding group average of median atten-
tional IPI was 1 314.13 (SD 304.74) ms, with an inter-quartile
range of 1 684.38 (SD 405.59) ms. This suggests that attention

Table 3: Cross-trial attention distribution correlations. Based
on r, the attention distributions are well correlated across tri-
als, which is an indication that they are neither arbitrary, nor
conditional on chance, as hypothesised in [33].

Method BELT MAX

ComParE+RNN .583 .534
MFCC+RNN .536 .559
WAV+CRNN .624 .466

Table 4: Cross-method attention distribution correlations. The
non-trivial correlation scores indicate that regardless of input
level feature representation, there exist universal temporal pat-
terns that are of use towards breath prediction.

Method Pair BELT MAX

WAV & MFCC .626 .553
WAV & ComParE .462 .242
MFCC & ComParE .504 .198

in the MAX task operated on a faster and less variable timescale
in comparison with attention in the BELT task. In both cases,
the data were largely positively skewed, with modal peaks at
approximately 940 ms for the BELT task, and 555 for the MAX
task, and inter-speaker variability.

5.4. Discussion – Are the attention weights brittle?

We try to quantify the attention distribution distances in a manner
inspired by [29]. For each cross-trial pair, we calculate the r
values for corresponding attention distributions, in each 2 sec
attention segment, and each speaker. We report the averages
corresponding to each attentive method and task in Table 3. In
Table 4, we perform a similar r calculation, this time across
attention distributions by different methods, after trial averaging.

6. Conclusions & future work
We have shown that learning audio features in an end-to-end
manner is beneficial towards breath sensing from speech, and
that attention mechanisms help identify useful patterns from the
speech signal, that persist across choice of method2. An impor-
tant next step is to validate the possibility of cross-corpus breath
sensing, thus verifying that our method can stand in place of
more specialised measurement equipment. Towards a deeper
understanding of the relation between speech and breath, a fur-
ther exploration of the explanatory potential of attention weights
should be attempted via more powerful attentional models [34].
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